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FOREWORD 

The increasing influence of mass media in all aspects 
of today's living presents a challenge and an opportunity 
to educators to learn to use these media more effecti vely. 

As the result of the choice of this theme for the 
fall 1962 faculty workshop, the Home Economics Faculty 
realized that the University of Missouri had a unique 
combination of resources for a conference on education 
by means of mass media. Consequent ly, a seminar was 
planned to precede the American Home Economics Association 
annual meeting in Kansas City, Missouri, in June, 1963. 
The focus was on the home economist as comnronicator via 
television, radio, and press. 

The planning committee, under the leadership of Mrs. Orrine Gregory, was able to secure the enthusiastic support 
and cooperation of staff of the University of Missouri's 
School of Journalism, School of Home Economics, Agri
cultural Editor's office, Home Economics Department of 
the College of Education, and Commercial and Instructional 
Television programs. Mrs. Frances Clingerman, Home 
Economics Information Specialist, Division of Information, 
USDA Federal Extension Service, worked closely in planning 
the organization, summary and report of the conference. 
Funds were made available for supplementing University 
staff with outstanding speakers representing press, radio 
and television. 

The consistently high quality of the programs and 
the number of requests for the report helped us in 
deciding to include the talks as presented rather than 
in abstract or summary form. The report is divided into 
two parts. The first consists of the majority of talks 
which serve to give understanding and perspective 
regarding trends, potential and problems relating to 
educational uses of mass media. The second part of the 
report is concerned chiefly with approaches to use of 
techniques and materials in practical situations. This 
portion of the report was developed by Dr. Barton L. 
Griffith, Associate Professor of Speech, and his 
staff in Instructional Television. 

It is not possible to mention by name the many 
individuals, including the workshop participants, who 
helped to make this report possible. We hope it will 
prove useful, not only to them, but to many others 
interested in exploring the usefulness of mass media 
in both formal and informal educational programs. 

Margaret Mangel, Director 
School of Home Economics 
University of Missouri 
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SCOPE, TRENDS, AND PROBLEMS OF MASS MEDIA 

by Dr. Edward c. Lambert 
Special Assistant to the President in Charge of Television 

University of Missouri, Columbia 

It's a truism among specialists in the field of adult education that the 
present generation of mature adults is the first generation that has been 
faced with the job of living in and managing a culture that is different 
in kind from. the one first transmitted to them. "For the first time in 
the history of civilization," warns the Comm.ission of Professors of Adult 
Education after a Kellogg Foundation supported study, "the time span of 
drastic cultural change has been telescoped into less than the lifetime 
of the individual ••• The consequence of this new fact of life is such that 
the well-educated youth of today is an obsolete man tomorrow." 

Connnenting on this statement Dr. Dewitt Redick, director of the School of 
Journalism at the University of Texas in an address before the Association 
for Education in Journalism last August said, "I remember clearly being 
taught in high school that the atom was the smallest particle of matter; 
and much that we have learned about science was laid upon that base. 
But we have pierced the atom and discovered therein not solidity but a 
world of inconceivable movement, of space and matter, and of power. In 
the fields of science, then social science, and then the humanities, 
revolutionary discoveries have revealed that many of our oldest and least 
questioned ideas can no longer be considered literally true, though they 
have some semblance of truth. Many of our houses of knowledge have been 
pyramided upon concepts of truth which we find are transitory." 

The American Association for the Advancement of Science forecasts an 
actual doubling of scientific knowledge in the next ten years and a 
redoubling the following ten. 

Therein lies the big challenge facing the mass media today. First of 
all, unfortunately, many of our citizenry are not aware of their educa
tional obsolescence ••• and secondly, many of them, ensonced in the 
comforts provided by the miracles of the mid-century couldn't care less. 
And yet, in this day when the world is a split-second away from self
scientific greatness that created this creature comfort, the mass media 
of col!l!ll1lnications nmst somehow educate, somehow inform the reluctant 
adult. 

It is with this preliminary statement of responsibility that I shall 
examine the status of mass media today ••• discussing their scope, their 
trends, and their problems. 

Along the line of getting our listeners, our viewers, or our readers to 
tune in or to read the type of thing we want them to, I am reminded of a 
story I have just heard about a British journalist who was convinced that 
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our newspapers were a very inferior product, and he came over here to do a survey to prove his point. He felt our newspapers were doing an especially poor job of interpretative and depth reporting and of editorial writing. He interviewed a number of American readers and then said that he was no longer concerned about the quality of American papers. Yes, he said, they were even worse than he thought, but after his interviews he had decided that it didn't make any difference. All the readers ever read were the funnies and the sports page. 

Certainly, this statement was based on a cynical, possibly tongue-in-cheek series of half truths. And yet, I have had my problems with "Missouri Forum" and "Point of Interest." Both of these are public affairs programs I do for radio. Maybe you have heard one of them if you are an early riser. The TV edition of "Missouri Forum" runs against "Ed the Talking Horse" and "Password." Kids do control sets ... so my program usually gets "clobbered." You can't really blame viewers for wanting some entertainment, of course. Many viewers come home tired and want escapism ••• they want to relax, not to be informed. But these are our problems. You know the old bromide that you can lead a horse, etc ••• 

But now let us turn our attention to some specific medi.a.,. their scopes, trends and problem~. First, let us consider newspapers. Today there are 60-million-25-thousand-716 Sunday newspapers printed in the English language and circulated in the United States each weekend. English language dailies have a circulation of 47-million-631-thousand-779 in a 24-hour period in this country. Newspapers are big business, with a gross armual revenue in the vicinity of one and one half billion dollars. 
Dean Frank Luther Mott, the Pul:!.t:z;er prize winning journalistic historian, has been quoted as observing that newspapers, which by their very nature and chief function are devoted to what is new, have long been notorious for their tendency to lag behind other industries and institutions in both technologies and professional ideas. He tells of correspondence he had several years ago with Herbert Brucker on the subject of newspaper change. Brucker ref erred to the reluctance of great dailies to make radical changes with the contemptuous statement "Glaciers are faster." 
Despite this, Mott says indications are that we are in the midst of veritable revolutions in co111111Unications brought on by the exciting competition between the print media, television, radio, motion pictures and new photographic techniques. 

In the newspaper field these include: 1. Cold ~e. Cold type processes of composition, including phototypesetting, are ing steady progress, especially in connection with offset printing. The Arizona Journal (Phoenix) used it for straight composition. Although this dafiY failed it set a precedent. Most of the nation's magazines today are printed by offset. Also a considerable number of weeklies and small dailies have been printed by offset for several years. Grit, the national small town weekly published in Williamsport, Pennsylvania,"!'Or a list of nearly a million subscribers, 
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recently began printing on a web-fed rotary offset press that delivers over 
65-thousand impressions an hour, many pages in full color. 

Offset is being matched by the activities of the manufacturers of the 
various cold type machines, and also by the development of printing plates 
of plastic and extremely thin metal and by the development of computing 
machines designed to handle automatically classified advertising, market 
reports, and eventually other material, Dr. Mott observes. 

According to Dr. Mott, phototypesetting and cold type join with plastic 
plates and offset printing to threaten, not immediately, but eventually, 
and very definitely ••• to replace hot metal. 

Old techniques, firmly involved with costly investments, unions, etc., 
will delay the change to those modern methods, but economic pressures 
and improvements in machinery make the change inevitable. 

Costs of operation have been prime cause of failure of Jll8IlY newspapers. 
Dean Mott sees the resultant effect of these new methods as a sensational 
increase in the number of papers. This, he feels, will offset the trend 
of a number of years toward consolidation and one paper metropolitan areas. 

The second obvious trend in newspapers is based on shifts of population 
to suburban-and-exurban communities, and to line communities along high
ways, 

These migrations have resulted in the rise of neighborhood or community 
"throw-aways. 11 Some of these develop into weeklies and iB some instances 
into daily newspapers based on regular subscription and delivery but 
specifically designed to appeal to the neighborhoods of suburban readers. 
There has been a significant rise in the number of suburban weeklies, 
semi-weeklies, and dailies that were established as newspapers tailored 
to cover in detail the happenings in these community areas. In a number 
of instances a single modern plant serves severa1 groups. Los Angeles, 
Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, and New York are examples of metropolitan 
areas that have large plants servicing groups of suburban newspapers. 

The third trend in newspaper publishing is toward national distribution 
through regiona1 editions of previously restricted area papers, making 
them truly national papers as in Britain, For example the Wall Street 
Journa1, using its electro-type setter, issues four regional editions in 
seven cities from New York to San Francisco. It has recently set up a 
facsimil.e service from San Francisco to Riverside, 50-miles east of Los 
Angeles, by which entire pages are transmitted electronically, printed in 
a new plant at the receiving point, and distributed to readers in Southern 
California, Arizona, and parts of Nevada and Utah. There are plans now 
to combine offset printing with Pressfax or facsimile transmission such as 
has been used in Japan for the last six years to transmit pages for as far 
away- as 6oo-lliles. The New York Times and the Christian Science Monitor 
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are other examples of these national papers. Other great newspapers, it is 
anticipated, will fol.low suit. Dr. Mott also envisions the day when news
paper page facsimiles will be bounced off of co111111Unication satellites. 

Because newspapers simply cannot compete with the timeliness of broadcast 
news they are being forced more to concentrate on depth stories and 
interpretative reporting. The challenge is to make this writing so 
interesting and of such high waulity that the reader will feel compel.led 
to read the publication, and in turn, to become interested and involved in 
the welfare of his community, his state and his nation. 

Now let us consider the magazine field. The prediction is that in a few 
years the magazine industry in the United States will consist of a handful 
of mass magazines, a hundred of fairly large circulation specialized 
periodicals, and thousands of small publications. 

The mass or big consumer magazines will include one-half dozen survivors 
of the battle now going on. Which they will be will depend upon the 
confidence of bankers, the whims of pttblic taste or the actions of 
advertising space buyers. 

Specialized books ••• already numbering at least 12,000 if we include house 
publications ••• as well as magazines of business, religion, the arts, 
science, and the many other particularized interests of the population are 
likely to increase in number. The rise will be most dramatic among the 
specialized magazines that can co111111and 300- to 500-thousand circulation 
and sufficient supporting advertising revenue. Already gone from the 
scene are such periodicals as Colliers, American, Woman 1 s Home Companion, 
Coronet, Household to name only a few. 

New periodicals of wide circulation couldn't make it either. This month, 
USAI and Show Business Illustrated, for example, had quick deaths; CUrtis 
l5iili!ishing Company went through an ownership change, reduced the number of 
issues of Saturd~ven~ Post, the Ladies Home Journal, and American 
~ and drastic shoo up staffs and formats. 

What has caused these problems? Certa:i:nly involved are mounting costs of 
materials, increased charges for labor, expensive internal and external 
competition, rising taxes, costly distribution, sometimes unsuccessful and 
dear counter measures to weakness and mismanagE111ent. 

Magazine publishing is big business. In 1960 alone, the consumer books 
did a business volume of 943-lllillion-dollars, receiving 593-rlli.l.l.ion-dollars 
from advertisers and 350-million fro• readers. Magazines empl079d 40-
tbouSllDd persons and bad a total payroll of 225-million-dollars and four
point-one billion copies were sold. 

The financial success of magazines in consumer category is the result of a 
delicate balance of policies regarding expenditure of money and effort in 
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circulation promotion and in editorial content, the pricing of subscriptions and of advertising, and the scheduling of advertising. As a result 
of the imbalance the profits in 1961 were one-point-four per cent of 
sales. In the last ten years income simply has not kept pace with in
creasing costs ••• paper up 31 per cent, printing up 44 per cent, salaries up 41 per cent, postal charges up 89 per cent, and that was before the 
recent increase in rates. 

Many feel that magazines have cut their own throats by offering all sorts of bargain rate subscription plans. The 11ass of these "cut-rate11 

subscribers has cut drastically the newsstand sales, the revenue from 
subscriptions quite naturally has been reduced dangerously, and the 
expense of getting and holding the cheap subscribers has been tremendous. 
The situation can well be compared with a railroad that is losing money on every passenger it carries ••• the more passengers the greater the loss ••• the more subscribers the greater the loss. There must be enough addi
tional advertising to compensate for the increased cost of circulation ••• and it simply has not been forthcoming. For example, Coronet had three
million-200-thousand subscribers ••• and died of an acute case of over
circulation. 

Some critics attribute the collapse of magazines to Madison Avenue gossip, saying that once the word circulates along that "magic Boulevard" that a publication is experiencing some difficulties, the gray flanneled lads 
make haste to leave the sinking ship. 

Other observers point the finger at television and say that TV now serves the cultural and social needs of the middle class families who formerly read magazines and that, in addition, the video screen gets to the working 
class who were never reached by magazines. 

On the other hand, Arnold Gingrich, publisher of Es~e, believes that 
the paperback book rather than television is the 11v ain in the present day magazine piece." Certainly the sales figures for paperbacks would 
give some validity to his point of view. There is no doubt that they have deprived magazines of considerable newsstand circulation. They are more 
easily slipped into a pocket to be read on a plane or train. Futhermore, the reader has a better idea of what he is getting since the general 
magazine is pretty much a 11grab-bag" of fiction and articles. 

Dean Theodore Peterson of the University of Illinois College of Communica
tions says that magazines are obsessed with mortality and believes that it is high time they forget about their possible demise and concentrate on ' putting out a publication that will appeal to the readers. Leo Burnett of the agency that bears his name recommends that magazines 11 continue to serve the literate two-thirds of our population." 

Possibly the magazine business has passed the crisis, and this may even mean that the survivors will be stronger and better than in the past. The 
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Publishers Information Bureau reported "the highest magazine advertising 
revenues for any semi-annual period in publishing history last July." 
According to FIB, figures were six per cent higher than for the previous 
year. The Magazine Publishers Association reports that revenues for the 
first three months of 1963 were three per cent better than the comparable 
period for the pervious year. 

Just what the future holds for the mass magazine business is, of course, a matter for conjecture. Indications are now that the future will belong to the specialized magazine. New magazines are being founded in the 
specialized areas, and there is an impressive list of successful magazines 
that have selected a t8l'geted area. TV Guide, Sports Illustrated, Holiday, Parents, Playboy, and Glamour, are examples of a few of these that have an excellent trac~record. In addition, 26 regional magazines expect an increase in revenue of approximately 12) per cent this year. The public is better educated now than ever before, but the need as was indicated 
earlier, is to help the average adult update his educational background 
before cultural and informational obsolescence sets in. Information in 
depth is urgently needed. There are encouraging signs that it is to be 
forthcoming. 

The true impact of broadcasting is indeed difficult for the average person 
to comprehend. Broadcasting is blamed by ill-informed critics for much that is wrong with our society, but given little credit for all of the 
fine programming that is available. These self-appointed judges of what 
the public should hear or see rail at radio for being strictly an electroni1 juke box pumping our rock 'n roll music and giving rip 'n read news complet with raucous sound effects. Television has become one of the biggest 
whipping boys in the history of communications. Some of the criticisms are too ridiculous to discuss. For example, the one-time Hollywood and French 
screen actress, Corinne Calvert, is an obvious attempt to get publicity in the press, has declared that the working girls are in danger of looking 
like blimps, with unsightly bulges being developed in the wrong placed by their constant habit of sitting in one spot to view the video screen. 

Let's consider broadcasting more objectively. Today there are 3,810 AM, 
1,08) FM, and )80 TV stations operating commercially in the United States. In addition, there are 42 non commercial AM's, 211 non commercial FM's and 59 non commercial television stations in our )0 states. 

Radios are found in 97 per cent of all American homes, but this does not 
give a complete picture of the saturation of this medium. Many homes boast four or five receivers ranging from clock radios to get up by, kitchen 

'radios to cook by, and portable radios to relax by, not to mention the 
standard receivers for music, culture, information, and entertainment. 
Seventy-five million people listen to radio every day of the week for an 
average of 20 hours and 36 minutes of listening for the seven-day period. 
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Last year 22-million radios were sold in the United States alone. Eighty 
per cent of all automobiles sold in this nation are today equipped with 
radios, and the average driver listens 300 hours a year as he drives, 

One of the most fantastic developments in the broadcast field has been 
the sales figure for the very mobile transistor radios. Americane are 
buying these little sets at a six-million-500-thousand a year clip. There 
are some amusing stories coming to light about the current transistor age. 
Here I quote from a little item entitled "Getting Big With Llttle Radios," 
This appeared in NAB' s Radio Active recently: "Walky-Audie Stories, •• 
Good for the Goose: The transistor may be a boon to radio, but it1s the 
bane of show business. Blame it on the town's two baseball temas (the 
Dodgers and the Angels) and transistor radios, No matter where you go in 
this town (Los Angeles), the little hand radio can be heard. 

"They're even taking them into picture houses, and ushers, instead of 
cracking down, listen intently themselves to who hit what and who's on 
third, Managers are beginning to feel the pinch and some have made 
efforts to have transistors deposited tin the lobby, The fall doesn't hold 
any :promise of relief. There's still football, •• " (Variet~, Sept. 12, 
1962) "More Walky-Audie ••• Transistors Reach the Elusive: {)co Radio, 
in Minneapolis, explored the whereabouts of transistor set listeners in a 
recent contest. The contest discovered fans tuning in on the local 
American League Twins broadcasts over WCCo from such unusual places as 
opera houses, jury boxes, prison cells, armored trucks, bingo games and 
bridge tournaments." 

Portable set owners, who comprise what WCCO calls "Today1 s Out Of Home 
Radio Audience" were invited to compete for prizes by writing in 25 words 
or less about the off-beat locations of situations in which they1ve 
followed the gamocasts. Judges went through a total of two-thousand-188 
entries to pick the ten winners of transistor clock radios. Said Larry 
Haeg, WCCO General Manager: "The great number of different listening 
posts demonstrated that radio now covers virtually every imaginable place 
on earth as well as a good number both above and below the ground. 

"High-ranging entrants included a telephone repairman who listens while 
he works on towering power poles, an overhead crane operator, a construc
tion worker who had his transistor with him on a swing scaffold 15 stories 
up a new downtown Minneapolis off ice building, and several commercial and 
private plane pilots. 

"One jet airliner captain, who stated that he followed the ball game from 
30-thousand feet in the air, requested his name not be revealed on radio 
for fear he'd get into trouble with his superiors. 

"Thanks to modern transistor sets 1 compactness, radio now also is going 
undergound and underwater. Several scuba and skin divers explained it 
was possible to listen undel'Water by wrapping their sets in plastic bags 
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and using ear plugs. Among the underground listeners were four surveyors 
who carry a portable as they work in a sewer tunnel system 150 feet be
neath the St. Paul streets, a telephone company cable splicer, a septic 
tank cleaner and a mountain copper line employee who said his portable was 
powerful enough to bring the broadcasts to him 5,000 feet beneath" the 
earth's surface." {Variety, Sept. 19, 1962) 

Both radio and television a:re big business, Gross income for television 
is in the vicinity of one and one half billion dollars, and radio is now 
grossing 688-million-dollars annually. A comparison between the gross 
incomes of radio and television is not fair, however, as TV is a nruch 
more costly medium, and the resultant rates must of necessity be much 
higher. For example, the average cost estimate places TV production at ten 
times the cost of radio programming. 

Latest figures on TV viewing show that the average home set is in use 
approximately five hours and 37 minutes a day. Individuals according to 
these statistics, watch the TV screen on the average of three hours and 27 
minutes a day. Youngsters spend more time in front of the video tube than 
they spend in school. A recent figure shows that these young people 
devote 26 hours and 37 minutes to this activity. Some critics deplore 
this, but librarians are in the main enthusiastic about television viewing. 
They say that it has stirred interest in books in a manner never before 
achieved. 

Certainly, the tremendous amount of TV viewing and radio listening that 
is being done in America poses both a challenge and a responsibility to 
the conscientious broadcaster. 

And in my estimation, the large majority of the men guiding the destinies 
of American broadcasting are sincere, dedicated men, men who, of course, 
nrust make a profit, just as entrepreneurs in any business nrust do, but they 
are men who are concerned about the welfare of their own area, of their 
state, and of their nation. The average radio station last year presented 
300-thousand-dollars worth of public service progr8111111ing, and the f ture 
for the average TV station for this type of presentations was 280-
thousand-dollars. The NAB estimated that television gave 16-billion free 
public service impressions last year. 

The impact of broadcasting on our lives can best be illustrated by the so
called "Great Debates" between Ke1U1edy and Nixon in 1960. Never before 
had two presidential candidates met face to face on the same platform to 
exchange views and, of course, never before on TV and radio. The debates 
attracted the largest audience in history. NBC estimated that 120-million 
persons saw one or more of the debates on TV and another 20 million heard 
the candidates via radio. Additional millions saw delayed videotapes or 
kinescopes and heard the series in their native tongues either by means of 
television or radio. For a more graphic illustration of the American 
audience, if all of the persons who witnessed or heard the debates via 
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television were placed in Yankee Stadium day in and day out, it would take 
five years for all of these people to see and hear the debates. 

Of even more significance, however, is the obvious effect these "Great 
Debates" had on the voting populace. Ten per cent more Americans went to 
the polls in 196o than ever before in history. Sixty-four and one-half 
per cent of the nation's 107-million eligible voters cast their ballots. 
This was a four per cent increase over the previous record of sixty and 
one-half per cent established in 1956. When one considers that Kennedy 
won by a margin of 119-thousand-450 out of 68-million-836-thousand-385 
ballots, or two-fifths of one per cent, the narrowest margin in history, 
the importance of the "Great Debates" is apparent. Research by Elmo Roper 
reveals that three-million-400-thousand voters made up their minds after 
the debates. --

CBS President Frank Stanton has referred to the debates as "The only 
significant step forward in compaigning since the start of popular elec
tions." Critics have referred to them as "dangerous," "superficial," 
"useless," "a corrupting force," and "a menace." 

Despite the comm.ants of critics to the contrary, individual stations and 
networds are in the main seeking to take a sincere and public spirited 
approach to news, informational, and public service programming. One 
needs only to recall such instances as the coverage of our space flights 
or the tremendous importance of broadcasting in last fall's Cuban crisis 
to evaluate the true worth of the stations and networks to our democratic 
way of life. And yet, we would still not be considering the importance to 
individual communities of the vast numbers of programs of an informational 
and public service nature being done on the local level. KMOX Radio in 
St. Louis, for example, has set a pattern for informational and news 
programming that is being copied by stations throughout the United States 
and in foreign countries. Under the inspired leadership of KMOX General 
Manager and CBS Radio Vice President, Robert Hyland, this station relies 
on informational programming of the highest quality: news, special events, 
documentaries, editorials, forums, and debates, to fill its daily schedules. 
Through KMOX' s famous "At Your Service" format no issue is too hot to 
handle, and the public is given an opportunity to participate by telephoning 
in their questions and comments to the experts. This station, recently 
cited with the University of Missouri Honor Award for outstanding service 
to communications, has set an example for other broadcasters to follow. 
Fortunately, other stations are following this lead. The Westinghouse 
stations, under the leadership of President Don McGannon, for example, are 
taking giant strides forward in the field of public service, news, and 
information. 

Despite the quiz scandals, payola, and rating investigations, there is 
evidence that the youthful industry of broadcasting is rapidly coming 
of age. 
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Generally speaking, it seems to me in' conclusion that fundamentally the 
mass Jl'M;ldia a.re cognizant of the problems and the challenges facing them. 
Despite the recent rrend toward consolidation on the part of newspapers, 
the tragic fight for survival among mass circulation magazines, the rock 
1n roll image of some radio stations, and the rating scandals in tele
vision, our publishers and broadcasters in the main are facing the future 
with a resolution, with a determination to somehow, some way, upgrade the 
cultural, the informational, and the educational backgrounds of our 
adults so that they may, if they have the slightest desire to do so, 
accept the responsibilities of our space age society without fear of 
social, economic, and civic obsolescence. 
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"ARE WE MAKING PUBLIC RELATIOOS PROGRESS?" 

By Joan Gaines 
Public Relations Director, American Home Economics Association 

(Notes from a Seminar luncheon talk) When society points to a profession 
and says, "We need you," the public relations of that profession.are in good 
order. Many people in high places have been saying, ''We need home econo
mists." Recently, AHEA tape-recorded statements by 10 nationally prominent 
persons--all leaders in different fields--and each said in effect, ''You are 
needed. The nation needs you. The world needs you!" 

The demand for home economists everywhere is growing--in positions ranging 
from physical rehabilitation of handicapped homemakers to ~ournalism; from 
Peace Corps service--where we now have 200 home economists--to manpower re
training programs; from research to work with urban, low-income families. 

On the other hand, we still have a big job of adequately interpreting the 
value of homemaking education in a country where the home is equipped with 
pushbutton appliances and instant food products. Many people now say, "Who 
needs to know anything to run a home? Anybody can do it." And the status of 
secondary school home economics is crucial to the entire home economics pro
fession. It is tied in closely with our public relations, as most people 
form their image of home economics by exposure to the subject in our public 
high schools. 

In our public relations we are making marked progress, but we have room for 
illlprovement. We can 1t measure our progress scientifically because we have no 
tests or yardsticks to apply, but we can see "symptoms" of advancement--which 
are very gratifying. And who are "we?" We at AHEA headquarters in Washington 
are part of the "we." So are home economics deans, directors, teachers, those 
in business and industry, homemakers, and others • however scattered. 

I like to define public relations as "action effectively comrmmicated," and we 
Jcnow very often public relations has to create the action. An example of 
this, I believe, is a trip sane 85 home economists who belong to AHEA are 
taking to Russia in August. While away, we expect to visit many institutions and organizations related to family life. We plan to see day nurseries for 
children, summer camps, schools, homes for the aged, markets, and food distri
bution centers. 

We understand that this will be the largest group of women from any one pro
fession ever to go to the Soviet Union, and we believe it will be educational 
for all of us; also good public relations. We have the cooperation of the 
Russian embassy, government officials, and other agencies. We feel, on our 
trip, we can do some good image building not only for home economics but for 
the United States, and carry on some good public relations between homemakers 
and professional. women of our two countries. The entire tour is a public re
lations proj,ect of AHEA. 

What are our public relations goa.18 of AHEA? Are they not to build a favor
able impression--a dynamic image of our work, and our profession? For many 
years home economists ha:ve acted on behalf of society's welfare--tbrough 
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special knowledge and dedicated work for the betterment of homes and families. 
But, did the public know it? Perhaps, at times, we have been too modest, too 
muddled, and too myopic in our communications to get a strong message across. 

Wben I came to AHEA a couple of years ago, I brought something of 11 a fresh 
eye, n as I was not a home economist and was new to the organization. I soon 
reaJ.ized that we had a problem of fuzziness--about what a home economist is 
and what she does. I felt we had too m~ames by which you called your
selves and that in some cases you were hi g yourselves. 

Exactly who is a home economist? Are you a home economist when you get your 
degree, or not until later when you're working in your profession? Are you a 
former home economist if you quit your job, or always one? A couple of years 
ago we all had a very hazy interpretation of home economics, so AHEA went to 
work and developed the program, "How We Create an Image. 11 Some of you doubt
less saw this film at last summer's AHEA meeting in Florida, or have seen it 
since. If you haven't, or would like to show it to groups in your State, you 
can write us in Washington--or maybe even get it from your State Extension 
office. 

At our headquarters office in Washington, we do both an internal and external 
job. We try to give you some public relations tools to use-like this film-
and we've also produced some leaflets and other visual aids. Here I have a 
very fine reprint--a set of four feature articles done by a newspaper woman 
in Texas. This columnist is a working mother, and wishes she had had home 
economics in school. She's a homemaker, evaluating home economics education, 
and she did a very fine job. She's been helping improve our image of the 
whole home economics profession. We made these reprints to send to thought 
leaders over the country-and we want each of you to have a copy as you leave 
this luncheon. 

So much f'or our internal working. Externally, ve try to link AHEA with many 
other organizations. We try to cooperate with other home economists so they 
will tell our story and we can tell theirs. It's a case o:f "I'll carry your 
message, and you carry mine." We contact the General Federation of' Women's 
Clubs, for example, and the Home Builders Association, and the Business and 
Professional Women. They multiply our story telling, and all of us benefit. 

Group efforts like yours in this Seminar on Mass Co1111111l1lications are most 
commendable. They :focus your attention on constructive use of mass media, 
which are our best channels :for reaching maximum numbers of' people with our 
message. 

I believe that through AHEA, we should aim for a more unified profession. 
For instance, we have the HEIBS, and other gro1JPS with their own designations. 
Some of you in Extension Service are not identified with home economics but 
have other names to go by. We really need to be n all home economists, 11 and 
have a unified approach to the public. We should do whatever we're doing in 
the name of home economics. This would give us more unity in our profession, 
and less fragmentation. Our resources should be combined. We should all 
throw our weight into one great pool of' energy and talent. We should build 
together. 
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PICTURES 

1. John H. Longwell, Mayor of Columbia, Missouri, and Director, Special Studies and Programs, Dean Emeritus, College of Agriculture, University of Missouri--Master of ceremonies at dinner meeting. 

2. Karin Kristiansson, Television Editor, Vermont Extension Service, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont--Operation-Southern 
Neighbors, the dinner presentation. 

· 3. Richard Lee, Agricultural Editor, University of Missouri--presided at session on television the mass educator. 

4. Erling s. Jorgensen, Assistant Director Educational Services, Midwest Airborne Television Instruction, Inc., Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana--TV is like Pi in the sky. 

5. Barton L. Griffith, Director, Instructional Television, University of Missouri. 

6. William E. Reagan, Chief Engineer, KOMl1-TV, University of Missouri-Status of educational television. 

7, Richard Nibeck, National Education Association, Department of Audio Visual Insruction, Washington, D. C.--NEA looks at television. 

8. Barton Griffith reports survey on use of Television by home economists. 
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1 Tflf VISIOn 



"MPATI" - Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction 
BY Dr.~ri1rig s. Jorgensen 

Assistant Director of Course Development and Evaluation, MPATI, Inc, 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 

(Note: Dr. Jorgensen had a large audience for his talk and film-showing at 
the opening sess~on of the Communications Seminar. His film was entitled 
nAirborne Television: Profile of a School," and he distributed an illus
trated booklet, ''This is Airborre," which is available on request. The film 
may be obtained by writing to the MPATI offices at Purdue University.) 

The following are some facts about "MPATI," which Dr. Jorgensen brought out: 

1. The Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction now (June 1963) 
has about 1,200 member schools - paying $1 per student annual membership. 

2. To make the program sel:f-supporting, about 6,000 participating member 
schools will be needed. It is expected that this goal will be reached by 
1966. 

3. In addition to schools of.ficially using MPATI .facilities an additional 25 
to 50 are estimated to be using programs without paying the membership fee. 

4. Number o.f courses currently telecast is 26. Some are telecast .four days 
weekly. Most are o.f.fered twice a week. Hours are 9:30 a.m. to 2:45 p.m., 
Monday through Thursday. 

5. MPATI is presently telecasting on two channels--72 and 76. It is petition
ing .for .four more channels, which would increase the capacity to between 
70 and 75 courses, 

6. Elementary courses are 20 minutes long, secondary run 30 minutes. Some are 
128 lessons in length; some 64, some 32, a few 16. Science is the most 
popular subject, especially at the elementary level. 

7. Twelve ETV production centers have produced lesson series for use on Air
borne. Video tapes made .for the program are leased by ETV stations around 
the country. Fifteen stations are now using 34 MPATI courses. 

8. Production costs per 30-minute show have ranged from $700 to $2,200. But 
in terms of cost per individual pupil reached, this is not high, 

9. Currently, it costs about $600 per hour to keep a plane in the air--not in
cluding production costs. The plane now .flies at 23,000 .feet - but plans 
have been projected for 28,000 .feet to increase the area served. 

10. A good signal is now receivable over a circle 200 miles in radius; antenna 
installation is critical as in all UHF reception. 

11. The basic educational premise upon which MPATI has been built is the need 
for multiple channel ETV services in schools and the economic practicability 
of deveioPlng qualityETV materials when a large area is served. 
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Miscellaneous other notes about "MPATI:" 

MPATI is an experiment in education, aimed at serving a potential of 
7,000,000 students in about 17,000 schools and colleges of six midwestern 
States--Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin. 

Already courses are being used by boys and girls in urban and suburban, as 
well as rural, communities. Among the former are Chicago, Detroit, 
Indianapolis, Columbus, and Louisville. 

Selection of courses - running from elementary through college level - was 
based on recommendations by 30 midwestern educators, members of the MPATI 
Curriculum Policy and Planning Committee. 

Content, general organization, sequence, objectives, emphasis, thoroughness, 
accuracy, interest, and educational value are checked and re-checked, and 
quality is always stressed uppermost. 

The teachers, men and women, emerge from a rigorous screening and selection 
process~based on (1) teaching experience and ability, (2) effective use of 
television for teaching, and (3) competence in their subject-matter field. 
Afterward they are trained and continually assisted in a wide variety of 
ways. All "love" their jobs, they say. ''We feel just like the astronauts!" 
one remarked. 

The teachers spend an average of 20 hours preparing and recording each 20 
or 30-minute lesson. They prepare one or two lessons a week. Each works 
with a producer-director in the studio, and with a team of consultants. 

Two planes are used in the airborne program. One delivers educational 
material to the schools while circling in lazy eights some four miles above 
the small town of Montpelier, Indiana. The other, similarly equipped, con
tains the same taped lessons, but rests on the ground at Purdue University 
airport. It stands by in case of weather or mechanical troubles. 

Maintenance crews of the Purdue Aeronautics Corporation keep both planes in 
top-notch condition. Because they deliver educational information, they 
have been dubbed "the flying classrooms." Each is a four-engine DC 6. And 
each carries a crew of six - three flight crew members and three television 
technicians. While it sounds contradictory, the airborne teachers stay on 
the ground! 

Various contributors make MPATI possible. Of $8,500,000 spent from 
September 1959 through the experimental phase ending in May 1962, about 
$7,200,000 was given by the Ford Foundation. This did not include cost of 
the two MPATI aircraft. 

The airborne region--more than 127,000 square miles--is the largest in the 
world covered by a single television facility. More important, it is the 
largest area in the world in which every city, village, or crossroads 
school now has access via TV to a wide range of quality instructional 
material at a cost within reach of its budget. 
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TELEVISION-MASS MEDIA OF GREAT EDUCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

By Richard G. Ni beck 
Convention Coordinator, Department of Audiovisual Instruction 

National Education Association 

(The following paper was originally accompanied by a selection of visuals that served to clarify and expand much of the textual inf ormation, But here it was not possible to include the pictorial information,) 

How many of you realize that the average American watches television for approximately 2~ hours each day? This figure is even more startling when we refer to the viewing habits of our young people and recognize that more than one-sixth of our children's waking life is spent at a TV set, Roughly, one-third of our children are watching television by the time they are three years old, and four out of five are viewers by the time they come to school. Almost all of our young people are viewers before they can read a newspaper. These facts were reported by Robert W. Wagner in the April 1963 issue of The Ohio State Newsletter, In his article, Wagner concludes from this information that the children of our society are learning the visual language of television before they learn their own spoken language. 

Before I comment on these statements, I would like to present another view of television which comes from Paul Lazarsfeld of Columbia University. Lazarsfeld points out in a recent article that, in a 1960 survey conducted by the National Opinion Research Council of the University of Chicago, "little relationship is shown between the educational background of adults and programs that they watch. Viewers will make the ambiguous observation that television is both relaxing and a waste of time. other leisure activities were not surrounded by such a haze of doubt: Reading is elevating, playing golf is wholesome, and sitting in a bar is clearly wrong." 

The last paragraph indicates that television is perhaps a phenomenon of our society that tends to be accepted without question or rea.ction, The first paragraph points to the extreme significance of television as a force in our modern society. If these assumptions are valid, it would follow that whether or not we can justify educational applications of television, TV itself will be present in our culture and, therefore, will always constitute a fundamental force needing the attention of educators. The intent of today's meeting is to examine the significance of its present role in our society and to identify some of the educational potentials of this medium of mass communication, 

Vast amounts of money, time, and effort have gone into the development and reporting of research projects all designed to determine whether or not TV can teach. I personally think that we have unfortunately wasted a great deal of effort trying to prove this particular point. It would 
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seem quite obvious that television can teach in the same sense that a 
book can teach, and few of us question the book's place in our schools. 
It is a medium of information transmission and as such serves as a 
channel of communication. The real question we should be asking is 
whether or not the material put into television is worth learning, and 
then to develop research projects which would discover appropriate means 
for constructing messages for distribution in this medium. 

We also need to know more about the effects of the medium being used on 
the meaning of the message, Substantial evidence shows that a given 
message or bit of information is altered considerably by the character
istic of the transmission channel. The same content distributed through 
book, film, or TV will affect the learner differently. 

In order to develop a discussion of television it will be helpful to say 
a few words about the characteristics of the medium when it is used in 
an educational setting. If we assume that all media - book, television, 
films, newspapers, etc. - have information that is of potential instruc
tional value, what follows is the question, Can a potential learner 
learn from the medium in question? I would like to answer this question 
based on my personal observations of television as used by some of our 
schools. 

Our first question is what constitutes a learning activity. For the 
sake of brevity, I hope that you will allow the following gross simplifi
cation of the learning process. We start with motivation. Basically 
this is a desire to learn or 11 set 11 that allows communication to take . 
place, Then we need information that is in a language or form whose 
coding system is familiar to the potential learner. 

The next step would be to select a channel of communication whose 
characteristics, when blended with the content information, provide the 
desired message in a form usable by a potential learner. Finally, we '. 
must provide follow-up activities contrived to allow the assimilation or 
internalization of the information by the student. 

What we have outlined is: (1) motivation, the desire or incentive to be 
informed; (2) the message, coded information in pictorial or digital 
form such as language; and (3) a display channel that can stimulate the 
senses such as the printed page, the picture, or the combination of 
verbal-pictorial information as is found in television, and (4) the 
opportunity to internalize the message. If we analyze each of these 
steps one at a time I think that we will be able to see that television 
can find application in almost any setting. 

No matter what type of learning situation we propose: Teacher lecturer, 
TV, or film, we must bring the student to the situation and inspire him 
to react to it. The teacher in most situations is the prime motivator, 
It should be just as easy to direct the learner to a TV set as to a 
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textbook. This, of course, is a generalization and needs some thought, 
However, it might even be easier to direct the student's attention to 
the TV set because of his natural familiarity with the device. You 
will recall from my first paragraph that he has had an early introduc
tion to television long before he has been exposed to the formal 
structure of schools with their teachers and books. In some instances, 
television itself has been used as the initial motivator. Many educa
tional television proponents feel that one of ETV 1s outstanding 
contributions is the potential for providing exciting and stimulating 
information that may be followed by other classroom activities, 

Information coding comes next. Again, from the first paragraph of this 
paper, we folll'ld that our young people have a highly developed system of 
visual and graphic language before they develop their coded or written 
language system. I also think we can safely say that the television 
presentation approaches a life-like type of experience for the student. 
By this I mean it is pictorial, verbal, and in motion. The only thing 
lacking is smell, taste, feel, and perhaps living color, all of which 
we are working on should they prove to be essential. We must not forget 
that the technical characteristics of the medium can also modify the 
message in such a way as to make it vital, immediate, and exciting. 

The next requirement was that the student be in a position that afforded 
him a communication link with the event to be experienced, In the case 
of the book this is no problem - he holds it in his hand. If it is a 
picture, he can pass it around the room or it can be projected and en
larged on the screen for the whole class to view simultaneously. But 
what if the situation calls for a class to have an intimate view of a 
small object? In your own professional area of home economics tnis 
might be the reading of a measuring cup, or the explanation of a 
thermostat dial on a stove. 

Here we run into the problem of the ability of only one or two students 
at a time to get a close-in view. If, however, we were using a tele
vision facility, it would be possible for the TV camera to move in and 
obtain this extreme close-up view which could be simultaneously shared 
by all students in the classroom. I once heard television referred to 
as a mechanical extension of the student's eyes and ears that can take 
him in close, back up for an overview, move him to the next city to 
meet an expert, or around the world to experience how it is done there. 
Under the guidance of experienced hands, the student's mechanical 
extension has an infinite variety of potential experiences. 

The last requirement in our simplified formula for learning was to pro
vide for assimilation. It is recognized today that we can sa:y learning 
has occurred only when the student has internalized information. To 
accomplish this, it is necessary to provide the student with the oppor
tunity to do something with the information he has just received. This 
time, traditionally referred to as follow-up, is paramount in any 
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educational setting, Since this activity is in the hands of the class
room teacher we can see two important facts. The first is that tele
vision can not preclude a teacher. The second is that the teacher can 
render a good TV lesson almost useless for her students. 

Assuming that television is now with us, it may next be of interest to 
examine the present extent of facilities designed for educational 
application. 

The last report of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
indicated that there were SO ETV stations on the air, At least 10 more 
were under construction and many were in the planning stages. An esti
mated 400 closed-circuit television installations were also in operation 
primarily in colleges, but also many were in public school settings. 
Four cities have two educational television stations each. These are 
Oklahoma City and Pittsburgh, with Milwaukee and Miami also planning for 
a second station, 

Statewide ETV networks and systems designed to serve more than one state 
are also bringing programs to students in certain areas. The states of 
Alabama, Oklahoma, Florida, and South Carolina reach approximately 40 
percent to 80 percent of their student population with El'V programming. 
In addition to these, at least a dozen other states have networks on the 
drawing boards, 

A system intended to serve more than one state is called a regional net
work. Only one is now in operation and it is known as the Eastern 
Educational Networlc. It presently connects New Hampshire with 
Hassachusetts, but plans call for the network to extend from Maine to 
Washington, D. C. Two additional regional systems are in the planning 
stages. The first is the Upper Midwest Network to include }!innesota, 
Wisconsin, North and South Dakota, Nebraska, and Iowa. The other is 
formed by a thirteen-state compact establishing the Uestern Interstate 
Commission for Higher Education. This group will assist in working out 
an exchange of college level TV instruction in that area. 

A slightly different type of regional network is provided by the midwest 
program on airborne television instruction. Using two UHF transmitters, 
telecasting from an airplane, the system covers parts of six states and 
is used by an estimated one million students in 2,300 schools and 
colleges, One of the most unique contributions of this project, in 
addition to the technical implications, is the vast effort that has been 
put into the careful development of program content and presentation 
techniques. Prerecorded tapes from MPATI are available to any educa
tional television station for use in their area. 

As I indicated earlier in this writing, our major concern has been 
shifting from technical considerations to center around program produc
tion problems, We are beginning to recognize that the usefulness of our 
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ETV programs is hampered by the too frequent poor production facilities and financial backing of a large number of our educational stations. In 
order to alleviate these problems, a funded experiment is under way to 
create instructional TV libraries whose responsibility it. will be to 
evaluate, select, and make available educational television se_ries on 
prerecorded tapes. In addition to these stored programs, the library 
will offer financial and production assistance to create new programs 
that are needed by ETV stations. 

The development of instructional TV libraries will facilitate the 
exchange of prerecorded materials which would not only improve the 
quality of these programs, but will limit the costly duplication of 
work resulting from two institutions preparing the same instructional 
content. Three pilot programs have been established through the 
assistance of the Office of Education to carry out this project. The 
three facilities exist as exchange libraries for instructional tele
vision materials, but each varies slightly in its administrative 
structure to provide additional research information. 

The Northeastern Regional Instruction Television Libr8.l"J was established 
through a contract with the Eastern Educational Network that was 
described earlier, and is intended to serve a relatively small geograph
ical area. A second facility, known as the National Instructional Tele
vision Library, has been established as a division of the National 
Educational Television and Radio Center. This library is structured primarily to facilitate the national exchange of prerecorded materials 
and to provide guidelines that will establish production quality 
standards. Much of the effort of the NITL is devoted to the publication 
of directories of television programs that are available for station 
use. 

The third library in the project is the Great Plains Regional Instructional Television Library located at the University of Nebraska. This 
library has a service area of 12 mid.western states and in addition to 
providing similar services as the other two libraries, it is charged 
with the responsibility of determining the educational needs of its 
region which might be served by recorded telecourses. The GPTL has 
concentrated on course materials that would be particularly suited for the territory they serve. 

In these last paragraphs I have had the opportunity to mention only a 
few of the interesting and significant experiments that are currently 
under way in the field of educational telecasting. Many other projects 
have been omitted because of time considerations. The mention of only 
a few more would indicate the extensive implications for this media in 
our educational institutions. In a research project in the state of 
Indiana a television viewing class is connected to the TV studio by an 
audio feedback line so that immediate questions can be directed to the television teacher. 
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In the state of Texas a two-way television experiment allows both audio 
and video signals to move back and forth between the studio teacher and 
the participating class. Television systems are also being installed as 
information display units. In these installations the TV screen 
displays stored audiovisual materials to students at the request of the 
student or the teacher through a push button or dial control. In this 
type of project, the TV set is frequently mounted in a private student 
carrel with a telephone dial that allows the student to call up for 
display on his screen films, slides, filmstrips, and prerecorded tele
vision lessons. 

A more unique application of this system is found in an experiment 
which is designed to simulate real experiences by allowing a computer 
to select and display materials on the basis of a given student's 
response to inquiries. Simulated environment experiments with computer 
control have been designed to work on the same pattern as programed 
instructional materials. This idea is perhaps new to many of you so a 
further description may be valuable. The experiment I am referring to 
is being conducted in New York State and one of the subjects treated is 
a chemistry course known as qualitative analysis. The laboratory 
technique involved in this learning activity calls for the addition of 
specified chemicals to an unknown solution which results in a reaction. 
The visual analysis of this reaction is an indicator of the unknown. 

In a computer simulation of the course, the student would add chemicals 
by typing appropriate coded information on a keyboard. The computer 
would add the chemicals selected by the student and using information 
stored in its memory unit would select a slide or film that contained a 
pictorial display of the appropriate results. The selected audio
visual material would indicate to the student a need to alter the 
selected chemicals or to proceed with further investigation. I hope 
you realize that the experiment just described does not negate the 
value of the student's opportunity to actually manipulate the chemicals 
and apparatus in a real laboratory. The simulated environment allows 
practice and variation of activities after a basic skill is acquired. 

I would like to summarize with these thoughts. Television is basically 
an electronic distribution system. In and of itself it has no mystical 
powers but it has technical characteristics that allow for great 
flexibility and unique opportunities for educational applications. 
Through it, we are able to distribute all types of messages. Our 
problem in educational television is to learn how to create these 
messages or programs, so that they will constitute a meaningful learning 
experience for our students. 

The specific application of the television medium will be the responsi
bility of the content expert. I have tried to present only an overview 
of the various applications and trends that are present in the field by 
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including a few examples. I think that you will have to agree that TV 
is most certainly a technological development that is now, and will be, 
significant for education. I have also tried to point out that tele
vision is a phenomenon of our society that need not be feared but should 
be respected for its impact. It is an innovation of man that when 
properly used can be of significant service to him. 
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SOME USES OF TELEVISION BY H0}1E ECONOMICS 

By Dr. Barton L. Griffith 
Associate Professor of Speech and 

Director of Instructional Television 

The purpose of this presentation is to consider with you some of the uses 
of television by Home Economics. This indeed is a challenging and excitjng 
assignment, because Home Economics has one of the greatest potentials for 
using television of most any field I know. This is particularly true in 
Home Economics' use of open-circuit television, on either educational tele
vision ( 11ETV 11 ) or commercial stations for the homemaker. 

While some good hypotheses could be made as to how Home Economics has used 
television, it seemed prudent to run a hwnble, non-statistical survey to 
find out more certainly. A representative sample of 21 coll eges, schools 
and departments of Home Economics was sent a simple open-ended question
naire addressed to deans, directors, chairmen, and heads. I ' m pl eased to 
report that 18 out of the 21 institutions responded. On the questionnaire, 
some possible uses were suggested along with some possible methods of 
distribution, and the following question was then asked: 

"Please briefly list the uses you have made of television or 
some uses you think could be made of it." 

Needless to say, the open-ended question was a wise approach on thi s first 
bench-mark survey which admittedly gives us very little more than some good 
hypotheses for future tests. It is these bench-mark findings that I wish 
to report to you today. 

For purposes of coding and reporting, four main categories are used. They 
are: 

1. Program and program series uses. 

2. Course related uses, including observation. 

3. Research. 

4. Workshop and conference uses. 

First, let me make a few generalizations about the uses of television by 
Home Economics and then let's look more closely at each of the four 
arbitrary categories. 

The first generalization is that the most extensive use appears to be the 
presentation of Home Economics program series and individual programs to 
homemakers over educational and commercial stations. The secohd greatest 
use is for course-related purposes. There then follows some limited use 
of television for research and for conference and workshop purposes. 
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However, I suspect that the number of conference and workshop uses will 
grow as the number and size of closed-circuit facilities and state-wide 
ETV networks increases. 

The second generalization is that television has been used successfully in 
all areas of Home Economics including Child Development and Family Life, 
Food and Nutrition, Textiles and Clothing, Home Ivlanagement and Family 
Economics, and Interior Design. I have a strong feeling that Home 
Economics and television were made for each other. 

Finally, some of the more extensive Home Economics television projects in 
the small sample were found at: 

Auburn University, Alabama. 

University of Illinois. 

Iowa State University. 

University of Missouri. 

New York State College of Home Economics, Cornell University. 

Ohio State University. 

Oregon State University. 

Pennsylvania State University. 

Michigan State University. 

No doubt many other fine and extensive television projects are going on 
that I don't know about. I apologize to those I have slighted and would 
appreciate hearing about them. 

So much then for the generalizations. Let's turn to the first main 
category of Program and Program Series Uses. 

Program and Program Series Uses 

The survey suggests a number of minor findings about Home Economics 
programs and program series for homemakers over ETV and commercial stations. 

First, it appears that program series are preferred almost three to one 
over individual, one-shot programs or guest appearances on existing 
programs - although a goodly number of Home Economists make regular and 
irregular appearances on established on-going programs on commercial 
stations. 
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Second, it appears that ETV or non-corrunercial stations are used as much as commercial stations for the presentation of Home Economics programs, Only limited distribution of filmed, kinescoped, or taped programs has been used as yet, However, a guess is tha.t as the price of television recording drops and the number of television recorders increases, more Home Economics programs feasibly can be produced, and distributed to stations on tape. Also as the extension need increases, more Home Economics prograins will be taped and transferred to 16mm film for use by extension and county Home Economists, Needless to sa:y, it is much less expensive and time-conswning to produce a television program and make a film of it, than it is to produce a straight filmed version of the same content. 
Another method of distritution is through the National Educational Television and Radio Center in New York which, for example, distributed a Hichigan State program series on nutrition to some 50 ETV stations around the country, Finally, Auburn University has made good use of the Alabama state ETV network for distributing program series all over the state. We shall no doubt see more of this type of distribution as more states put ETV state networks into operation, 

A third finding is that by far the most important source of talent for Home Economics programs is from the Resident and Research Home Economics staffs of colleges and universities. A goodly number of university extension and county Home Economists also are involved. There are then some trained Horne Economists who work for commercial and a few ETV stations as Women 1 s Edi tors and do regular women 1 s programs. And finally, a few institutions involve graduate and undergrad students and occasionally involve such resource people as doctors, nurses, lawyers, furniture and clothing buyers, appliance repairmen, foreign students, etc. 
A fourth finding about program and program series uses concerns content. As stated earlier, all areas of Horne Economics have been wonderful sources for television programs. Though the differences are slight, the areas might be rank-ordered as follows in terms of numbers of programs produced: 

1. Child Development and Family Life. 

2. Food and Nutrition. 

3. Textiles and Clothing, 

4, Home .Management and Family Economics. 

5. Interior Design, 

6. General programs (such as explanations of the field of Home Economics and general research developments). 
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Please let me emnhasize that there only was significantly less use cf 
interior design ~nd general programs. All other ai·eas were used exten
sively and in about the same quantity. 

A fifth minor generalh.ation concerns .formating. Here the survey sur,gests 
that the most popular approach is to set up a regular weekly or even daily 
program series which runs consecutively .for several months or all year 
lone, even including the summer. Hithin this broad framework, the pattern 
then is to schedule several short series of programs from sev<Jral of the 
areas of Home Economics. The favored number of programs for these short 
program series is frcrn four to ten programs. For example, Pennsylvania 
State did a series of 35, 28-minute programs thJ:·ee times per week over a 
commercial station, entitled "Family Close-up." They dici eleven Child 
Development and Family Life programs including "Head-banging and 
Children," "Television and Children," and "Few Data on Dating." There 
were three Food and Nutrition programs, including "Resee.rch on Space 
Foods," and "Food as Children See It." There were six Home Hanagement and 
Family Economics programs such as "New Style Servants" and "Dead Tired at 4 o'clock?" From Interior Design, three programs were done; for example, 
"A Space to Live" and ''Find and Make Beauty in Your Home. 11 And from 
Textiles and Clothing, six programs, including "Communication Through 
Clothing," '~·Thy Clothing Styles Change" and "Textile Evol"..ition and 
Revolution." 

A final finding is that the most popular length for each program is 30 
minutes. But whenever the program series was daiJ.y or Hon clay throu¢1 
Friday, the most popular length is 10 to 15 minutes. However, most of the 
women's programs on commercial or STV stations traditionally run either 30 
minutes or one hour. 

So much then for Program and Program Series Uses. Let 1 s turn to our second 
category or the Course Related Uses o.f Television by Home Economics. 

Course Related Uses 

Here we find eight general course related uses. The two most mentioned 
uses are for teaching the lecture-demonstration portion of re[ular Home 
Economics courses and for the observation of children's activities in Home 
Economics nursery schools. 

With regard to the first use, four institutions have taught regular courses 
over television and two more plan to teach television courses. For 
example, Ohio State for the past four quarters has offered a five-hour 
course in the Principles of Clothing Selection and Construction. It is 
presented over the University ETV station in 20, 30-minute lectures, each 
of which is followed by immediate classroom discussion; the course also 
contains six hours of lab per week. Iowa State University has offered a 
number of credit and non-credit courses over the University commercial
educational station. Auburn University has done full semester courses and 
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short coursfls lasting one quarter for high school Home H:conomics classes, 
These courses were offered over the local E'.1.'V station and over the 
Alabama state ETV network. Parents were encouraged to watch with their 
dauehters. A:r..d Hashinf;ton State University has taue:ht the beginninc 
Clothing Construct.ion course to on-campus students and adults in the 
conm1unit.~r over the local ETV station. 

When the New York state ETV network is operational, Cornel1 Uniw:rsity 
plans to offer regular Home Rconomics courses. And the Universit~r of 
Ari?.Ona sees prl1mise in offE'ring the lecture demonstration portion of 
certain ba..sic Home Eccnomics courses over closcd-circui t televisi0n wJ-.en 
large •mrollmcnts justify it. 

The second course related une is for observation purposes. Fhi le onl;,' 
the Univ11rsit;i' of Hinnesota is usine-; TV for observatior., five other 
institutiol"s plan to (lo so. Hinnesota uses a mobile, clos1;d-circuit unit 
in the Homemaking Department of the Uni verd t;· hir.;h school so that st11dent 
teachers in large lecture classes can observe the teaching situation, 
Pennsylvania Sta.to, Nissouri, Kansas State, CornelJ. and Iow<i State, all 
plan to use CC-'.l'V for observational purposes. The main use apparently 
will be for observing c~ildren's activities in nursery schools for the 
benE>fit oi' Child Development coun;es and child dc:velopw~nt rosnarch. 
Hissouri plans to experiment with the use of' a mobile TV -recordinp: urii t 
in its nurseIJ' school this com:i.ng year. 

The third course rolated use of television is in conjunction with 
Demonstratio1;. Technique courses and in courses where student.s are pre
paring to become Home Economics Information Specialists or at 1east wish 
to gain experience in planning, prepal:'inc for, and performing on telfl
vision programs. One or both of these television speal<ing experiences 
are offered at Auburn, Hissouri, Oregon State, Pennsylvania StatEl, and 
Vermont universities. 

The fourth course related use of television is for presenting sefments of 
courses. As in othe:r academic fields, there is an increasing neP.d for 
high quality television tape and film ser-ments of varyine: 111ngths for 
demonstrations of major teaching points and for stimulating classroom 
dir.cussion. Pennsylvar1ia Dtate, for example, had kinescope or film 
recordinss made of four programs from their series o:f 35 prorrrams for use 
in several courses. Auburn has provided spot, supplementary subject 
matter to high school Home Economics teachers through the local ETV 
station and the Alabama State ETV network. And at Hisconsin, Home 
Economics Teacher Education personnel made special kinescoped recordings 
for use in their teacher education courses. 

The fifth course related use of television is in conjunct.ion with Home 
Economics teacher education courses. Here it is suggested that student 
teachers could be observed while actually practice teaching. Needless to 
sa:y, this experience could be maximized if low cost televisi.on recordings 
could be made of the student teachers in action and pla:yed back during 
their critiques. 



The sixth course related use of televi.sion is for demonstrating techniques 
during the lab portions of Home Economics courses. For example, at 
Pennsylvania State, in clothing construction courses, the teacher 
demonstrates techniques to the camera and is followed simultaneously on 
TV sets by a class in the same room and by a class in a room in another 
building. Both student groups report that they can follow the demonstra
tion more easily and accurately and can see details better when they are 
grouped around a live demonstrator. 

The seventh course related use is the state university's presentation of 
courses or portions of courses to branches of university, to other 
colleges and junior colleges and to high schools over direct, microwave 
closed-circuit hookups and over state ETV networks. For example, the 
University of Wisconsin hopes to present Home Economics courses to its 
branch in Milwaukee, 80 miles away, by microwave and closed-circuit tele
vision . And, of course, Auburn University has been presenting Home 
Economics cOl.U'Ses for a number of years over the Alabama state ETV network. 

The eighth and final course related use is suggested primarily by Iowa 
State, which sees television playing an increasingly important role in 
Home Economics extension teaching programs. The ground work for this 
already has been laid in many states such as Hissouri. Here for example, 
through careful short and long-range planning and close coordination and 
cooperation of the Extension, Residence and Research staffs, County Horne 
Economics personnel, the university's commercial station and closed
circuit facility and seven commercial stations throughout the state, an 
extensive Home Economics extension teaching and service program already is 
being launched, 

These then ai·e only eight possible course related uses of television. 
There are many more erlsting uses, I'm sure, and many more yet to be 
discovered. 

Let's quickly turn our attention to the remaining two main categories. 
The third is research. 

Research 

As you know, Home Economics research related to television has been done 
in several areas. It represents a good start towards a better understand
ing of how Home Economics can more effectively use television for teaching, 
information dissemination and service purposes. 

This survey suggests that one of the major needs is for more feasibility 
research to find new and more effective ways to use this magnificent 
teaching and communication tool. 

Work, of course, has begun in such areas as: 
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T'J as one of the mass media. 

The effectiveness of TV in specific content areas and methods of distribution. 

Audiences for Ho~e Economics programs, 

Evaluations of TV as a teaching tool for extension work and oncampus courses. 

The use of Tl in conferences, 

And the observational research use of TV in Child Development research, 

So now we come to the fourth and final main category of uses of television or Conference and Workshop Uses, 

Conference and Hor kshop Uses 

vie sincerely hope that, while you are here for this Seminar in Mass Communications, our television facilities will provide an excellent example of a Horkshop use of teli:>vision, Missouri has used television in two previous workshops; one for the University Home Economics staff and another for the State Home F.conomics Conference. Special pre-recorclec1 programs were shoim; tours of facilities, demonstrations of television graphics and graphics display devices, and actual preparation of and participation in programs have been used, 

Also hissouri staff members have conducted short courses in television planning, preparation and performance for county Home Economists both oncampus and in different regions of the state, 

Another example is found at Pennsylvania State where the four kinescoped programs from the series of 35, mentioned earlier, are available through the University A-V library and are used by continuing education groups around the state, 

Cornell predicts that, when the New York state ETV network is operational, at least portions of conferences and workshops can be given for a wide audience, 

A final idea is that stations and educational networks can be used for inservice training and professional updating on a statewide basis or at least in certain regions of a state, 

It is rny hope that this report of our humble, non-statistical survey has helped to organize some of the many ways in which Home Economics has used television. I also hope it has helped to reinforce the idea that TV was 
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made to order f or many aspects of Home Economics. .And t hat w11ile many of 
the uses suggested here may not be new t o many of yo·.l, the final irnpa~t c:r 
the report may be to stimulate your ir.:agination t o ;;.ake mor e use o.r teo,l t'l·, 
vision and to develop many more new uses of it. 

APPENDIX A 

SOME USES OF TELEVISION BY HOl-IB ECONOI,ilCS 

SURVEY SAMPLE 

1. University of Arizona, School of Home Economics, Rut h C. Ha.11, 
Director. 

2. Auburn University, Alabama, School of Home Economics, Mrs. Lee 
Cannon, Assistant Professor and Television Instructor and 
Coordinator. 

3. University of California., Berkeley , Department of Nutritio~a.l 
Sciences, George M. Briggs, Professor of Nutriti on and 
Chairman. 

4. Florida. State University, School of Home Economics, Hortense M, 
Glenn, Dean. 

5. University of Illinois, Department of Home Economics, Janice M. 
Smith, Head. 

6. Iowa State University, College of Home Economics, Hel en R, 
LeBaron, Dean. 

7. Kansas State University, School of Home Economics, Doretta s. 
Hoffman, Dean. 

8. Michigan State University, College of Home Economics, Thel ma 
Porter, Dean. 

9. University of Minnesota, School of Home Economics , Roxanna R. 
Ford. 

10. University of Missouri, School of Home Economics, Margaret Mangel, 
Director. 

11. University of New Mexico, Department of Home Economics, Grace L. 
Elser, Chairman. 

12. New York State College of Home Economics, Cornell University, 
Mary B. Wood, Assistant to the Dean. 
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13. Ohio State University, School of Home Economics, Esther Meacham, 
Associate Professor, Clothing and Textiles. 

14. Oregon State University, School of Horne Economics, Miriam Scholl, 
Dean, 

15. Pennsylvania State University, College of Home Economics, Grace M, 
Henderson, Dean. 

16. University of Vermont, Department of Home Economics, Virginia 
Trotter, Chairman. 

17. Washington State University, College of Home Economics, Jane 
Werden, Dean. 

18. University of Wisconsin, School of Home Economics, Julia I. 
Dalrymple, Acting Dean. 
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OPERATION - SOUTHERN NEIGHBORS 

By Karin Kristiansson 
Extension Television Editor, Vermont 

(Mrs. Kristiansson gave the Banquet talk during the Missouri Seminar in 
Mass Communications. She used numerous slides, but here her remarks are 
edited to serve without accompanying illustration.) 

After this week's Seminar in Mass Communications, I am sure all of us 
will realize more strongly than ever the importance of mass communica
tions, and how to use mass media the most efficient wa:y. I am very 
happy to be here from Vermont to communicate with you. We are one of the smallest States in the Nation, in a very beautiful and scenic part of 
northern New England. 

Communications simply means understanding, or being understood. It 
sounds easy, but is it? 

As communicators we have wonderful resources at our disposal--unbiased information, up-to-date research. We have the tools for our written and spoken words. We have audiences, but who are they? 1-fuom do we want to 
reach, motivate, and change? What is their perception of our written and 
spoken words? What does "change" mean to them? 

Change means a great many things. What comes to your mind when I speak about change? Maybe some of the things you have seen in your years of work, you no longer see; that is change. Once the horse and buggy were 
high fashion and indispensable; not now. 

CJ\.ange in our generation has come fast. We used to talk about the jet 
age, and the jet set. Now even the sky is not the limit, and we realize that with modern transportation and conununications, we are far away from 
nowhere, or not far away from anywhere. Change means other things, too. 
To rrry husband, dimes and quarters for the children's school lunches, bus 
fares, occasional ice cream, paper boy, or parking meters. Change to the 
young homemaker means diapers at any and every hour of the day, and to 
that obstinate three-year-old, something he just doesn't like to hear 
about. 

But people are not as easily changed as children. We cannot run after 
people, grab them, and tell them to do this and that. We must rely on CO!Jll!lunications to persuade, to motivate, to bring to action. We communi
cate at all age levels, for all occasions. 

My three-year-old daughter produced a piece of communications recently, 
no doubt inspired by a television program. It showed with a few scrawly 
lines what she called ''Mr. Owl Being Caught by a Ghost." I looked at 
this august piece of our budding Picasso, and thought, "Aren't we all in 
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a somewhat similar position? We, the owls, are caught in too much work, too many things going on. We easily slip into a routine and get deeper and deeper into one single track. It's almost comfortabJ.e to have that ghost around us. 

Look at ourselves, and all the people around us; we, the owls, are bombarded with news, ads, information, preconceived ideas, misconceptions, biased attitudes. Uhat are we doing to meet the challenge of change--to break through Hr. Ghost with new ideas and approaches'! This is where, in our State, Operation - Southern Neighbors came in. 

For seven years now, we have produced a daily live TV program over Vermont's only commercial station--which reaches the majority of our people, with the exception of those in the very southern part. This farm and home program has met with very good response. We knew our audience, at least to some extent. We knew that we could try something different, beyond the "routine" program. So--we decicled to go ahead and try out a Nonday-through-Friday television series about our southern neighbors. Our purpose was to give our viewers a deeper understanding of people, cultures, and political issues in some of the problem areas of the world. 

Why choose these areas for an extension television show'! Because a13ricultural extension is reaching beyond the traditional subjects of information on farming, marketing, and homemaking. With increasing interest in community development and growing concern for national and international affairs, community leaders, extension workers, and the public feel a great need for more information on these topics. In a rural state like Vermont, access to books, magazines, and up-to-date articles that are easy to read and that can be used for group discussions is very limited, So we recognized the need as an opportunity. 

We also knew that one very important part of the Extension home economics program in our State is "international relations." So we took a look at the situation two years ago, and noted a need for information, for study guides, for speakers. 

Now, after two years we are in the midst of planning our third international program series. Let me take you on a short trip around the world, and tell you about some of the areas we have covered, In October, 1962, we presented Operation - Southern Neighbors. It was a discussion of common problems in Latin America, and showed presentations in some detail related to Mexico, Argentina, Uruguay, and Bolivia. 

Then we continued traveling over the world. In January, this year, we gave our viewers, "Focus on Foreign Affairs." There four areas of great concern were discussed: Africa, the province of Katanga; Europe, the Berlin problem, and the Common Market, 

We also presented India and problems in U. s. foreign policy, also how foreign policy is made. We shall add the last part of the world map -
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southeastern Asia - next February. At that time, experts from our 
University and New York State will present a series on international 
Communism. Thus our Southern Neighbors has now grown into a two-state 
program where videotapes will be made and, we hope, large distribution of 
these tapes will be possible. 

I am not trying to imply that we are out to solve the world's problems, or 
set ourselves up as authorities on international trouble spots. Our goal with all these programs is to motivate our viewers to take more interest in the international situation, to look for more study material, to follow what is happening on the world scenes, and to concern themselves with 
events that happen thousands of miles away; yet are on1y a matter of hours 
from their own homes. 

Now I'd like to tell you how we organized these programs. First we took a 
look at our resources, media, and contacts. We asked how we could put on a series on international affairs. For this, we had to go outside our own 
college of agriculture and home economics. We turned to our own University of Vermont and, once we opened the doors, we found a number of highly 
trained people interested and eager to help us--and participate. 

We worked with the Political Science, the History, the Geography, and the Music Departments. The main work was done by the Vermont Council on World 
Affairs, which is housed with the Political Science Department. We also had help from the Center for Area Studies at the University. We had other 
resources at our disposal; for example, photographs from the Pan American 
Union in Washington. The U. S. Department of Agriculture helped us get maps of Latin America in quantity, the State Department arranged film 
clips on loan. We also used some of the foreign students in the University. 

So much for our resources, who were our contacts? We in Extension sought, 
and found, excellent cooperation from a large number of groups and 
individuals who ordinarily are not connected with, nor very familiar with, 
Extension programs. First of all, we went to the women's clubs. Our own 
Extension organization has about 9,000 club members. The home demonstra
tion agents notified all the club members about the programs, and told them they could enroll in case they wished to receive the study guide that went 
with the series. 

Then we contacted the Farm Bureau, and the Grange, and the Federated Women's Clubs. We also worked with the church groups--many of whom had active study programs, and they were most interested in receiving information and study material. Next were the schools. We contacted the teachers of social studies, offered them the study guide, and gave them a chance to use tape 
recordings of the TV programs. We worked with the libraries; our study 
guides were displayed and distributed through the local libraries. 

These were the contacts, but what about the response? About 2,000 en
rolled, 40 schools requested information, 25 radio tape recordings were sent to the schools. 
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What media did we use? First of all, we used television. The programs 
were telecast at 1 to 1:15 - with the first program a full half hour on 
our daily farm and home program. 

Our TV station gave us not only extra time for the first program but made 
spot announcements two weeks ahead of time to promote the program. We 
used publications too; the study guides are a very important part of this 
program, because we wanted to motivate and interest the audience and give 
people information they could refer to. 

We used radio, both in promotion of the programs, and also as very 
important mass media in giving this same information to areas outside our 
viewing range. All programs were recorded on audio tape and distributed 
to clubs and schools. Two of the Southern Vermont radio stations used 
them. 

What type of programs did we telecast? With the limited staff and limited 
studio facilities, we kept the format very simple. Most of our programs 
were informal interviews conducted by our regular Emcee. Each program was 
planned about two weeks in advance. For visual material, we used maps, 
photographs, and some film and a few animated charts. 

Who watched? Did we present information the viewers wanted? Was it 
interesting, clear, and did it hold attention? We found the answers to 
some of these questions inthe evaluations we conducted immediately after 
the programs. We found that we did have a tendency to be too technical; 
that our viewers were tremendously interested, that 90 percent watched at 
least three of the five programs. 

Statistically, 76 percent said that the study guide was helpful - even 
"very helpful" - and close to 60 percent said they had read other material 
besides the study guide on the subjects discussed. We asked them to list 
what other subjects they would like to see discussed. Highest on the list 
came Foreign Policy, so the following year--this past January--we pre
sented Focus on Foreign Affairs. 

This year we used about 4,000 study guides (about 7,000 have been 
distributed since the first series of shows). The programs this year were 
easier to plan, as we started earlier and some of our speakers had been 
through this experience once before. In our introductory program, which 
was devoted to a discussion of u. S. foreign policy, our own President 
participated. Again, we asked our viewers to evaluate, and repeatedly we 
had the same request - "give us programs about Communism." We are now in 
the preparatory stage of a series of objective discussions of inter
national Communism. 

As you would expect, it's always gratifying to read the viewer's comments, 
and I'd like to share a few with you: 
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''Thank you for the programs. We will wel come more. You can see how others 
live and work. Our group enjoyed them very much and felt well rewarded for 
watching. They give us an understanding of ljfe in these countries. The 
study guide was read and discussed by al l the family and was useful to the 
children with their school work. 11 Immediately following ''Focus on Foreign 
Affairs," we called a meeting of some of t he key people in the State, 
interested in these subjects. We asked them to view the programs and 
evaluate them. At the meeting, we discussed the ideas at length and 
planned future programs. 

We found that the timing of the program was very important. The first year 
we telecast the series in October, coinciding with United Nations Day. 
This was good. Several clubs put up local exhibits and included the TV 
programs in these exhibits. One school made a class project out of our TV 
show--collected maps, pictures, and wrote reports on the i ndi vidual 
countries. 

"Focus on Foreign Affairs 11 was telecast the last week in January. This is 
a good viewing time, as most Vermonters are snowbound at that t ime and feel 
about the same as the old Vermont farmer when he was asked by a stranger in 
town how to get to a certain place. ''If you want to get there, 11 the farmer 
answered, "you should not start from here! " 

We did find a conflict with school examinations in January, so our next 
year's programs will be telecast the second week in February. We were 
somewhat tied in with the Great Decisions programs. Our l ast programs 
dealt with the Common Market, which was t he first of the Great Decisions 
series, coming just about that time. We feel, however, that our Southern 
Neighbors programs meet a somewhat different need. Our study guides are 
prepared for a lower level, and do not require quite as much participation 
or involvement as the Great Decisions series. 

This, in brief, is how Operation - Southern Neighbors grew from a round
table brainstorming session to involvement of thousands of people in our 
State. We feel that it has been a successful attempt and hope we can 
further develop some of our ideas. The planning, involving of specialists, 
careful preparation, knowing the audience, and knowing the contacts, are 
some of the basic prerequisites for putting on a successful program series. 

As a mass communicat or, I cannot help but go back to the ghost and YlI'. Owl. 
We face a constant challenge to look at new ideas, open up new horizons, 
sit back in our chairs and think, visualize, project. I 1d even like to see 
a sign on my office door saying, "I'VE GONE THINKING, WILL BE BACK 
TOMORROW." Otherwise, I feel that I can very easily place myself behind a 
crowd of people and,looking at the crowd--disappearing i nto a new and 
exciting world--say to nzy-self "There go my people. I must hurry after them 
for I am their leader!" 
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THE STATUS OF EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION 

By William J. Reagan 
Chief Engineer, KOMU-TV, University of Missouri 

Columbia, Missouri 

A detailed study is being given to program and technical aspects of a 
state-wide educational television system. It will cost approximately 
$16,000,000 and has been proposed for the State of Missouri by the 
Governor's Committee on Educational Television. The system when 
completed will consist of a multiple-channel educational television 
service which will be available to 95% of the state's population. The 
purpose of the system is to provide state-wide distribution of educational, 
informational, and cultural programs and to provide vocational and in
service training services to residents of Missouri. 

There are two major divisions involved in the network. The first relates 
to tro~ram production and assimilation and the second involves the 
dis ri ution, transmisSIOn, and reception of the television signals. 
Reference to the attached blO'C'k diagrams will assist in understanding 
the system. 

Program Production ~ Assimilation 

The Missouri State ETV plan is based on the use of educational television 
as a mass teaching device which will be used to satisfy the need for high
qualit;y'"teaching assistance, in-service training, and adult education on 
a state-wide basis. Limitations in available programming time, that is, 
number of television channels, desirable programming hours, etc., makes 
it necessary to specify educational television programming which will be 
of common need throughout the state. Using the philosophy of mass teaching 
and a large state-wide audience, it is possible to design an el'J.'eCient 
system which minimizes the need for lll8JlY" large, expensive studios and 
production centers. 

College programming was found to fit into two categories: that which is 
needed throughout the state on an open-circuit (broadcast basis), and 
that which is needed only among the colleges (closed-circuit). The plan 
includes both closed and open-circuit transmission facilities which enables 
the most efficient use of available facilities. 

Programming origination may not necessarily originate in Missouri. There 
are many excellent programs available on film or video tape which may be 
used in the Missouri System. In addition, many state networks are 
developing which may ultimately be used in interchange educational 
programming. The Missouri System also takes this into consideration. 
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'.Lo serve the Missouri System the followl..ng st.udio facili·~ies 11.re planned 

(1) A single Master El'V Production Genter and Network Control 
Genter tentatively located in Central Missouri (Golumbia
Jefferson City area), All programming feeding any portion 
of the state network ~ pass through the Genter. 

(2) Multiple college and medical studios as needed by the 
colleges to supply their closed-circuit and open-circuit 
functions. The college studios are not considered part 
of this system. The state network shall supply the 
interconnecting system. 

(3) Network interconnection terminal facilities at Kansas 
City and St. Louis for the purpose of leasing available 
educational and commercial studio space in the 
metropolitan areas as needed. 

ETV Network Transmission Structure 

It has been noted that all Missouri ETV network programming must pass 
through the Network Control Center. From the Center, simultaneous 
distribution of the program is afforded each of 17 television 
transmitters located throughout the state. Two independent networks 
(A and B) will eventually be completed to bring independent but simul
taneous-programming to the open-circuit network. 

Television transmitting plants of the network will not be equipped with 
program originating equipment, therefore their traiiSiiiission must consist 
of program material fed to them from the Central Production Center. 

The television transmitters of the network will operate on television 
charm.els Numbers 1.4-83. These are referred to as the "UHF" channels. 
This is necessary due to the assignment and use of all allocated 
VHF channels (Numbers 2-13) in Missouri. 

It is anticipated that the transmission coverage afforded by the 
placement of transmitters in accordance with the attached sketch will 
serve 95% of the state 1 s population. Extra efforts will be made to 
reach all the public schools within practical limits. It should be 
noted tnat an open-circuit system is available to both public and 
private schools alike, Widespread coverage is made available through 
the use of very tall towers--some as high as 1700 feet in height. 
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Receiving Systems 

Ar:. noted, television transmitters of the System will use UHF' tran:>miGs.' 0~ 
channels. Most present day television receivers are not equipped to 
r<'lceive these channels (Numbers 14-83) but effective May 1964 all t ele
vision receivers sold in interstate commerce must be equipped to receive 
UHF reception. Present day receivers may be used to receive the UHF 
signal if an inexpensive converter is employed, These run f r om $20-35 
each. 

It is expected that virtually all television receivers will be able to 
receive UHF before the termination of the ten year construct i on period, 

Construction 

Total costs involved in the construction of the sy.:;tem wilj_ apprmd1,1:?~ .. .., 
$16,000,000 and includes the 17 transmitting plants and l Productfo11/ 
Network Control Center. Interconnection facilities are assumed t,o b •; 
leased although this has no·~ yet been definitely er.tablished. 

Approximately ten years will be required to complete the project. Th<7 
need for many television channels, the air navigation problems encuuntere:J 
by the use of tall transmitting towers, the need to train t echnical 
personnel, the great cost involved, etc., required that th~ system be 
constructed over a period of years. 

Comitruction will proceed along the most pressing lines as det erm:!.ned thi:out:'·; 
our "definitive" engineering survey. I t appears that f:Lrst cort:'< ~<k:n.t,i,:;r. 

will involve the construction of the tall towers since-Ji"'i':i.~laeHmerit cf 
these will have considerable effect on t he location of other transm:i.tt.lng 
plants. 

The construction policy will be to complete the installation of Network 
"A" transmitters first, then return at a later date and include the 
Network "B" transmitters. Interconnection of closed-circuit collee" 
networks will proceed as the transmiss i on system is inatalled. 

Programming 

Programming material will be in accordance with the state 1 s needs. The 
system has included means through which all interested school officials 
may participate in the determination of educational programs. A Depart
ment of Evaluation and Research is included in the proposed system so 
t hat valid use of programming may be assured. 
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Educational progr8Dlldng is intended to fill the needs of the state in 
accordance with our rapidly changing society. Therefore, a great deal 
of programming flexibility is desired which may meet changing needs. 
This poses no problems since there are no restrictions in thi s area. 
Broadcast timing, length, rate, etc., are to be determined on an 
individual course basis. 

T~ntative Television Transmitter Locations* (Listed alphabetically) 

l. Birch Tree 1. Jefferson City 13. Poplar Bluff 
2. Bowling GTeen 8. Joplin 14. Rolla 
3. Cape Girardeau 9. Kansas City 15. Springfield 
4. Carrollton 10. King City 16. St. Joseph 
5. Flat River 11. La Plata 17. St, Louis 
6. Hannibal 12. Lowry City 

*The transmitters are given the name of the nearest urban center. 
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PICTURES 

1. Rod Gelatt, Assistant Professor of Journalism, University of Missouri, 
News Director-KOM!J-XV. 

2. William E. Mackie, Radio and TV Editor, University of Missouri. 

J. Mackie 1s presentation on improved radio performance with better 
recording equipment made note taking important. 

4. Paul L. Myhre, Lecturer in Journalism, University of Missouri-
Trends in press. 

5. Dorothy Journey, Women's Editor, Detroit Free Press, Michigan-
The woman's pages. 

6. Wilma Sims, Editorial Staff, Farm Journal, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania--Family magazines. 

7. Clarissa Start Davidson, St. Louis Post Dispatch--Using our 
printed resources. 

8. Paul Andereck, Director, Audio-Visual Education Department, 
Cooperative School of St. Louis Suburban District--Why not use 
two slide projections? 
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"F..ADIO FOH WOHEN" 

B:v Jessie E. Heathman 
Assistant Extension Editor, University of Illinois 

'We don't solve many problems ••• they just get older." This statement came 
to mind as I began to review material for this talk. And as I went back 
over some of the discussions of five, ten, and even fifteen years ago ••• 
discussions which I had sat-in-on at conferences~ •• I did find the same 
problems ••• the same situations ••• being considered. --· 

Let me cite three or four examples: Should our program content be broad 
in scope or should it be specific? For whom should we program? ~'ho is 
our audience? What is the best time of day for the broadcast? If you 
were concerned with radio programming in those years, I'm sure you can 
eite many more situations that seemed very critical ••• and I suppose were 
critical. • 

Then about eight or ten years ago television came into its own ••• and we 
were concerned. Would radio become obsolete? Would stations fold? Was 
there need to train students for radio work? 

But "let's go back to that first statement ••• •rwe don't solve many problems, 
they just get older." Isn't the reason we don't solve them ••• change· -
change in our economy ••• change in our way of thinking ••• in the boundaries 
·of oilr world ••• and perhaps most of all ••• change in the family living 
pattern? Perhaps never in the history of the world have changes come as 
rapidly ••• never before has history moved as swiftly. Planes aren't the 
only things that are jet-propelled. 

Our concern is people ••• their development ••• their way of life ••• and if we 
are to make a contribution that is worthwhile ••• then we must keep pace 
with change ••• and if possible a few steps ahead. 

Please know that I have no panacea to offer. 0 As I recall, I was "on the 
air" for the first time about 1935 ••• and this day I too am searching for 
answers. So ••• let 1s take a critical look at ourselveB:' •• at our program
ming techniques ••• and then raise a few thought-provoking questions. 

We term radio a mass conununications tool ••• but we know that our job ••• 
selling ideas ••• is a person-to-person process. And we know too that our 
job is not done until the individual, who is our target, has-reacted ••• 
perhaps by changing his attitude ••• by adopting a practice ••• or by 
purchasing a product. .. 
However, before we can begin our job of selling we must have the 
individual's attention. How to get it is the problem ••• for competition 
has never been keener ••• not only for the family dollar ••• if that happens 
to be our concern ••• but for the minds of people ••• of family members. 
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Yes ••• there are surveys and polls ••• dozens of them ••• some sound, others 
that aren't worth the time and energy it took to make them. The surveys 
list the number of radio sets on at a specific time ••• the station to 
which sets are tuned. The number is usually impressive. To me the 
important question ••• and the one which the surveys do not record is this 
-- are the minds turned on? In the homes or offices where the sets are 
on ... is anyone ~ listening. If you were concerned about radio 
audiences durin~second World War ... you'll recall that women kept sets 
on for company ••• so that the house would not be so still. This was what 
some of the "Roll Takers 11 found when they began to probe about the Soap 
Opera situation. Scores of women had no idea what the program was about 
••• much less who sponsored the program. 

I recall the comment of an Illinois woman ••• a friend of mine. She said, 
"it is so much easier to turn off my e~s than it is to stop what I 1m 
doing, walk across the room and turn off the set. 11 Yes, are the minds 
turned on? -

We are in competition with other mass communications tools too ••• tele
vision, pictorial magazines, the printed word which is usually well 
illustrated. We are told that we learn through our five senses. 
Research indicates ••• other things being equal ••• that about 82 percent of 
our learning is done through our eyes. The remaining 18 percent is 
learned through the other four senses. What can we do, •• what techniques 
can we use ••• in order to counter with this "seeing" competition? 

Who is at home to tune our way? Who is our audience? I think you'll 
agree that this situation is more comPiex than ever before. Let's 
examine some figures ••• and these I'm taking from the Labor Department's 
new "Handbook on Women Workers." Within the past year the proportion of 
women in the work force, both married and single, has grown to its 
highest peacetime level of 34 percent. The rate is still rising with 
more than 24 million women employed. 

In nearly one-third of all married couples in the nation both husband and 
wife are now holding paid jobs. The rise in job holding among wives with 
working husbands is probably the most dramatic set of statistics pre
sented in the booklet. Out of more than 40 million married couples in 
the nation, about 12.5 million or some 31 percent, have both husband and 
wife drawing pay checks. In 1950 working couples numbered only 3 million 
or 11 percent. What does the double pay check do to the standard of 
living ••• to the needs of the family? What role does it give us, if an;y? 

About 36 percent of all women are either full-time or part-time workers 
and 53 percent are full-time homemakers. The remainder are girls under 
20 years of age and in· school. Today, there are more married women work
ing than single. 
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Here are figures from the Children 1 s Bureau as of May of this year. One
fourth of all our children under 18 have mothers who are working. Three 
and one-third million of these mothers have children under 6 years; five 
and one-half million of them have children from 6 to 17 years of age. 
For whom should we be programming in this group? 

Another important group ••• our senior citizens. At present, there are 
more than 16 million people ••• 65 years of age and older ••• and their 
number is growing. Are these senior citizens a potential audience? Do 
we have a responsibility to them? If so, what are their needs? Their 
interests? 

Another group.,.new homemakers. There are more than 1.5 million brides 
••• of whom one-half are only 18 years of age ••• some even younger. Most 
of them have had very little experience in any phase of homemaking ••• 
least of all in rearing a family. Do we have any idea about their needs? 
Do we know how to program for them? Or are we willing to make an attempt? 

So much for our audience ••• let 1 s think in terms of the interests of the 
groups or segments of the population just named. Yes, research has been 
done ••• and interest surveys too. Psychologists tell us that the age 
from 18-35 is known as the adjustment age, the years when married couples 
are establishing their homes, rearing and caring for their families. 
The age from 3.5-4.5 might be called the "broad interest" age ••• minds are 
flexible ••• interests are many, The age from 45-65, the non-flexible age 
••• they are more set in their ways ••• don't want to change ••• and 6.5 plus.,, 
for these folks there are two reasons for learning ••• to employ their time 
and to search for something new. I 1m not sure I agree with the 
psychologists. 

Let me briefly report on a survey made at the University of Illinois last 
December. The survey was undertaken by the Dean of Women's office. 
Young married women whose husbands were in school were involved ••.• 4,137 
of them and many of them were mothers of young children. The study was 
undertaken in an attempt to find out their wants and needs in the way of 
class work or information in general. Though the questionnaires were 
sent out just 3 days before Christmas there was a return of 87 percent. 
These women ranged in age from 20-24 years. 

What did they want? They asked for night classes, and ones for credit. 
Most of them had finished high school. A few had not. Some of them had 
college credits. They wanted to study in order to develop ••• to keep pace 
with their husbands ••• to talk their language. When asked what they'd be 
doing 1.5 or 20 years hence, •• most of them said, ''I'll be working ••• or 
I 111 be widowed and will need to work. While they asked for classes for 
credit.,.the courses ranged from classes in family relations, child rear
ing, "rhetoric ••• so I can speak better English," consumer information, 
nutrition, so I can prepare better meals for my family on the money we 
have to spend. Some asked for work in art, in merchandising, I do not 
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know that this is the usual pattern for young wives and mothers, This was 
a small survey made at the University of Illinois. 

Working wives .. ,what are their wants and needs? Do we have any research? 
Yes sorne,,,but not vef* recent. The ones that have been made indicate 
that these women want nformation on managing time and energy, on more 
skillful planning, They wanted equipment and foods tha.t would save them 
time. A study made several years ago on food consumption, and which in
volved some 13,000 families, revealed some food practices which are of 
interest. Seventy percent of the home meals were served in the kitchen. 
Most of the meals are prepared and served in less than 30 minutes, some of 
them in less than 15 minutes. Clean-up time was less than the preparatio~ 
time, in many instances. 

In my opinion one very good "ear-to-the-ground" as to interests is the 
Horne ~conomics extension program. In Illinois ••• and I'm sure this holds 
in other states too ... the homemakers, with some guidance from the state 
staff members ••• select their program topics for the year, county by 
county, It seems to us that when some 50,000 homemakers voice their opin
ion as to program interests, it gives a rather authentic sample, 

How fare the senior citizens, so far as we are concerned? In Illinois we 
are losing some of our senior citizens from our extension croups. Wh_y? 
Not interested,,,is the usual answer, l have an idea that these women 
have had just about as much home furnishings, time management, and kitchen 
planning as they can take, Can you blame them? 

In some of the counties where these women hava banded together within the 
organization, they have planned programs that have to do with property 
ownership, wills, community situations, and government, both city, state 
and national, They are vitally interested in foreign affairs and want 
reading lists on specific situations. We believe that this is a good 
sign. 

This brings us right back to those ever present questions ••• Who is our 
Audience? What are their interests? These questions are not easy to 
answer,,, but unless we have some idea of what the answers are, how can we 
code an acceptable message,,,one that will demand and hold attention ••• 
one that will bring changes in attitudes or actions? 

How important is attitude in selling ideas? We know that an incividual's 
attitude makes""i difference in whether she accepts or rejects an idea. 
We know, too, that many things 8!!ect that individual's attitude; some of 
these things are not very apparent, perhaps, •• but they have a bearing on 
the decision made ••• the action taken, 

Then we have that old trouble-maker "interpretation" to conjure with in 
selling ideas, Our listener interprets what we say in terms of her pa.st 
experience ••• in terms of her age or her place in the marriag~ cycle. 
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She interprets what we say in terms of her outside interests, in terms of what her neighbors will say.,,or will not say ••• in terms of her needs and 
the needs of her family, Whether we are-aware of it or not ••• she knows that the so-called old order is changing, •• perhaps even faster than she wishes ••• and she knows too that she will have to meet some of those 
changes. It is natura1'"10 resist change ••• especially if it upsets one's 
way of life •• 7and resistance to change tends to bring conflict ••• mental 
conflict ••• and in turn unhappiness. 

It is true that at least some of the changes in family living patterns 
havebeen brought about by new developments ••• new equipment ••• new products, It has been said that no other culture is so technologically minded as is ours. On the other hand, while technological developments will solve many home and family problems, they frequently create others ••• and some of 
those "others" become our problems when we try to sell ideas ... or products, 

Now, suppose we put ourselves on the spot. First of all ••• how serious are we about improving our programs? Do we know what we' re trying to do? 
••• Do we have our purpose ••• our objectives ••• clearly drawn? Or are we 
merely marking time? 

Are we "sold11 on the ideas that we are trying to sell to others ••• or are we so bored that it shows in every word we speak? It has been said that 
one of the best ways to find out about a person is to close your eyes and 
listen to him talk .. ,you can hear his personality •• ,learn his likes and 
dislikes •• ~his attitudes and IiIS'values. His voice tcme'S and word 
inflections speak much more clearly than his wordS. 

How interested are we in helping people? What are we doing to make the homemaker ••• who is at home ••• feel important and sec\U'e? Do we have any idea what it takes to have a good home environment for healthy growth and 
development of both children and adults? If not, are we willing to take time to learn? Or, are we content to do our program ••• day after day ••• 
in the same old way, or are we interested enough to broaden its scope and 
content? In these times, women's interests ••• and in turn family interests ••• relate to state, national and international happenings as well as to home and the immediate community. Can we help them in their understanding 
••• in broadening their attitudes ••• in creating better relationships? Or isn't this part of our job? 

Do we ••• through our progrSlllllling ••• create an atmosphere ••• a climate ••• that 
is conducive to learning ••• to changing attitudes? Or are we guilty of 
setting up unrealistic standards that disco\U'age learning rather than 
enco\U'age it? In other words, as we plan O\U' message do we relate it to 
the individual ••• to her interests ••• to her needs? Do we give any consideration to her past experience? 

Are we guilty of riding the "selling" horse too hard? As an example, have we talked too much about the importance of saving time? I doubt if every 
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homemaker is fired with the idea of saving time. Isn 1t it a bit like 
hurrying to get some' place so that you can wait? Do you think t hat many 
of the 16 million senior citizens are vital 1y interested in saving time? 
I mention this because just recently a young man majoring in advertising 
asked why the "time-saving" pitch was used so frequently in selling home 
equipment. In his opinion the idea was so overworked that it was in
effective. Perhaps we have been too obvious in our selling. It is true 
that the listener can 1t""la!k back ••• at least not directly ••• but she can 
argue mentally ••• and, when she does, she immediately sets up a barrier 
and that barrier becomes a handicap or block to learning, 

Perhaps it would be helpful for us to take the place of the listener, •• to 
step into her shoes ••• and then listen to our own program. I 1m wondering 
what our attitude would be? Isn't it possible that we would do some 
mental arguing? -

As I said at the start ••• our job is a tough one ••• one that calls for 
continuous study ••• if we are to keep pace, I have no panacea, but I do 
have some convictions that I wish to offer for your consideration. 

If we are serious about improving our radio programs ••• about meeting 
competition ••• we must find a way to meet the real needs of families, and 
we must do it within the framework of today's fast-changing pattern of 
living. In order to make a beginning, I believe we must have a better 
understanding of the communications process. We must know more about how 
people learn, and we must know how to create a climate conducive to 
learning. 

It is important for us to understand more clearly than ever before the 
"why" of attitudes, how to overcome resistance to change, how to avoid 
the setting up of learning blocks or barriers. We must make it our 
business to analyze, to evaluate the ideas ••• not only of our colleagues, 
but of homemakers, of educators, of business men and women, and of 
scientists. We cannot be oblivious to the world around us ... we must be 
prepared and equipped to move ahead ••• to keep pace with developments. 

We need to re-e.xamine our tool--radio. What is unique about it? What 
are its outstanding characteristics? What can we do more effectively 
with it than can be done with television, the printed word, or pictures. 
~let's examine our techniques in light of radio's potential. 

As we plan our programs, let 1s be sure we include the individual ••• in our 
planning, Let's remember that it is important to have mind as well as 
"sets" turned on. 

Yes ••• I agree ••• this is a big order ••• and one that is not easy to accom
plish. It will require serious thought and study, and time and energy 
aplenty. But, I believe it will pay dividends and I believe it can be 
done. It's our job ••• it 1s up to us. 
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EDUCATIONAL RADIO 

By Rod G. Gelatt 
Assistant Professor of Journalism, News Director, KOHU-TV 

University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

I know it's customary for someone making a speech to begin it with a 
humorous story. This I'm not going to do today for two reasons: 

First, I am not able, at the moment, to come up with a story that would 
be pertinent to rrry general remarks, and I've developed a strong dislike 
for the opening story that is unrelated to anything that follows. 

And the second reason is this: a few years ago, I was addressing a 
public relations conference in Iowa, and happened to make a remark 
which was completely ad lib. In fact, it was strictly accidental. 
But for some reason, it brought down the house. Now I've recalled 
this incident many- times since then, but for the life of me I can't 
recall what it was I said. Therefore, I would prefer to enjoy the 
pleasant memories of past success than try to re-live the occasion; 
I prefer not to press my luck. 

I would like to violate some of the rules o! public speaking etiquette 
to appeal to your sympathetic understanding of the situation in which 
you and I find ourselves at this moment. As you know, I am a pinch
hi tter--which is all right with me, but which means that what you're 
about to hear from me may not be entirely what you bad expected to hear 
from the person scheduled to talk about educational radio. My family 
and I have been in Columbia just about exactly two weeks to the hour, 
and understandably I've been kept a little busy getting accustomed to 
new responsibilities, new people, new facilities, and a new community 
and new state. Consequently, I've not had opportunity to sit in on 
other sessions o! this seminar to know what's been said and discussed. 
Therefore, I go into this without knowing whether any o! these coDDnents 
have been uttered previously, but I rather doubt that they have,because 
I intend to approach this discussion from the standpoint or news and 
its presentation. 

What I'd like to talk to you about is the relationship between you and 
me; or, more accurately, between you and the people you represent, and 
the people whom I represent. By this I mean the relationship between 
you people who have both a general layman's interest in news and also 
a specific interest in public dissemination of information about your 
:institutions, your products, your research -- and those of us in the 
field o! broadcast news reporting who serve as one of the channels 
through which all kinds o! information are funneled. 
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And perhaps it would be wise, in the way of backgrounding the discussion 
of that relationship, to describe briefly some of the peculiarities ~f 
broadcasting; also to mention some problems faced by radio or television 
news departments upon which you people may depend for distribution of 
information about your activities, and which--in turn--may frequently 
depend upon you for information. I look upon this relationship, after 
all, as a two-way affair, from which we all may benefit. 

Let's begin by recognizing some of the limitations of broadcast news. 
Perhaps the most obvious limitation is that of time. In the average 
15-minute newscast there simply isn't enough time to report all the 
news; there's not even enough time to report all the news that we think: 
should be reported. In the average 15-minute news program--minus 2! 
minutes for commercials--you can read somewhere in the neighborhood of 
1800 words. My friends in the print media tell me this is roughly the 
equivalent of two full columns of type in the typical newspaper. 

Into those 12! minutes, it's the newsman's obligation to squeeze 
information about new crises in the Far East, the latest space exploits, 
plane crashes in South America, political upheavals in Europe, court 
decisions, tornadoes in northern Missouri, the legislature in Jefferson 
City, and the local city council's plans for street repairs. 

Broadcast news is, essentially, a problem of condensation. Condensation 
is not easy. It requires considered editorial judgment, quick decisions, 
and a keen knowledge of the variety of events themselves and what led 
up to them; it also requires an up-to-date awareness of what the 
audience is likely concerned with and interested in. This knowledge 
of one's audience and awareness of its needs and Interests is a 
factor which I frequently feel is ignored by some who profess to be 
broadcast newsmen. But they are qualities or characteristics which 
are invariably present in those radio and television newsmen who 
enjoy a large and loyaJ. following in their communities. 

The typical radio or television newsroom is served by at least one 
wire service which provides copy at the rate of 60 words a minute 
24 hours a day. Most of this information is never used. In addition, 
the newsroom probably bas a reporter covering the local community, 
and a number of correspondents in outlying parts of its listening or 
viewing area, providing news of those col1lll!Unities. Together, the wire 
services, the station's reporters, and its out-of-town correspondents 
provide far more information than that station could every hope to put 
on the air. Someone has to make the decisions as to which stories, and 
how much of each, to prepare for broadcast. And rem.ei0"8r'that, in 
ma.king those decisions, the news editor is influenced by a great number 
of factors, chief among which are timeliness and the element o! illllllediate 
interest to the most people. 
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Now, into this not inconsiderable amount of wire copy, local reporters• 
stories, correspondents' stories, and notes on telephone inquiries into 
various developments--into all this pours that daily deluge of mail 
known as the news release, or information release, or publicity release, 
or handout, or whatever you choose to call it. What is likely to be 
the news editor's frame of mind at this point? 

Remember, we said the news editor regards his primary obligation to 
society to be that of informing his listeners and/or viewers about 
what he considers the top news of the moment. And his views on this 
are, frankly, influenced by his awareness of what the opposition 
stations are reporting, have reported, or likely will report during the 
same period. He also is conscious of the existence of the local print 
media, and is aware that they, too, will be trying to present the latest 
news as of their press time. 

In other words, not only is our news editor making a concerted effort 
to inform the people adequately; he also is trying his darndest not to 
be scooped. And he also is hoping he 111 come up with a story or two no 
one else is going to have for awhile. 

How then is he likely to look upon the news release which comes to him 
by mail--and therefore has lost much of its spot news value? Quite 
probably it is showing up on one of his news wires about the same time 
he 1 s opening the envelope (so he knows every other news medium has it, 
too); and, in all probability, it is written in newspaper style anyway. 
If the release is typical of most news releases, his attitude is quite 
likely SUJ11111ed up by that current popular expression: 11Wbo needs it?" 

It seems to be characteristic of news releases that, for every one which 
might properly be used on a newscast, we have to open up a dozen. There 
seems to be relatively little evidence of any kind of dissemination 
selectivity. Each news bureau or originating agency has one mailing list, 
and i.f you 1re on it you are bombarded with everything that news bureau 
circulates. As a result, the news editor receives so many information 
handouts from these institutions that be soon acquires the habit of not 
even looking at them. This is because he knows, or at least he has come 
to think, that nothing useful to him ever comes from that institution. 

It 1 s at this point in the preparation of his newscast that the news 
editor's wastebasket begins to runneth over. Having gone through all 
this mailed material--and remember, if it 1s sent by mail it doesn't 
have lllUCh spot news value--he now has even less time until his deadline. 
So his attention is being directed even more strongly toward preparing 
that material which is of immediate interest. The news release doesn't 
get on the air; perhaps it's put into the 11 save11 pile with the thought 
that it will be used on the next newscast. But, by the time the next 
newscast rolls around, there's more late news breaking, and the release 
is regarded as being that much older and more out of date than ever. 
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Now, in order to avoid being entirely negative about this, let me pass 
along some suggestions that I think would be constructive. 

1) One thing I would suggest is more selectivity in the distribution of 
publicity releases. It would seem to me worthwhile to spend a little 
time getting acquainted with the print and broadcast media within 1lllY" 
given area, to find out what kinds of information they'll use and would be likely to publish or broadcast. If it's obvious that they just have 
no use at all. for certain kinds of releases, stop sending 'em to them. 
(I foll.owed this practice while editing a monthly magazine last year. 
I wrote to various institutions which circulated publicity releases, 
told them of the specific kind I'd be interested in, and for the most 
part afterward, those institutions sent me just those releases which 
were of value to me and which I could appropriately use in that magazine.) 

2) Second, I'd suggest what you obviously are aware of anyway: the 
desirability, if not the necessity, of establishing a personal 
relationship between you and the local news media representatives with 
whom you 're most likely to deal. While many of your contacts may be 
by telephone or ~y mail, it doesrit hurt to get personally acquainted 
with these people ahead of time so each of you knows what the other 
person looks like and how he thinks and what each might expect from the 
other. It should go without saying, incidentally, that in calling upon 
a news editor, you are careful not to burst in just before air time! 

3) And that brings up the third suggestion: Find out what are the 
newscast times of the various stations. By and large, thesewill be 
pretty much the same times from one station to the next. But this 
lmowledge of newscast time may be rather crucial in those rare situations 
when you hope to have information broadcast as soon as possible. Then 
a call to the newsroom just as the newscast is going off the air is too 
late. 

4) Fourth, if you nrust specify a certain release time, be realistic 
about it. I know of nothing that frustrates a rad'ici"'or television 
news editor more, or oftener than a news release which he'd like to 
use and would use except for two .facts: It carries a releas'i'"'trnie 
which ju'St"1iippens to be after his newscast, and it just happens to 
coincide with the press time of the city edition of the local newspaper. 
If the information in such releases is worth using on the air at all, 
that kind of release time is ridiculous. Certain kinds of news stories, 
of course, justify a release time. When the President makes a speech, 
news editors usually get an advance text so they can prepare their 
stories, and it's understandable why those stories can't be released 
until the speech has been delivered. Or when someone is to be given a surprise award at a banquet, it's understandable why the story of that 
presentation should not be broadcast until the man himself is so 
honored. But slapping an arbitrary release time on a publicity 
handout for no justifiable reason is not only silly; it tells the news editor ''Whoever wrote this apparently doesn't care whether it's given 
wide dissemination." 
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5) Fifth: Advance planning. Let the local news .media know about a 
planned event or important announcement in advance--far enough in 
advance that they can adjust their schedules or their reporters' 
assignments to cover it. If there are picture possibilities, discuss 
them with the photographers and make arrangements for the cameramen to 
move in and do their job quickly. 

6) Si.xth--and this is somewhat related to the fifth suggestion; develop 
a little of the reporter and photographer instincts yourself. Stand 
back and away from your work or your institution now and then, and take 
an objective look at it. Ask ''What are we doing here that's of interest 
to the general public? What new developments have we made? What have 
we found out through research that's of general interest? What are the 
picture possibilities? Have we got a story here that would be of 
particular interest to the radio stations or television stations?" Talk 
to the news editor. He may become quite interested in your work or 
your institution and wind up giving you more publicity than you thought 
you merited. 

7) Seventh--Recognize some of the elements that make up news story. 
Certainly not all these elements are present in every news st ory but, 
without at least one of them, I doubt that there is a news story. 
Here's one list of the elements of news: ~ 

Immediacy 
Proximity 
Consequence or Significance 
Prominence 
Drama 

Oddity 
Conflict 
Emotions 
Progress 
Sex 

A news story is not just a bunch of words strung together in 
grammatically correct fashion. It also bas to contain one or more 
of these elements which capture the interest and attention of listeners 
and viewers. In addition, it has to be written in clear, understandable 
language. To be sure, the news editor may rewrite it; in fact, he 
probably will. But in order for him to be interested in it in the first 
place, and in order for him to understand it, ~ have to prepare it 
properly. Also, you mustoe prepared to answernis questions about 
the significance of this or that development which you hope to have 
publicized. 

It seems to me that frequently we all make some false assumptions. 
For one thing, those people who are in the position of seeking to have 
news stories broadcast about their work or their institutions may, at 
times, assume that everyone is as interested in that field as they are. 
This certainly is not the case. I don't think that everyone is interest~ 
in !!!l one field of endeavor, and certainly not to the same degree. 
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Then, too, they may conclude that the news editor who shows no interest 
or only mild interest in something they want brought to the public 1 s 
attention is just out of touch with the needs of his audience. Likewise, 
we may well be wrong in thinking that no one could possibly be interested 
Iii the information you seek to make available. 

I'll frankly admit I'm not familiar with the work of home economists, 
Or, more accurately, I may be familiar with the work of home economists 
but not aware that the things or developments wi~ich I'm familiar 
fall under the category of home economics! However, it seems to me that 
the studies you people make, the techniques you develop, the accomplish
ments you record--all have a very direct effect upon most of us. It's 
my feeling~you folks deal with how we live, and how we might improve 
our standard of living. What could be of more immediate and direct 
interest to us than that? 

Just yesterday I received in the mail a news release which intrigued me. 
I'm seldom intrigued by a news release, but this is one which did the 
trick, and I think it has some relationship to the work of home economists. 
The release came from the Electronics Industries Association, and it 
ref erred to a speech made by an executive of the General Electric Company 
on the occasion of his receiving an award from the Association. After 
properly thanking everyone for the honor, the gentleman had to make a 
speech. 

He then proceeded to challenge the electronics industry to "invent a new 
home product which, comparable to radio and television, would make life 
easier, more pleasant, and raise the American standard of living another 
notch." He said "The electronics industry can offer the consumer 
something else that the American home will need--something as entertaining, 
as educational, or as useful as radio and television. I don't know what 
it is, 11 be said, "but I challenge you to find it." Well, actually, it 
would have been better, I suppose, if the man could have been a little 
more specific. I get the impression that even he isn't very certain about 
what it is we Americans need so badly. Perhaps"1ie simply had to come up 
with something challenging and stimulating for the occasion. 

On the other hand, I'd not want to lay any bets against the probability 
that the electronics industry will, before long, develop something 
that will, as be put it, make me easier, more pleasant, and raise the 
standard of living another notch. Likewise, I imagine someone in the 
world of home economics will do the same. When it happens, we in 
broadcast news will be willing and eager to report it. 

Actually, we have a mutual obligation. It is your responsibility, and 
ours, to bring to the public's attention those developments which are 
of general interest--inf ormation which the public should know about::'"" 
I,for one, certainly don't believe that all broadcast news programs should 
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be about shootings and accidents and fires and political revolutions and 
the like. I'm sure there is 111Uch going on in your fields of activity 
which--though they may lack the elements of conflict or sex or world
shaking significance--nevertbeless constitute a legitimate news story, 
worth time on a newscast. 

Our obligation is to weigh each story against every other story available 
at the moment, and demanding time on the newscast. You may have to do 
some fast talking to convince us that your story rates reporting. But 
if it's presented properly--if its significance, or its general interest 
is made clear from the outset--I think it stands a far better chance of 
being reported. 
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"MAKING THE MOST OF SOUND SYSTEMS" 

by William E. Mackie 
Radio and Television Editor, University of Missouri 

For just a few minutes I want to talk with ycu about some aspects of radio broadcasting and, particularly, tape recording as it applies to many of the programs you 1 re probably doing. 

How many of you are doing radio programs now? (SHl)ol OF HANDS). A good many of ycu. Then I would assume too that probably most of you are involved directly or indirectly with tape recording. Tape has many advantages, and I'm sure you who use it recognize them. 

My topic is "Making the Most of Sound Systems," but I want to limit that a bit today and call it, "Ma.l(ing the Most of Your Tape Recording Equipment." We'll discuss ways good tape techniques can enhance the content of your 
programs. 

Also, I'm going to do something manufacturers definitely do not like to have done; that is, I'm going to recommend specific equipment to ycu. I'm not really selling it, but our operation here releases about 500 separate radio programs a week to about 50 stations. So over a period of time, we have found certain pieces of equipment, and certain combinations of equipment, that we think offer certain advantages to us in our work. Therefore, in spite of the manufacturers, I'm going to suggest some typical equipment that might be useful in your tape recording operation. 

Probably the most important consideration in any sound system and any recording set-up such as we are discussing today, is the recorder itself. This is the unit that sets the technical limits in terms of how your program sounds on the air. With a poor recorder, you can sound no better than poor. With a good recorder, you will tend to sound better, of course. So for this reason, ycu would certainly want to use the best recorder available to you. 

Next, let's consider the ultimate utilization of your tapes. Probably most of you will be broadcMting your tapes, so you 1 ll want to use a professional tape recorder whenever possible. What are some of the characteristics of a truly professional tape recorder? 

First of all, it 11111st operate at broadcast standards. In this country the standards are these: The machine is to operate at 7 1/2 inches of tape per second, which is the standard broadcast speed. Secondly, tapes for broadcasting should be full-track recordings. This means the entire area of the tape is occupied by a single recording--full track--as opposed to the double-track or half-track system which allows you to turn the tape over and run it back through after recording on half the width of the tape. Third, the fully professional tape recorder will have a VU 11eter, or a "volume unit" 111eter. I'm sure you've seen these in broadcasting stations. The VU meter indicates the sound level or volume as you record and play back. The VU meter allows you to record at proper and consistent levels. 
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Broadcasting equipment is designed and calibrated to require a certain 
volume level for optimum fidelity and efficiency. With a VU meter on your 
recorder, you can be sure your own recording corresponds to this desirable 
level each time you record. 

We 111Ust consider cost along with desirability, of course. Certainly the 
professional machine is most desirabl~ but, certainly too, it costs the most, 
What should you expect to pay for a machine of this kind? One of the best 
machines available to you is the Ampex - the Ampex 6ol, recently replaced 
the Ampex 6o2, The Ampex is a fully professional machine. Also, it's 
relatively portable, that is, it weighs about 40 pounds. So it's portable -
if you have a·st~ong right arm. 

The Ampex runs about $600, which is a sizeable investment for most 
operations and yet, in terms of quality and dependability, it's a good 
investment. 

The Roberts, l92FT, another superior recorder is, fortunately, considerably 
cheaper. The Roberts is a Japanese-made machine, imported and sold by Roberts 
Electronics of California. The Roberts meets professional specifications and 
sells at. about $350. So it's certainly a very legitimate compromise as far 
as a professional ma.chine is concerned. 

Another category we might consider is all-purpose recording. A machine 
!or this purpose might not meet professional standards in every respect but 
should be capable of producing tapes of satisfactory broadcast quality. It 
should operate at 7 1/2 inches per second, and perhaps 3-3/4 inches per 
second as well, It could be full or half-track. It must have some kind 
of recording indicator, through not necessarily, a standard VU meter, 
capable of indicating to the operator when be is recording at the proper 
level. Also, a machine of this type should be very compact, sturdy, and 
relatively lightweight for portability. 

In my opinion, the best machine in this category is the Wollensak T-1400 
whiph' sells· for approximately $150. It weighs about 30 pounds and is very 
compact. It has a 10-watt amplifier that is useful for playing back tapes 
to large groups; and it can also be used as a public address system. It's 
also an extremely rugged machine. 

Another category of machines is the battery-operated portable. Here 
you find a wide variety of features and prices. Battery-operated recorders 
offer many exciting advantages. Now you can go out to where the story is 
and record it on the spot. These machines are very light-weight, highly 
portable, and of course require no electrical line connections of any kind, 
You have many recorders to choose from; in fact, about 75 different machines 
of this kind are being imported into the United States, and as you might 
expect, they vary greatly in price and quality. 

Here are some desirable features found in many battery recorders: (1) 
a mike switch which activates the recorder. When the machine is in the case 
you can pre-set it to record. Then it's simply a 111&tter of turning the 
switch on the microphone to start or stop recording. (2) mercury batteries, 
or some type of rechargeable battery cells. Also, you should be able to get 
an AJJ adapter that lets you charge the batteries while operating the machine 
!rom regular 117 volt AC hou .. se lines. (3) a battery-charge indicator. (4) 
a recording indicator of some kind to let you know when you're recording at 
the right level. 
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Now let's consider some deisrable recording accessories that will help you do a better job in your tape-recording operation. Certainly the most important is a microphone. You may not consider this an accessory as t he milce usually comes with the tape reocrder you buy but, in the case of a professional machine, this won't be so. 

As a rule of thumb, you should pay about l/6th the coat of your recorder for a microphone. In other words, with 'the $60o Ampex, you should buy a $100 microphone to do full justice to the electronics of the machine. By the same token, if you had a $100 machine, you might be able to get by on a $6.00 microphone, However, I would like to suggest that, should you be operati ng a machine such as the Wollensak, it would be a good idea to get the best microphone you can afford. 

Those of you who use this machine know you get a small crystal mike with it which is adequate, and is well-matched to the machine, But, by spending about $40, you can get a professional microphone which will give you superior results, One of the biggest things you can do to improve the sound of any recorder is to get a better microphone. This is where improvement starts, because your recordings can be no better than your microphone allows them to be. 

A mike stand is a most useful accessory. We have all heard noiseplagued tapes made by persons holding the microphone in their hands, Sometimes it can't be helped, but do avoid it whenever possible. If you can't use a stand, at least rest the microphone on a pad or handkerchief to avoid scraping, grating noises as the mike is moved from speaker to speaker. 

Earphones are a great help when recording, A professional headset, which is actually two small speakers with air cushions, sells for about $20. For many applications, this is probably your best buy. It shuts out all extraneous noise and lets you judge accurately what the finished product will sound like on the air. Certainly adequate, but not quite as desirable, is the typical small headset selling for about $5. You'll know your're getting something recorded, but it's very difficult to make any- sort of a quality judgment with a headset of this kind. 

Finally, here are some other items considered a 11111Ust" in the well equipped recording studio: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Splicer--the best I have found is the Robbins Pro Junior which 
sells for about $5.00. And, by the way, keep talcum powder handy to dab on splices to cover any- adhesive that may extend 
beyond the edges of the tape and may cause sticking during 
playback. 

Stop Watch--costs about $10-15.00 

Head Demagnetizer--about $5.00 
8 

Bulk tape eraser--about $15.00 
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Two good sources of this and other audio and recording equipment are: 

Allied Radio 
100 N, Western Ave. 
Chicago 80, Ill, 

Write for their catalogs, 

Burstein-Applebee Co, 
1012-14 McGee St, 
Kansas City 6, Mo. 

They'll be glad to hear from you. 

And please rElllember--the things we have discussed today are simply 
mechanical methods for making the most of what you start with, The really 
essential ingredients for superior tape recordings are still good content, 
thoughtful organization, and a liberal application of imagination. 
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TRENDS 

By Paul L. Myhre 
Lecturer in Journalism, University of Missouri, Columbia 

Thank you, Dr. Mangel: 

Friends --

When Dr. Mangel assigned the title of "Trends" to my kickoff offering this 
morning, was properly elated. 

That meant that she'd given me the latitude and cruising range I needed. 
I thought: what a wonderful opportunity to take you people on a couple 
of balloon ascensions, dunk you in a bit of oceanograpliy and shoot you off 
a launching pad into space. Figuratively, that's what I propose to do. 

Well, we'll drift down to earth gracefully, I hope, somewhere along the 
ride and hit the target of home economics in the windup. 

When I started to assemble material for this talk, I found the subject of 
"Trends" was full of a lot of wonderful tangents, so maybe we' 11 toss in 
a basketful of tangents also. The deeper I got into the topic, I dis
covered that in almost everything there's a trend, or that somebody was 
researching something to learn whether there WAS a trend YET and, if not, 
why not. - --

At the School of Journalism--where it is part of my job to conduct the 
J.C. Penney-University of Missouri Journalism Awards competition for 
best women's pages and fashion writing -- we hear a great deal about trends 
in women's behavior and tastes and education and it's easy to see that 
plenty of these trends whip right into the home economist's front door. 
So let's have a look at a few of them ••••• for better or worse. 

Kindly hold onto your invisible hats at this point, because we are going 
to examine a few of the trends -- or fantasies, if you prefer -- which 
may take realistic shape before too many years go by. Perhaps not in our 
lifetime, but many of them will be extremely tangible and real to our 
children. 

Sailing around in the sky a few hours ago was a Russian cosmonaut, a gour
met astronaut, if you please, nibbling caviar and minced meat and anchovy 
canapes as he whistled around in his record 82 orbits. Up there with him 
was a female cosmonette, also Russian, who undoubtedly kept telling him to 
watch his diet and not overeat while he streaked around in space. She also 
probably told him that while he was enjoying the period of weightlessness 
up there, he might weigh more than the space doctors ordered when he landed, 
thus throwing off all their ground station calculations. 
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And the flight of Valentina, the Soviet cosmonette, stirred sharp criticism 
from American women, who chorused: "See the Russians give their women a 
chance! When wi 11 !!5. get a shot at the moon?" 

Then we pick up the daily papers and learn that our scientists are working 
overtime with the sea around us -- studying all the elements in water, and 
the marine life, with the purpose of determining the life-giving foods of 
the future which are available under water, and isolating even more chemicals 
from the briny deep which may contribute to human sustenance. 

Continuing also are those experiments in desalinization of water, so that 
the oceans may contribute that drinkable to our daily essentials. And only 
the other day, Orville Freeman, the Secretary of Agriculture, said that the 
World Food Congress, concluding a two-week session, has created the vision 
that will inspire action to free mankind from hunger. 

Freeman said representatives from 104 countries unofficially agreed that 
technological and scientific developments in agriculture offer the means 
of eliminating hunger. What is needed, they said, are social and economic 
institutions to apply agricultural advances. 

Again we pick up the daily papers and learn that development of space-grown 
algae may in time feed astronauts on flights of more than six months and 
thus open up a new source of world food to feed the multiplying millions of 
the population explosion. 

Dr. Joseph A. Stern, chief of bioastronautics technology (life studies in 
space) of the Aero-Space division of the Boeing Company, is pursing re
search which suggests that the shorter space flights will be able to get 
along on freeze-dehydrated foods prepared by hot or cold water, and before 
long these may appear on the family menu. At the present time special 
processed foods are available, as you know, for the armed services and 
campers, such as instant potatoes and soups and, on a non-commerical basis, 
complete menus are available which can be processed with water for a full 
meal in 15 minutes. 

Before too long, if the demand rises as expected, this type of food will 
likely replace the food on our shelves currently processed by canning and 
ordinary freezing. A refrigerator no longer will be needed, nor will it 
be necessary to have many storage shelves or cabinets. Ten meals soon 
will occupy only as much shelf space as one TV dinner does at present. 
There'll be no need for stoves, ovens, pots and utensils, Dr. Stern thinks , 
These freeze-dried goods will do for flights up to a few months' duration, 
but for space flights lasting six months -- and they are coming -- freeze
drie d foods would impose a considerable weight and space penalty on the 
terrestrial vehicle. No longer will it be feasible to take along food 
from earth. 
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In the future, apparently, the best way to sustain human beings in space 
for long periods of time will be for the space man to raise his own food 
on the ship, derive oxygen for breathing in the process of producing this · 
food, reutilize the carbon dioxide that he exhales and produce his food 
from waste products. 

It is known now that human perspiration can be processed and reutilized 
as drinking water on such space trips. Experiments are proceeding to 
grow algae which contain protein, ·which most of them lack, and also such 
things as common vegetables, or even potatoes, lettuce, and animal life, 
perhaps some chickens. 

Behind all this experimentation, obviously, is a plan. The potentially 
severe shrinkage of arable land for agricultural purposes resulting from 
the population explosion and the accompanying demand for more living room 
for more people may create an almost impossible problem in feeding future 
population with foods that are now common to us. This problem may be 
resolved by the use of the algae as a food additive. 

On the other hand, say the scientists, as the exploding population causes 
our rangelands to shrink and our waving fields of grain to shrivel, explo
ration of space may resolve the problem by opening up new worlds for col
onization, new lands for cultivation and new sources of foods. 

So now you say, that stuff's fantastic, that's 'way out super-Buck Rogers 
stuff that won't affect me at all. Probably you are right, but it does 
show directions in scientific research and development that represent a 
startling peek into the future. 

Few of us, I'm sure, are unaware of the furor caused by Rachel Carson's 
book, in which she sounded the alarm over the use of pesticides, and the 
contamination problem therein. Scientists face a major problem there -
as does industry -- and the home economist must be vitally interested in 
that situation. We will be living also with the perils of radioactive 
fallout for many years -- the future of our children, their protection, 
their diets, their medical care, certainly are involved in that problem. 

So now let's come a little closer.to the ground. 

Maybe another news story will titillate your imagination a bit. A 
Binghamton, N. Y., businessman says he'd like to see household carpeting 
that heats homes; furniture suspended from the ceiling to make floor 
cleaning easier; and clothes made from steel threads to eliminate crushing 
and creasing, and increase wearability. 

Are these ideas far-fetched? Indeed not. 

Thls businessman says that some wire mesh rugs already are being used in 
office building elevators. They' re twice as resistant and don't stretch. 
Why couldn't carpeting be made to double as a source of heat through con
necting the fine steel wires -- like those used in an electric blanket 
to a panel of energy cells located on the window sill or roof, and be 
activated by light or sun rays? 
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Clothing, this man says, of hair-thin wire mesh would not only retain its 
shape but might mold the body inside. Ah, with a little uplift here and 
a little flattening there, such figure-forming fashions with their grip 
of steel might make firm foundation garments obsolete. My question is: 
Would this not be a heaven-sent boon to the helpful husband who has nearly 
dislocated his shoulder in those strenuous girdle-wrestling situations 
that come all too often in the family bedroom? 

Now let's spotlight a few other trends of tremendous -- and more i11DDediate 
-- significance to the home economist. 

One of major importance is the growing number of women -- spinsters, 
divorcees, widows, etc. -- who are a vital part of the nation's labor 
force, The working woman is a fixed segment of our economy now and 
as Sylvia Porter says, we'd better start taking better care of her. We 
all know that President Kennedy and many sociologists and educators and 
industrialists urge greater utilization of feminine brain power in the 
job of trying to solve the gigantic problems that confront the world. 

The working woman is calling an increasing number of shots in many areas 
these days -- in education, science, industry, in medicine, advertising, 
public relations, fashion, in politics and in many other fields. And the 
Population Preference Bureau, a private research group, points out that 
the spinster is rapidly disappearing from the scene and the divorced 
woman is taking her place. The bureau's study of American women shows 
that as recently as 1940, about 15 per cent of women in their early 30's 
were unmarried. The figure in 1960 was only 7 per cent. The study 
further revealP.d that 1,600,000 women will be married this year, 200,000 
of them in this June alone. 

For most women, the study said, marriage will mean babies and a decision 
on how many babies to have. More than 4 million babies were born in 1962, 
Married women who had reached their early 30 1 s average more than three 
children each. An average of 2.3 children for each married woman would 
have meant that births equalled deaths in the United States. 

Here again -- as we recognize the agitation throughout the world for some 
means of birth control to stem the population flood -- the home economist 
may be functioning alongside the sociologist and the physician and the 
health expert. 

The report also took careful parenthetical note of an "alarming" rise 
in illegitimate births. It said one out of every 20 babies is born out 
of wedlock. The number of illegitimate births a year has tripled in 20 
years from 89,000 in 1940 to 224,000 in 1960. 
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For many women marriage will also mean a decision about whether to take 
or keep a job. The study said that more than half the millions of women 
in the labor force this year are married. About half these have children 
under 18 years of age. 

For other women, marriage will eventually mean divorce. About 400,000 
divorces are granted each year in the United States. In 1960 the parents 
of 3,000,000 children separated or divorced. About 9 of each 1,000 married 
women are divorced a year, the bureau said, and there are now 2,000,000 
divorced wanen in the country. 

The study also pointed out another trend in 1961 about 162,000 women 
in college were married, and almost half that number -- 77,000 -- of the 
nation's high school girls were married, And more mothers are returning 
to work after the child-rearing years, the study revealed, largely to meet 
the high cost of educating their children. 

These divorcees and spinsters and widows and teen-age married couples 
make up the nation's female work force of an estimated 25 million. They 
buy the nation's groceries and automobiles, run businesses and handle 
the secretarial work for industry and run machines in factories and help 
to organize voters and swing elections and influence the styles at home 
and abroad and spend billions on cosmetics and diapers and special health 
aids for their youngsters. They are a mighty force to reckon with. 

These millions -- and the millions of others who are happily or unhappily 
chugging through their domestic routines in the kitchen -- they are the 
audience and target of home economists, and they need the help of your 
exoert advice ••••• through expertly-devised communications. You must 
co111Dunicate with them about their problems -- with a telling and selling 
swipe or two at the master of the household, the husband and father. 

With the development of mechanical innovations for the home and the re
sulting labor-saving and time-saving gains, much more leisure is avail
able to these women. They'll return to school or take jobs in offices 
or plants -- and even the farm wife is one of those adding to the family 
income and purchasing power because mechanization has reduced the time 
spent tilling and harvesting. In fact, the movement of both male and 
female labor from the farm to jobs in urban areas is a critical problem 
of today's economy. 

Add to this tremendous surge toward mechanization in almost every field, 
the still unmeasured and rather terrifying impact of the computer system. 
No need to attempt to settle in this session the argument of whether 
automation will provide more and better jobs for people -- or steal jobs 
and thus render jobless millions of people who obviously must have employ
ment to survive and keep their families together. This automation is 
going to create more leisure and cut the time of doing scores of jobs 
in industry -- and somehow our experts on social behavior and culture 
are going to have to supply the right things to fill that leisure. 
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In the newspaper business alone, the business dear to Mrs. Jurney's and 
my heart, the impact of computer systems and electronic shortcuts to 
publication is a disturbing shadow -- or bright light - - on the future. 

The issue of job security, threatened by automation, was one of the major 
hurdles to be cleared before the costly New York and Cleveland newspaper 
strikes were settled. It's a mighty frightening prospect for a newsman 
to learn that technological developments have just about made it possible 
for an editor to sit down to a panel, or grid, of pushbuttons and lights 
and by punching the right ones he can lay out Page One, or any inside 
page with the right headlines, right-size stories in proper spaces, and 
also position a Page One picture of optional size. When the page layout 
is completed, the pushbutton operator, or editor, can easily reject the 
layout he's developed in this process, or erase it, so to speak, and 
start on a fresh typographical design for that page. 

Stories that go into the paper are punched out on an electric typewriter, 
come out on perforated tape, which connected and fed through a typesetting 
machine, and the story is set for placement in the metal form which en
closes each page before it is matted and cast. Some machines, I under
stand, are able to correct errors in the reporter's copy -- they store 
these corrections in their memory reservoir or bank -- and the only snag 
to complete success of this electrically-controlled typesetting operation 
is the difficulty in justifying the width of news columns and the proper 
hyphenation of words. 

Last year the Los Angeles Times and the Radio Corporation of America 
officially announced the revolutionary application of an electronic 
computer to process editorial and advertising copy. To illustrate just 
a bit how revolutionary this process is -- seven reels of punched or 
perforated tape, each 1,000 feet long, are equivalent to 65 columns of 
classified ads in type. Last March the Oklahoma City Times used a com
puter to set the type for a complete 24-page edition timed to coincide 
with the 90th birthday of its publisher. 

Each of these papers has convincingly demonstrated the practicality of 
using a modern computer to reduce a great deal of tedious, repetitive 
human effort -- in non-thinking chores -- that steals precious time 
between the availability of news information and its appearance in print. 

These revolutionary changes within the newspaper business, and the many 
more to come, are the reason hundreds of newspaper editors and publishers 
and production people gathered in Chicago a week or so ago to see the 
mechanical marvels being developed -- they are being developed through 
hundreds of millions of dollars being spent by the mechanical production 
industry and the newspapers themselves in further research. 

All these are TRENDS, my friends, seemingly overwhelming trends -- and 
their dislocations of the society of the future and of family life and 
modes of living -- are well-nigh impossible to forecast right now. 
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Who, here today, can forecast the tremendous communications horizons which 
will be lifted, or enlarged, by the development of the many Tel-Stars of 
the future, to be used to relay information from nation to nation, and to 
newspaper and radio and television units all over the world? 

Yet, for all the wizardry of these mechanical marvels, or monsters, if you 
will, nothing can substitute for the human brain in controlling their work 
and directing their output. A computer, the experts agree, is no better 
than the man or men who program it. 

You might be amused by this little story, as reported by Editor & Publisher, about a computer that was built to translate from English to Chinese: 

The scientist who designed the machine was demonstrating it to a group of 
reporters, and asked for an appropriate quotation to test the machine. 

One reporter suggested "out of sighth out of mind" which, duly typed, set lights to flashing, magnetic tapes w irr1ng and a specially-devised 
printer stamping out a line of Chinese characters. The scientist turned 
to the reporter and proudly said: "See, it works perfectly." 

"Not being able to read Chinese, I am not really so sure that it does work 
perfectly," said the reporter. The scientist replied: "No problem, we 
will just feed the Chinese characters into the machine, have the optical 
scanner read them, and then have the machine retranslate the statement 
back into English" ..... which it did, typing out "invisible idiot." 

Well, it's definitely time now to descend to a reasonable altitude in this 
orbiting of Trends, and examine a few things the home economist is going 
to have to do to keep pace with the world ahead, 

Home economists must prepare for the task of meeting these human -- and 
science-induced -- conditions which will identify the world of tomorrow. 

Hane economists will have to learn the language and the semantics of the 
many sciences, and help translate them into useful understandable counsel 
for the earthbound. 

Home economists of the future may have to reckon with the scientists' de
velopment of the foods for the space age and their adaptation to the home 
-- and the changes in the processing and storing of food to meet the 
demands of the huge population explosion that's going on now, and building. 

Home economists of tomorrow, as counselors to the needs of human beings, 
will have to assist in ministering to the spiritual and moral side of 

•their lives, because the wrenching dislocations caused by science and the 
world's revolutions strike deep into the security of the home. 
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Home economists will have to assist in directing the leisure time of millions 
into avenues of usefulness for the good of society. 

Home economists may conceivably engage or share in the research that will 
produce the clothing of fine steel wire, or the carpeting that will heat 
a room. 

Home economists may conceivably assist in the research that will pull the 
world's food from the secrets of the ocean and from the organisms that, 
unseen, populate the atmosphere far above us. 

Home economists certainly will be called into greater use in the Peace Corps 
operations -- if these missionaries of goodwill are expanded -- and expand 
they must if the world's underprivileged are to be helped to a better life, 

Home economists will, and should enlarge their role in determining the 
quality of advertising of consumer goods these days. We are all aware of 
the criticism directed against some types of advertising. A large oppor
tunity, in my judgment, exists for home economists to lend their talents 
and authority toward the upgrading of some of this advertising, and increas
ing its believability. 

Advertising, let us remember, occupies a strong place in our economic 
system. Total advertising of the non-Communist world hit the 20-billion 
dollar mark last year, a 5 per cent rise. North America naturally led, 
accounting for 13 billions. Europe recorded nearly 5 billion. 

Home economists are important to the advertising profession, and not enough 
of them are being employed by it. The group of home economists today who 
work most in the area of advertising are those in the field of business. 
They serve a dual purpose -- that of interpreting the woman consumer and 
her needs to the company -- obviously that's extremely important -- and 
representing the company and its products to the woman consumer. 

Home economists thus use advertising as their means of communication. It 
would be useless for home ec people to work so diligently in the experi
mental research of food and textiles and equipment if this material would 
never reach the homemaker. The activities of the home economist in an 
advertising agency or advertising department of a company include the de
velopment of ideas for both consumer and educational (professional journals, 
etc.) advertising -- and the development of tie-in publicity and promotion. 

There is much that might be called offensive in personal products adver
tising -- in deodorants, depilatories, corn and callous removers, cold 
and headache remedies, foundation garments, laxatives, toilet tissue. 
Surveys within the advertising and communications field, which are going 
on all the time, show that advertisers are vigorously striving to improve 
the quality of ads and co11mercials which cover this area, sometimes called 
in the trade the "bust, belly and behind" region of advertising. Home 
economists might well influence an upgrading of advertising copy covering 
these items. 
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Unfortunately, good advertising practitioners are smeared by the sins of 
bad advertising practitioners. 

Advertising helps home economists by providing them with textbooks, with 
factual information, with news of new developments and new techniques. 
Advertisers also contribute research, product development, demonstrations, 
educational materials to the field of home ec. Currently, home economists 
are being used in advertising agencies' home economics departments, in 
laboratories, in development work, and in establishing new directions and 
diversification of merchandising, selling food and home appliances. They 
serve effectively in educating the market to new products and new uses, 

It remains a significant fact that newspapers lead all types of media in 
the amount of advertising carried in the food and clothing lines. And 
this little TRUE story -- an actual occurrence in a Kentucky city -- illus
trates the importance of cooperation between the producer, the marketer, 
the retail outlet, the newspaper and the home economics editor: 

In this city about six boxcar loads of pineapples arrived in the heat of 
summer -- an accidental over-order of this fruit. It was up to the stores 
of this chain to move the stuff before it spoiled, 

The stores contacted newspaper advertising officials. The home economics 
editor took note of the problem, wrote a story on the delectability of 
this fruit during the summer heat, and the grocery chain placed advertising 
offering a special on this commodity. Everything came out beautifully 
there was a rush for the fruit, costly spoilage was prevented, and the 
store realized a decent return on what might have been a serious loss. 

That's an example of cooperation between home economics and the consumer 
as well as the retailer. 

America's home economists undoubtedly will have an increasingly important 
job to do in meeting the demands of an "emerging" segment of our population 
that is certain to assert itself in our social and economic future -- the 
changed status of our Negro population. It will require the assistance of 
home economists, through the newspapers and all printed media, to relieve 
the frustrations of these citizens who can be expected to enjoy a greater 
freedom, higher incomes, and therefore a better way of life in the years 
ahead. These citizens are not wholly different in thoir aspirations and 
hopes and desires for better housing, better schools, better home furnish
ings, better food for their tables, better cultural opportunities -- they 
have just been denied these much longer than most. The home economist 
must accommodate them in her thinking and her planning and in her communi
cations, 
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I'd like to close this ramble with one thought -- All home economics organi
zations should push for the channeling of more home ec-oriented personnel 
into the field of journalism education. If there is to be better communi
cations, it is logical that the home economist hone her tools and skills 
in communication through journalism training. 

Here's a quote from the May, 1963, Alumni Newsletter from this School of 
Home Economics. Marion Ingersoll, class of 1 34, has served seven years as 
home editor of the News-Gazette, her home town newspaper, and will shortly 
be directing a radio program also for homemakers on the new FM-stereo sta
tion. She says she sees a "need for more creative home economics writing 
and the necessary research." 

That's a good thought to leave with you -- and I'm sure Mrs. Jurney, one 
of the country's outstanding women's editors, will support it. 

There's a challenging need for good, skilled home economics journalists who 
can write bright, authoritative copy on foods, health, all phases of home
making and child rearing and husband-caring, and on the advances in medicine, 
psychology, and chemistry. She is needed to interpret the findings of the 
research that is engulfing us all. 

The women's pages in the nation's newspapers are broadening their coverage 
of the interests of the women of America and their families. They would 
welcome the copy of these trained writers, I'm sure. 

And so would millions of news-hungry feminine readers -- who are, after 
all, your first communications target, are they not? 
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PRESS POTENTIAL: ''The Woman's Pages" 

By Dorothy Jurney 
Woman 1 s Edi tor, DETROIT FREE PRESS, Michigan 

It is a distinct pleasure to be on this panel here today--not only because 
I like coming to the University of Missouri at every possible opportunity, 
but because today I have the chance to become better acquainted wit h the 
American Home Economics Association--an organization I have long admired 
from a distance. 

As a woman in an allied profession, I take off nzy- hat to your group--the 
high standards you have set for yourself and the recognition you have 
fought and won for your profession. 

I am glad too to have this chance to talk about women's pages and t heir 
importance to you who have so much vital infonnation to communicate to 
women--and possibly to men. You'd be surpri sed how many men read our 
pages. 

We have intense readership in the women's section because we are wr iting 
about the areas in which people live--

about homes, about rearing children, about how to spend your 
money wisely, about food, about fashion, about health, about 
housekeeping, what to buy for your homes, and so on. 

Women's pages today are expanded far beyond t he society sections they once 
were. We have not eliminated society news, but we are seeing it in per
spective. We may even be doing a~ job of reporting social news. 

I know we are doing a better job of giving women information about food 
and homemaking. 

Newspapers today serve a menu of reading that offers something to all 
readers. But we do more than that. With the rise of our great middle 
class most of our features and most of our space are designed to att ract 
the middle majority housewife--or the woman who is in the upper lower 
class and the lower middle class, if you wish to describe her that way. 

I feel it necessary to give you a little of our philosophy before becoming 
more specific about our mutual interests, because I see by your program 
that you have spent three days learning, the techniques of television as a 
mass communicator. And you have given us members of the press just this 
morning. 

Now I would not in any way deprecate the power and good of television be
cause it is a fine institution which has done much to raise the informa
tion level in this country, 
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Television is a dramatic medium. It is still new and exciting and it gives 
you a chance to act when you are invited to appear on a show. And none of 
us can resist the ham in us--we love it. 

But I do want to call your attention to the importance o:f the press. News
papers have been around a long ti.me and we have grown used to them. They 
are old hat. And sometimes we :forget how important they are to us and to 
the country. Actually, newspapers are growing in size and in circulation 
over the country. Between 1946 and 1962, newspaper circulation grew 22.3 
percent daily and 37.5 percent on Sundays. Newspaper circulation exploded 
:far more than the population exploded in that period. 

In 1961, about 46 million o:f the 52 million households in the United States 
bought 59 million copies of newspapers daily. This total is greater than 
the total of loaves of bread, bottles of milk, or packs of cigarettes sold 
daily in the United States. 

Newspapers do reach all segments of the American public; however our 
heaviest concentration is among the great middle class--among the high 
school and college-educated people--and broad middle class of America. 

Not only do we reach millions of women every day, but we are bringing to 
them enlarged women's sections. 

In our paper, THE DETROIT FREE PRESS, we have a third as much space as is 
given to the general news of the paper. And we have a staff of 15 news 
women who are working eight hours a day five days a week to research, 
write, and edit these stories. 

Newspapers are wonderful chroniclers of the history of our country. They 
are warm and friendly institutions. You can roll a newspaper up and tuck 
it under your arm on the way to and from work. Or you can curl up in bed 
with it at night. You can also clip out the recipes and the homemaking 
tricks and file them away for use in years to come. 

And of course that is exactly what our readers do-save our papers, clip 
the recipes, and order our patterns and booklets by the thousands. Our 
readers are hungry for information and we are anxious to give it to them. 

This is where we CAN and DO use your help. But I bet we could 
get even more help from you if we on the newspapers, and you 
in your jobs, established better communication with each other. 

What kind o:f information are we interested in? Everything that interests a 
woman: 

Food - long a standby 
~ Menus and recipes. 

New ways to cook things. 
New food products. 

In FREE PRESS, we use recipes every day and carry menus weekly. 
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Fashions - some trends, the practical mostly 

Home fashions - everything for the home 
Furniture, linens, draperies 

Housekeeping - four times a week, plus a special article 
Best way to wash clothes 
Easiest way to iron a man's shirt 
Easy care suits for men--how true are the labels, and 

how to care for the suits 

New Products - of all kinds 
Magnetized duster 
New plastic dishes 

.Outdoor drinking fountain 
New fiber in blankets 

Management of Monhl 
Wha:t are W te Sales, and how many sheets and towels you 

should have 
How to buy snow suits 

Child Care 

Human Relations 

g: seek authoritative information. in all these fields. And all of you here ,it have information that we could make good use of. We do get it from IY" of you, but I lo;l.ow much more is available if we just had better two-i streets of communication. 

· many of you are teachers? 
How many of you work in the field of food? 

'< How many with equipment? 
How many work with textiles? 

How many are in research? 
How many with associations like the dairy industry, 

moving industry, and so on? 
How many in your Association are publicists 

either for manufacturers or utilities? 

" one of you has stories. They're in two categories: 
·,, The how-to-do-it, or service feature, and the news story. 

'. 1 s talk about news stories. For example: 
No-run stockings 
General Mills flour story - new flour, not only no-sift but instant-

mixing 
Ban Lon upholstery 
Model kitchens 
Porcelain to be used on stoves. What is porcelain, how different is 

it from enamel in quality, coet, wear? What's the full story? 
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We must have honesty in news, in the information provided us from any source, 

If you are sending us a story about a new stove with removable sides to the 
oven, we want to know if this is the first such stove in the industry or if 
it is just new to your make. We may use it even if it is not industry-wide 
news , but we waRt to tell our readers the full story--so don't try to fool 
us. 

If it is news of textiles, say a new rug material, we want to know not only 
whether i t will clean well, but we want you to admit if it will also burn or 
disintegrat e from cigarette ashes. 

In the recent Ban Lon upholstery story--with Paul McCob and Widdicomb furni
ture--we l earned the colors were beautiful, but the story failed to explain 
till we found more facts that Ban Lon upholstery is not like Ban Lon in 
sweaters ; it will not wash. However, it has other qualities which make it 
superior--such as unusual color properties, weave, and so on. 

Women are unhappy about false information and lack of information. Buying 
expensive furniture and drapery material, for example, they may find that 
the col ors are fine but they won 1 t hold up. They aren't told this by sales
men too anxious to sell. 

Well, we want our readers to have confidence in us. We want them to buy our 
paper not only in their generation but in their daughters' generation. We 
want them to trust us, and we want to depend on you to give us the kind of 
information in these fields that will be useful, and will be true. 

The Ban Lon story led to a much fuller story when 'We were tol d about the 
quality control exercised in the product--that it is not a fiber but a 
process of manufacturing fibers, which is another story i mportant to the 
homemaker. So we interpreted to the homemaker what this trade name, Ban Lon, 
means. 

The entire fabric story is an important one to women, who are becoming better 
informed. But we need more information about dress materials, upholstery, 
drapery materials, men's clothing, and so on. We want the entire fabric 
story, as complicated as it is. This matter of honesty in copy is very 
important. 

Now in food stories, we do not test all our recipes. We rely on you in your 
test kitchens for that. But Kay Savage tells me she uses only those recipes 
from people she knows she can trust. Those who may have been unreliable in 
the past will not fool her again. She says she couldn't do without the home 
economists in the food industry, and I know you depend heavily on us of the 
press to reach the mass market. 

Those of you in research have much of interest for 'us--if you have the 
personnel to put it in language that we and our readers can understand. The 
University of Illinois does an especially good job here--the press section 
there works closely with the Agriculture and Home Economics Extension 
Services, and we get a number of good stories from them. One was a very 
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fine fabric series of articles. Just this past Saturday, we had a story in 
our Home Improvement section on "Here 1 s what you can do to keep your base
ment dry"--from Illinois. Then we get material we like from Michigan State 
University, and some from Pennsylvania State University. We had a good diet 
series from as far away as Utah. The Utah series was prepared by home 
economists in the State University there and transmitted to us by the Salt 
Lake paper. 

I know you are doing a lot of research here at the University of Missouri, 
but we don't get your stories on it. I wish we did. 

Now in preparing copy for a newspaper, I just mentioned everyday language 
being important. I'd urge you also to think of your audience -your readers, 
and what they want. The material we'd like from you would interest working 
women, divorced women, employed mothers, as well as women at home. 

Give us stories related to making things, better ways to keep house, sewing 
with the new fabrics, cleaning furniture, money saving ideas, ways to hold 
the family together, what to do after children leave home, storing and pre
serving food, news about pots and pans, and so on. Tie them in with the 
news, if you can but, in any case, they must be stories of substance and 
depth. Our readers are smart. 

As home economists, you can sometimes work with syndicates and get wider 
use of your material. Don't overlook the Associated Press, United Press 
International, and other channels to newspapers, 

Besides copy, we also want pictures -high quality pictures. Give us ideas 
others can use, and that will be attractive on our pages, We'll be 
delighted to have them, 

Finally, I'd say if you don't know the women's editor of your paper, the 
food editor, and the home furnishings editor, get acquainted with each of 
them, Go to lunch together if you can. The editors want to know the women 
you reach, and it will help you to know their audiences, 

Ask the editor what she's interested in, and tell her the kind of things 
you're doing. You both will profit by meeting each other. 

There are so many homebound women who are seeking inspiration in their home
making, and so many women who work at jobs outside their homes who need 
helpful ideas, Together we can help them, 

We can do so much in raising the standards of families-
in making this a better place to live, in helping people 
enjoy life more, and GIVING THEM A BETTER LIFE TO ENJOY! 
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THE POl'ENTIAL FOR HOME ECONOMISTS JN FAMILY MAGAZINES 

By Wilma Sim, Director, Family Test Group 
THE FARM JOURNAL 

When I was invited one blustery day last March to participate in t his panel 
today, June seemed a long way off. I was flattered to be asked to come back 
to one of -rrry- favorite States and favorite canipuses, yet I said "yes" with 
sane reservation and no little fear and trepidation--because I'm neither an 
editor nor a joumal~m graduate. 

However, as Director of our Family Test Group, I work closely w.l.th a group 
of waiderful editors as well as with our advertising department and our ad
vertisers, and I have deep convictions about the important part thi s great 
business of canmunications plays in the lives of all citizens. 

So here I am, ass:igned the topic, "The Potential for Horne Economists in the 
Family -Magazine Field." 

We live today in a difficult age of rapid change. We're faced with conflict
ing aspirations that are made more canplex by technological development--the 
magnitude of which is intensified by autanation, by shifting family pattems, 
by an ag~ population, by world unrest and pressures that limit individual 
creativity. 

Solutions to problems demand intellectual leadership, leadershi p by individ
uals who recognize problems, individuals who are able to organize, who have 
analytical minds, who are obj ective in their thinking. They demand a mature 
individual who is tolerant of others 1 views, a good listener with a willing
ness to work, and one who has an eye on the future. The individual makes the 
grade today because or be~ able to envisage what is likely to happen tomorrow. 
She, or he, must have a finger in the wind, so to speak. 

What with the predicted increase in world population to that astronanical 
flt:ure of 3.5 to 4 billion by 1970, it would certainly seem that there should 
be an even greater need for the services of people trained :In the "economics• 
of the hane--a place ma.de up of people with individual characteristics and 
needs who make up the family. It has been said by more knowledgeable persOllB 
than I, that 10 years fran now, three-fourths of the people working in plants 
and factories of the United States will be work~ on products or ideas not 
yet invented or discovered. 

What part will hane economists play in the development of these products, and 
will they be able to dispense the in!ormaticn about living with these new 
developments, to the family of the :t'Uture? I'm sure they will, and I'm sure 
too that much of this can be done through the family magazine. 

Maybe before I get :Into this discussion aey- further, we should define what I 
mean by a family magazine. Webster says a magazine is a "storehouse of in
formaticn," and if we extend this to include the special prefix "f amily," we 
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might say we' re talking about a medium through which information--as it 
relates to the whole famizy and its well-being as well as to the individ
ual members of the famizy, can be disseminated. 

Unf'ortunatezy the general public, when it hears of the occasional failure 
of a magazine, may get the impression that this medium of canmunication is 
not 'What it used to be. The facts, however, are that more magazines are 
being published today than lO years ago (278 in 1962 compared to 252 in 
1952). And the circulation of these magazines per 100 adults is up too, 
from 142.4 in 1952 to 158 in 1962. 

Those few magazines that have failed to survive, failed because they ceased 
to be vital reading to their subscribers; they failed to know and anticipate 
the wishes and needs of their audience. Certainzy with magazines increasing 
in numbers and most ar them working hard to keep pace with the t:!Jnes, there 
should be a place for the hane econanist who is creative enough to make a 
contribution. I ~ht cite, as an example, the opportunities on FARM JOURNAL. 

There are 18 positions for wanen that could be filled by h~ econanists. 
Are they? Well, lD are filled by home economists, 8 are not. We •ve just 
hired three June graduates and, though our editors searched long and hard to 
find hane economists with the broad background and the flair necessary for 
magazine work, they ended up with onzy cne of the three a home ecooomist--
two are not. 

And since our magazine is a dual book (more than half of it is devoted to 
the business of fanning), we would not need as l1UU'.IY' hane eccnomists as sane 
other magazines might. Just look at the mastheads of any magazine publish
ing famizy material--the number of wooien listed may amaze you. One of the 
things I mentioned we looked for when we were hiring home economists was a 
"broad background" •••• and you •ve indicated this en the cover of your program 
with the statement, "Home economics is the integration of the arts and social 
and natural sciences." 

Certainzy colleges today, in order to graduate students to meet the require
ments of magazines must have the type of curriculum to attract students who 
can visualize the opportunities, who have the flair for dramatizing to 
attract the attention of readers to 'What they--the readers--want and need 
in today's hectic world. 

As I see it, this curriculum must attract the girl with a high IQ (intellect 
does matter; two of our new girls have cloee to "A" averages, one has). The 
curriculum must offer courses that will provide the student with the broad 
base ••• that will give her sane training in psychology so that she can under
stand people. 

The hane e ca>.anist who expects to succeed in the canmunications field today 
has to have more than a scientific knowledge (though I don•t mean to under
estimate the need for this basic information either). She must have a genuine 
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:interest in people, she must care about them enough to find out what makes 
them tick or react. I'm sure you know sane individuals born with an inquis
itive mind. Yet this can be acquired, and often is, through the inspiration 
of instructors who instill in their students the zest for living, that insa
tiable desire to get to know "all about you" and to want to help with the 
betterment of the world in which we live. Too, I think instructors (and for 
that matter, all who cane in contact with students) should help each student 
be an :!.ndividual--not to follow a set pattern, but tO'tli!iik for herself. 
It's only by being able to portray the information we have at our fingertips 
that we "get through" to the people with whOlll we're trying to camnunicate. 

I read recently a definition of ''word power" that might illustrate this point: 
If a man were to tell a modem woman, "Your face would stop a clock, 11 she 
would be highly insulted. But if he were to say to her, "When I look into 
your eyes, time stands still," she'd probab'.cy swoon ••• and want to hear morel 

What does today's modern woman want? One of our editors summed it up this 
way at a recent staff meeting: "Modem woman today doesn't want life to 
pass her by. She 'WS!lts to be sanebody, have sane purpC13e. She wants to 
contribute to society, to the world, as well as to her husband and children. 
She wants to be involved, committed to ideals, have a voice, be consulted, 
be useful, be valuable." 

Those are worthy icleals--certainly ones we should lreep in mind as we ask a 
wanan•s attention and indulgence to read our magazines. Our pages must help 
her fulfill her goals ••• and they must be written and illustrated so enticing'.cy
that they will be "must" reading. With all the canpetition constantly clamor
ing for the modem woman's attention, it just means that we as hane econanists 
have to do better than ever ••• have to create an identity of understanding ••• 
have to be more dramatic (yet practical) in our approach. 

The modern woman today is smarter. Not only are more young people getting 
higher education, but in many cases Man is going back to school too, so that 
she can better help her fami:cy. I believe it was Dr. Charles D. Mciver of 
the North Carolina College for Wanen, who said, "When you educate a man, 
you educate an individual; but when you educate a :wanan, you educate the 
whole fami'.cy. 11 And I woo.ld add, these days the whole community. 

In addition to this rise :in the educational level, it 1s a known fact that 
women own 8o percent at the wealth of the country ••• and do more than 90 
percent of the buying in department stares. And who knows better what a 
WCJllAJl thinks than another wanan? Bernice Fitzgibbon, an advertising wanan 
whose writing I admire and always enjoy, in a recent article for business 
men, made these canments: 

"Women's minds don't work the iia.Y men's minds work. Met get all steamed up 
over abstractions like Success, Power, Station, Status, Survival--the symbols 
that denote position in the world. Wanen are more ~-minded. A woman 
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is less interested in talk about generalities (make your kitchen a show 
place, kiss washday blues goodbye, your kitchen will be a vacation-land) 
than she is in hard nuggets of fact (Blank washes 24 percent faster than 
other liquid soaps, Blank nasal spray is 66 percent mare effective)•" 
so says cne of the smartest and most successful women in the advertising 
business. 

In a recent issue af a magazine called "Madison Avenue, 11 an article was 
titled, "It's a Wan.a.n's World." The editors introduced the article edi
torily with these words, 11Lest we forget, women abound in Madison Avenue 
advertising agencies, and this canmunications business would certainly 
grind to a halt without them. They fill important posts from presidencies 
(I !mow a couple who are home econanists) to girls 'Who run the checking 
department.. 11 

Among the sampling of seven women holding down different jobs, they told 
of one who had become a legend in her own right. For it was Shirley 
Polykoff who raised a million eyebrows with "Does She or Doesn't She? 
Only Her Hairdresser Knows for Sure." Regarding this oft-quoted line, 
Shirley herself says, "A man couldn't have written 1Does She or Doesn't 
She? 1 because he thinks first of the double-entendre. We didn •t and 
research has shown wanen don•t." And the president of Clairol, Richard 
Gelb, adds that it was she--Shirley--who was instrumental in "creating an 
industry." 

Then in a current article in one of our Philadelphia newspapers, a woman 
sales manager in the hane building field, Lauretta Wade, said, "I have 
found that a woman 1 s point of view has much to do with new home sales. 
Who better than a woman knows woman's needs and wants in selecting her 
dream home? A man spends only 15' percent of his waking hours at home. 
It's the woman "Who knows her family's exact requirements as to roan size 
and layout, location of appliances, closet and storage space, recreational 
and study facilities. It 1 s the wanan who raises the children and spends 
the most time in the house. She is most concerned about the camnunity 
facilities: Good schools, churches, convenient shopping and parks. 
Although many men dispute this point, we found that the wife has the final 
say when it canes to making the decision on whether or not to buy a cer
tain home. 11 

These three wanen are not hane ecoo.omists ••• but couldn't they be? Or 
shouldn't they be, for aren't we supposed to be trained to !mow women? 
If we are, shouldn't we be better equipped than anyone else to help them? 

NOii' let's take a few minutes to page through a magazine and see where there 
are opportunities for somecne trained in home economics. Many of these 
gala will be behind the scenes, of course. Their names will not be em
blazoned in headlines or byl:ines--but, because of their efforts, the 
magazine will be more vital and helpful to the reader. 
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This team effort is sort of like the baseball "nine" or the football 
"eleven11 ••• it takes cooperation and continued exertion by not only the 
nine or eleven we usually see, but the efforts of many others hoping to 
do their bit to make the team vorld champions. Teams, of course, could 
never make it alone either ••• they look to able leaders and directors who 
set the pace . 

On magazines these leaders are the editors who give the magazine its 
character, its status. 4nd I believe I can say accurate],y, every editor 
expects each of us to help him "keep up this appearance." So if we're 
to be a valuable and respected member of the team, we not only have to be 
smart, but shouJ.d look the part also. I heard an editor once say, when 
he was asked about hane econanics as a profession (by the way, he has a 
daughter who is a home economist too), they're "able and eamest. 11 Then 
he exploded: "But why in hell do sane of them dress like policewomen?" 

There's quite a difference between the understated suit or the little 
black dress and the mannish suit and shirtwaist-to-cover-her that you and 
I see all too often in hane economics circles. 

Now let's get back to the pages of the magazine and naturally I'll talk 
about FARM JOURNAL because 1.t1 s the one I know best. Iet 1s start with 
the cover. I realize that, as haoe econc:mists, we perhaps wai 1t often 
make decisions as to what's going to be used on the cover; but that doesn't 
stop us tran keeping our creative minds open and alert, and our eyes peeled 
for ideas that can be presented. This cover (June 1963 issue) was the in
spiration of a home econanist ••• and I think it would entice the--re'ader to 
want to open the magazine and read it. 

As we look at the pages which make up the contents or the magazine, we see 
the resuJ.ts of work of many home economists. Our editors appreciate help 
of Extension specialists, home demonstration agents, hane economists in 
business and home econanists in hanemaking. 

For example, macy- helped with the Kitchen Center "lift-out" of pictures 
taken in farm homes to illustrate how to arrange the work center areas ot 
sink ••• mixing ••• cooking ••• eating ••• sewing ••• laundry ••• and business. 

Then 1ilere 1s the article, "ShouJ.d Man Go Back to College?" that ties in 
with the discussion we had earlier. 

"Keeping Up To Date" is lihat the name implies ••• it shows the latest in 
applicances, furniture, flooring, foods, etc. 

For the "Wonderland of Easy Care Fabrics" and 11Best Fabrics tor Fann Hanes, n 

our editors spent weeks visiting manufacturers, working with decorators, 
and experimenting before they 'Wl'ote those stories. Our readers helped with 
these features too, for, as one of them so aptly expressed it, "E'Very time 
I go shopping for fabrics, I get lost in a maze of puzzling tenns used to 
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describe them. The more I look, the more I ask, the more confused I get. 
How little I know about the wooderful world of 'what's that?"' 

In addition to editorial stories, we have the advertisements where home 
econanists can and do play an important role, Margot Sherman, vice presi
dent of the Creative Plans Board of Mccann-Erickson, Inc. says, "The 
ingredient that makes food advertisements winners with vanen is helpful
ness ... help the homemaker serve better and more varied meals, teaching 
even the most inexperienced cook how to avoid mistakes." Illustrations 
of such ads are ••• General Foods, offering ways of making frozen pies for 
winter meals and those delicious No-Cook jams ••• Mirro and RCA Whirlpool 
tell about new appliance features ... Karo syrup gives tips for entertaining, 
etc. 

One ingredient behind many magazine features, both editorial and ads, is 
research. For instance, this ''Melbet" story has such a background. Melbet 
was developed by the u. s. Department of Agriculture's research laboratory 
in Albany, Galifornia as a commercial product to help use up an abundant 
supply of cantaloupes. In our Countryside Kitchens, our home economists 
worked with other melons and found that you cruld freeze the puree rather 
than the finished product, and save lots of freezer space. 

"Do You Need a Handy Sewing Place?" This particular story illustrates 
another avenue where research and hane econanists, removed from the maga
zine proper, can be of great help to hatE economists on magazines. Our 
home furnishings editor knew that Penn State University was doing some 
research on sewing centers. She thought this informatioo would be helpful 
to our readers. But the research results were in cold statistics which 
would be available in a bulletin for only a few to read. 

So, with the cooperation of the home economists doing the research, she 
took the information--before it was published--to an architect. The 
architect drew up four different plans so the reader could visualize how 
the finished center would look. The University was credited with doing 
the research, and the plans were offered for sale. Requests received show 
that the readers really found the article helpful. 

Naturally all research projects don•t lend themselves to such a spread. 
But often if editors cnly knew what was in the works in research centers, 
they could help illustrate the very valuable work dme by the researcher, 
which--because of the limited university funds--would not be possible 
otherwise. 

Some projects too that require much time and cost to the University might 
end up with only a few sentences in the magazines. Our editors feel that 
we owe our readers--who through taxes are pqing for the research--this 
information. Unfortunately because many people still feel that research 
is sacred and belongs exclusively to the researchers, we in the magazine 
field often do not have the opportunity to use valuable information until 
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it is out of date or obsolete. It takes time to do photography ••• get 
stories -written and set in type ••• and, if we had a chance to see the 

manuscript be.fore the bulletin went to press, we could coordinate our 
publishing date with that o.f the bulletin publicatioo by the University. 

Let me give you cne example o.f where materials were never used because 

it wasn't made available: 

In 19$6, one of our editors visited a college where some research was 
going on with regard to a certain vegetable. Once in each of three fol
lowing years ( 1$7, 159, •6o), she wrote .for information on the project 

without even as much as an answer. Finally, in 1961 a reprint of a part 
of the work was received ••• with a promise of more to follow. As you can 
imagine, no story was ever printed based on this research. 

One more thing about research findings and their use in magazines. Why 
can't we divulge brand names? We don't have to single out one brand of 

detergent, but can mention several that fall into one class t A.fter all, 
women doo't buy by seienti.fic generic term ••• they buy by brand and, in 
order to be of assistance, we need. to help them identify several brands 
from which they can make a choice. Homemakers think in speci.fics, as 

Bernice Fitzgibbon said. 

So far we've discussed sane of the actual magazine articles that have, or 

could have, been done by home economists ••• and have tallced about sane of 
the behind-the-scenes jobs 'Where home economists can make the story, add, 
or what-have-you, more vital. We 1ve also mentioned several times the 
importance of knowing your aud:i.ence--their wants and needs, their frustra

tions and happhiesses, 

I'd like to take the few remaining minutes to tell you sane o.f the ways I 

feel you can get to know your audience better--since this would be of value 

to a.cy heme ecooomist. This is what I do all the time, so you can say I'm 

one of those behind-the-scenes hane econanists--most of the time, that is; 

for I'm constantly digging up in£ormatioo for both editors and manufacturers. 

In getting to know your audience, the first thing I'd do is to get all the 
help you can fran other departments in your business. For example, one 
university helps fann families develop budgets and record-keeping systems 

in order for the farmer to know where it is profitable to expand, and i.f 

need be, where to borrow mooey to do so. This university f'ound out that 

there is great resistance among f'arm wanen, particularly to budgeting ••• 
and to going into debt--even when the records showed this to be a wise 
decision. Now they're considering asking the Psychology Department to 
cooperate on a project so they can learn the ~ of this resistance. At 

our magazine, and I'm sure others too, we thiiil<our readers are pretty 
smart people and have good ideas--which we often print. We also ask our 

readers through our Family Test Group--a $00-farm family sounding board 
across the country--to evaluate what we print in order for us to be sure 

we're on target. We ask what they like or don't like, or found most helpful 
and least helpful in each issue. 
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In addition, we ask our Family Test Group members to keep diaries for 
a week at a time so we'll know what is going en, not only in their work 
but in their minds. We design special questionnaires on specific prob
lems and ask their opinions. And these families write us letters--lots 
of letters that help us know what they think too. 

Really, there is great potential in magazines for the ~11-trained hane 
eccmomist with a deep interest in people. Jean Wade Rindlaub, a vice 
president of Batten, Barton, Durstine, and Osborn, recently commented 
that businessmen realize the value of magazines. '!'hey liken them to 
a "bridge building process" ••• build bridges between people who make things 
and people who use them. 

Since the future of the home economist on the family magazine, depends on 
hw ~ll ~ magazine itself does, we need to learn to make the most of 
all materials we publish. At times what we do for editorial can be 
packaged and merchandised for other uses. You remember I told you we had 
asked 150 of our Family Test Group members to answer a detailed question
nairP. about their kitchens, and what they wished they could change, and 
so on. 

Well naturally there was a volume of information in those questionnaires 
that could not paisibly be included in the limited space of our magazine 
insert. But it was information we felt manufacturers would find helpful. 
so again, home econanists--working with our pranotion departrnent--have 
utilized this material in two forms: 11150 Fann Women Tell Us About Their 
Kitchens, 11 and "How to Sell Fann Women. 11 Both have been very well received. 

In closing I'd like to quote from a speech made by Theordore Peterson, Dean 
of the School of Journalism and Communications, the University of Illinois, 
at a recent Magazine Publishers Association conference: 

"As I see it, magazines will continue to ha:ve a unique place 
in a democratic society such as ours. They are a medium well 
suited to introducing new ideas, to assessing them and, if 
they have imrit, feeding them into the mainstream of thought. 
We will need a medium like that to help us make sense of the 
swift and profound changes in the decade ahead." 

Need I add, there's a place there for hane econanists--if we make ourselves 
invaluable? 
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PICTURES 

l. Herbert F. Lionberger, Professor of Rural Sociology, University of 
Missouri--Know audiences. 

2. Orrine Gregory, Home Economics Editor, Mary Lou Rosencranz, Associate 
Professor of Home Economics and Dr. Lionberger--Coordinated approaches 
and analysis of audience research. 

3. Candace Hurley, Assistant Extension Editor, Cooperative Extension 
Service in Agriculture and Home Economics, Iowa State University-
The image. 

4. Questions and comments from participants were a regular and valuable 
feature of the seminar. 
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AUDIENCES* 

By Dr. Herbert F. Lionberger 
Professor of Rural Sociology 

University of Missouri, Columbia 

In asscciating with the people here who are truly experts in communica
tion, I feel about like the donkey who got himself entered in the Kentuclcy
Derby. Upon inquiry as to how he thought he could win a race of this 
kind, he said he didn't expect to win, but he did expect to gain by the 
association. 

Audiences are people but just how many it takes to make an audience is 
ha.rd to SS\{ o 

Maybe it isn't numbers but the WS\{ people respond that is most important, 

There is some evidence that people begin to talk to others collectively 
rather than as individuals after the group reaches 8 or more persons. 

Maybe this suggests a sociological distinction between a primary group and 
an audience. 

Really, I don't think that a very precise definition is necessary to 
examine audience characteristics pertinent to the communication of infor
mation, which is what I want to do this morning, 

I am broadly defining an audience as a communicative relationship between 
a person and an aggregate of individuals where there is a tendency to 
communicate to the aggregate as a mass and not to specific persons. 

My approach will be to enumerate some audience characteristics and discuss 
their communicative significance, 

1. First, audiences are people who select you, 

You can have some eo le in mind but ou reall don't have an audience 
un il ey select you. 

In countries where there is strict control over the mass media, a communi
cator ma\{ select an audience and if he can get government approval, he 
probably can be reasonably sure that he can hold them captive for the full 
treatment. 

Getting people to select the connnunicator is facilitated if people can 
identify with either the message or the communicator. 

*THIS PAPER Nar FOR PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBU'I'ION EITHER AS IS OR IN EDITED 
FORM WITHOOT PRIOR APPROVAL OF THE AU'I'HOR. 
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This means that mass media agents are not entirely helpless and that 
audience selection is something of a mutual arrangement between those who 
send messages and those who receive them. 

Yet, because opportunities for exposure are so numerous and because so 
many are trying to get the attention of everybody, the task of audience 
building, namely, in getting people to select you is not particularly easy. 

Audiences overlap considerably, but are not exactly the same for different 
communicators. People who get news and information over the radio, to be 
sure, are likely to get much the same things by television and other 
means. People who have read Gone With the Wind are more likely to see the 
picture than those who have not read the book. 

Yet, audiences do vary considerably as, for example, teenagers, the late 
nighters, baseball fans, or the people who just like to fish, 

Even in relatively homogeneous segments of the population and with 
materials of rather general interest, like farm information for farmers, 
audiences vary as one of our Missouri studies demonstrated. The results 
that I am going to show you, of course, relate to farmers but for your 
benefit most of them had wives and many of them also had daughters. 

Now let us look at the manner in which these audiences tended to be alike 
first, and then observe a few of the salient differences, The findings 
are from two communities--one from northwest and one from south Missouri, 
The results are much the same. 

Chart: 

RADIO, T .V ., FARM MAGAZINE 
AND NEWSPAPER AUDIENCES 

higher prestige 
younger 
larger operators 
higher incomes 
more schooling 
high improved practice 

acceptance 
receptive to new ideas 

GENERALLY SPEAKING 

ALMANAC AUDIENCE 

lower prestige 
older 
smaller operators 
lower incomes 
less schooling 
fewer new practices 
very conservative 
little sought for advice 

COUNTY AGENTS AUDIENCE 

even more so-also 
actively seeking infolTllation 
served as sources to many others 

From: YOUR AUDIENCE by Rex R, Campbell. 
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One might ask why audience characteristics are so important. I think a 
main reason is that they have different interests and therefore different 
things are likely to appeal to them. 

Second, the possibility of either capitalizing on or developing a feeling 
of belonging in a clientele is greater when messages are directed to 
specific audiences than when they are directed to the average in the mass 
society. 

Finally, the characteristics of an audience have an important bearing on 
how the material should be presented, and in fact what should be pre
sented. 

In dealing with controversial matters, friendly audiences need to be 
treated quite differently from unfriendly ones and highly educated ones 
differently from those that are less well educated, etc. 

For example, highly educated people are more likely to be offended by 
attempts at spoon feeding and use of one-sided arguments. 

Also the more educated are better able to understand abstractions and to 
make personal applications from broad principles than people who have 
less education. 

2. tarticu
he don't 

For example, Democrats listen mostly to Democrat speakers and Republicans 
to Republican speeches. 

In controversial matters which are contrary to already existing beliefs, 
people are inclined to talk with those who already believe as they do. 

Even if some change can be obtained by using the mass media, this is often 
obliterated when those who have changed their opinions talk to others 
about the controversial issues. 

Here again, the case is not entirely hopeless for at least two reasons. 
First, most of the things that change agents are concerned with are not 
highly controversial in nature, and second, there are ways of getting 
people exposed to messages that are not entirely in line with their views 
without causing them to turn to another station or to another section of 
the newspaper. 

3. 
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Change agents are not inclined to forget about message content and the 
method of presenting it, but they may forget about some other things that 
are very important, namely, the communicator and the media its elf. 

For example, people may accept information from one source, but not from 
another. 

This is at least partly due to differences in the wicy they size up the 
people who do the communicating and the utility of the channel, or media 
itself for that particular purpose. 

Advice and information micy be accepted from some sources and not others 
because they meet personal requirements for information dissemination and 
advisement, while others do not. 

For example, farmers may think that radio, magazines, or local newspapers 
are good places to get information about farming, but television may be 
regarded mainly as a means of entertainment. This is not to say that a 
relatively new media like television cannot become institutionalized as a 
means of obtaining information. 

But until it does, its perceived non-utility as an information source 
will continue to be a guiding principle in whether people will use it or 
not and for what purpose. 

4. People in an audience are connected to each other in communicative 
and associational arrangements. 

This makes a lot of difference in how people receive and use messages from 
outside sources. 

For many years, audiences were viewed as masses of isolated individuals who 
could be spricyed with information and expected to respond in the desired 
manner, 

Actually, much of the research until very recently has accepted this 
assumption either implicitly or explicitly. 

The focus of attention was on the individual and not on the group for at 
least 20 years. 

It was felt that everything that needed explaining could be explained by 
studying the individual. 

The result was a voluminous body of research findings, but still many un
answered questions; also evidence that the mass media were not as useful 
in implementing changes as some had originally hoped and expected. 
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About five years ago, Bernard Berelson, an eminent communications 
researcher, wrote a paper which was almost an obituary for communications 
research. 

Of course there were some who disagreed with him at that time. 

A few years later someone wrote an article with a "ray of hope" title, 
Apparently the ray of hope was coming from the introduction of a 
sociological perspective into communications research. 

I am not suggesting that sociologists saved communications research, but 
a few misformulated research designs originally quite devoid of 
sociological considerations and diligent effort to find out what was wrong 
led to what some have referred to as a rediscovery of the primary group or' 
more simply that people talk to and influence each other. 

For example, lighting experiments in factories to get increased production 
showed that increases occurred lib.en the lights were dimmed as well as when 
they were brightened. 

The answer to the dilemma turned out to be group relations and group 
pressures that were exerted on individuals. 

During World \far II, experiments in the Anrry showed that buddies in close 
friendship groups had more influence on readiness for combat than in
doctrination in patriotism and hatred of the enemy. 

Experiments with propaganda campaigns in Korea and Gennany showed that mass 
propaganda had little influence on the enemy so long as individuals had 
primary group support of their own kind. 

However, when these groups broke down, people who had been exposed to mass 
media messages remembered and responded to them. 

As evidence from sociological research mounted, it became increasingly 
apparent that group relations had an important influence on the impact of 
the mass media. 

Primary groups such as cliques and neighborhoods and even loosely organized 
reference groups like housewives, Democrats, Republicans, or college 
professors, proved to have a determining effect on what mass media people 
would allow themselves to be exposed to, and how they interpreted what they 
heard, read or saw and finally what they did about it. 

Perhaps, the best documented evidence of group influence on communicative 
behavior relates to exposure. 

In this connection, it was found that people tend to listen to what they 
want to bear, and to what they already believe. 
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Also in the case of unlikely sustained exposure to messages with which 
peopie disagree and slight opinion change, those exposed and changed 
tended to talk to people who reconfirmed their original beliefs. 

How many university professors do you suppose watched Ozark Jubilee when 
it had a number one rating in the nation? What do you suppose they said 
about it in the presence of other professors? You can almost be certain 
that they either kept quiet or degraded the intellectual qualities of the 
performance in typical university professor manner. 

A second way in which groups influence communicative behavior is on 
message perception. This has been repeatedly demonstrated, even to the 
extent that people say that a short line drawn on a blackboard is longer 
than a long one when everyone else in a rigged situation says that a 
short one is longer than a long one, or to say that a light in a dark 
room is moving when in fact it is standing still. 

The controlling influence in the responses that people made in these 
experiments were that fellow group members said, not what the individuals 
thought they saw. 

In other cases, boys who valued boy scout membership highzy discounted 
criticisms of scout objectives, while those who valued it less were more 
inclined to agree with the criticisms. 

Elsewhere, it was shown that children with strong peer group ties saw the 
episodes of Bugs Bunny as sources of ideas for peer group relations, 
while those without strong peer group attachment were more inclined to 
enjoy the vicarious experiences. They tended to see Bugs Bunny as a 
"rascal 11 likezy to get away with it; this was something they secretly 
wanted to do but couldn 1t for fear of getting caught. 

Some of our Missouri studies showed that social groups facilitate inter
personal communication of farm information; also that locality groups 
restrict contacts with persons outside of neighborhoods. Social groups 
also serve in other significant ways to condition message impact from 
outside sources. 

other evidence could be cited of group influence, but it ought to be 
obvious from that already presented that social structures have a 
tremendous influence on message transfer in audience situations. 

A grosszy over-simplitied statement of group influence might be: 

(a) They serve as anchorage points for norms that are favorable, 
neutral, or unfavorable to change both general and specific. 

(b) They provide the mechanisms for trying people for what they 
say, think and do, judge them in terms of group standards, 
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sentence them to rewards and puni shments and, in a sense, 
execute these sentences. 

(c) They provide ready-made channels of communication within 
groups, but may restrict communication with outsiders, 

5. Another thin le in audiences is that the tell others what 

This has sometimes been referred to as the two-step or multi-step flow of 
information, 

TWO-STEP FWN 

Mass Media-------; Influential----~> Another Farmer 

Assumptions 

l, Influentials exposed 
2, others talk to them 
3. They transmit Mass Media Message 

Actually this is a dyad situation which involves an information seeker 
and an information giver (or person sought), 

Persons sought for advice about particular subjects are generally more 
exposed to outside information sources (relating to the subject), than 
those who seek the advice. They have sometimes been referred to as 
local influentials. 

They tend to use information to fortify their respected consultant posi
tion, thus enhancing their own prestige, 

Direct application of the information seems to be more a concern ofthe 
rank and tile taan o! influentials. 

Of course, this enhances the possibility of message transfer from outside 
sources. 

6, The activity of people telling people and influencing each other adds 
up to rapiiilj accelerating adoption. 

7, Another thin to remember about audiences is that basical communi-
ca on s an in erac ve process e ween message sen er an rece ver, 

Although interaction may not be absolutely necessary for communication, it 
increases message impact even though the involvement is more psychological 
than real. 
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Actually, message sender-receiver interaction is probably more present in 
audience situations than was once thought. 

However, the relative absence of feed-back and interaction between the 
message receiver and sender has led to improvisions for obtaining 
audience response; thus, audience research and the well known audience 
ratings now so much in evidence. 

This, of course, is a very formal way of learning about audience re
actions. A less formal way is to get feed-back through interlocking 
primary groups. For example, professors sometimes learn how students are 
reacting to their teaching by talking to graduate students who are members 
of inter-locking primary groups which include professors on the one hand 
and students on the other. 

Actually this is used frequently to get a feed-back of information, You 
probably use it in getting responses to your radio and television programs 
and your newspaper columns. 

An experiment has been designed in the Home Economics Department here at 
the University to capitalize on just this kind of feed-back. This is 
being done by providing a communicative link with key people in the group 
structures at the local level, namely,Home Economics Clubs on the one hand 
and people in the program development system on the other. 

It capitalizes on the communicative potential of existing groups in the 
audience while at the same time building a group structure that includes 
both message senders and receivers psychologically, if not actually, 

The arrangement also prov1.des a means of increasing interaction and 
message transfer within the group structures which is another way of 
capitalizing on groups to increase message impact. 

Professors Gregory and Rosencranz will have more to say about this after 
my talk. 

8. 

Loosely organized masses of people can sometimes be formed into groups 
with substantial results. We might take a look at a few examples. 

A ·mass reading audience was created in England during the 19th century by 
efforts trying to bring the printed word to the "unenlightened. 11 

Something similar is probably happening in India where the newly literate 
are being held up as distinctive people in need of and deserving special 
treatment. 
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Examples from the United States include the creation of such group-like 
audiences as art audiences, bowling audiences, and teenage record 
listening groups, etc. 

Certainly Negro people are now developing group characteristics which 
greatly enhance the impact of message corrununicated through the mass 
media about what is going on in Mississippi, Alabama, St. Louis and else
where. 

Now let us take a look at an example of what happens when an audience 
develops a distinctive group consciousness. 

Some years ago, Jean Sheppard, a New York radio personality, conducted a 
late night program and, in a short time, was able to attract a devoted 
and highly self-conscious audience that thought of themselves as "we 
night people." 

Sheppard became the central symbol and point of identification for these 
late nighters. 

When he got into trouble with the station management, he called on his 
night people to go buy a particular brand of soap to prove the sales 
value of his program, which they apparently did. Then, when he was fired 
his supporters staged a mass rally, again at his direction. The 
demonstration almost became a riot. 

This very well illustrates how an audience can take on group character
istics capable of mass action in response to the mass media. We are 
getting even better examples in our Negro population today. 

Also much the same thing can be seen in teenage disc jockey audiences that 
have become very closely linked to the disc jockeys by such psuedo
personal contacts as record hops, visits to the radio stations, letters 
and telephone exchanges, etc, 

Apparently this is a part of the planned strategy to win and hold record 
buying audiences. 

Also there is no doubt that these efforts have played a very important 
part in creating a teenage sub-culture, clearly differentiated from what 
was once thought to be a mass audience for popular music. 

Thus, people with special interests can be activated to form self-conscious 
groups that become powerful forces in the hands of the communicators with 
whom the people identify. 
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Research Project 

MISSOURI'S COORDINATED APPROACH TO USING MASS MEDIA 
by 

l·lary Lou Rosencranz and 
Orrine z. Gregory 

Preliminary findings and a filmed procedure sequence of a Mass Nedia Re
search Project were reported at the seminar. 

This research project, dealing with social factors influencing the 
effectiveness of mass media, incorporates the use of mass media teaching 
in combination with follow-up leader training and local exten3ion club 
group meetings. 

Specifically it is an attempt to determine the exposure and response of 
homemakers to a coordinated series of University home economics releases 
via mass media; to test the merit of the home economics club involvement 
in the exposure and response ·or rural and urban homemakers to the series; 
to determine the source of home information used by the homemaker for 
specific purposes and their perception of information needs. 

Audrain County, Mo. was the test county. One hundred percent of the 
Extension Clubs participated. In addition to involvine: about 300 club 
members, a random sample of over 300 homemakers i,:ere also interviewed. 

Mrs. Loretta Johnson, Consumer Consultant of the Food and Drug Administra
tion in St. Louis, cooperated with Josephine Flory, Extension Nutritionist, 
and Dr. Ruth Baldwin, Foods nesearch Director, in presenting a four weeks 
TV series on RFD's "Town and Country Place" at IW1·ilJ-TV stat.ion, 12:20 
Wednesdays on the topic, "Food Facts and Fallacies," which Audrain County 
had chosen as one of its 1963 study areas. 

Maxine Harris, Home Editor of the hissouri Ruralist, also published a 
feature article about Mrs. Loretta Johnson, FDA Consumer Consultant., and 
the Read the Label idea was timed along with other mc:dia tu c.;ome off the 
press at the time Mrs. Johnson spoke s.t the leader training fol1owAup 
meeting in Audrain County, Eighteen radio pror,rams and four ne:ws rel~arces 
were also part, of the rese!i.I'ch project. 

In addition to assessing the effectiveness of the mass media series co
ordinated with the extension club programs, the researchers also hope to 
determine more about their general televi~ion, radio and newspapF'r audi
ences, Who are they'? What are their characteristics as related to ar.e, 
income, occu,:iation, number of children and employment status? What 
magazines, newspapers do they read? To what. clubs do they bF.!long? ':.'hat. 
are their general liotening and viewing habits? 
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We also e::i..-pect to learn how closely they viewed or listened to the series 
by asking what interesting facts the;ir learned and by having them rate the 
information in terms of clarity, lan~uage, formality, importance, and 
usefulness. 

A few preliminary findings indicate several interesting trends, The Home 
Economics Extension Club Sample included 302 members; the random sample, 
311 urban, rural, and village women. 

Preliminary data: 

Watched some of the television programs 
Heard some of the radio programs 
Read some of the newspaper articles 
Regularly read the Missouri Ruralist 
Read the special articles in the Ruralist 

Random 
(percent) 

10.3 
22.2 
17.L 
37.3 

Club 
(percent) 

28 
48.8 
4'2.h 
66 
62.3 

In addition those in the random sample reported that they usually obtained 
in.formation concerning food or nutritional practices from (1) newspapers 
and (2) magazines; concerning family and child care from (1) doctors and 
(2) magaz.ines; concerning textiles and clothing from (1) magazines and (2) 
sales clerks; and concerning consumer problems or money management from 
(1) banks or lawyers and (2) many sources. 

The research project is entitled, "Social Factors Influencing the Effec
tiveness of Mass Media in a Coordinated Approach to the Teaching of Home 
Economics Subject Matter." 

The University staff in Columbia, who participate, include Dr. Mary Lou 
Rosencranz, Orrine Gregory, Dick Lee, and Herbert F. Lionberger. Ruth 
George and Hugh Keith, of the Audrain County University Extension Center, 
were also active in this cooperative research project. 

### 

Research Film Script ••• on Missouri's Coordinated Approach 

Selection of County 

The all-American city of Mexico, Mo. is the county seat of Audrain County. 

The Mexico Ledger, is owned and managed by an alert young editor named 
Robert White who is the third of a fourth generation newspaper family. 

Home-owned radio station KXEO is managed and operated by a hui=:band and 
wife team, the Earl Doughertys. 
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In the court house on the central square is the office of the University 
Extension Center. A key person in the Home Economics program was County 
Home Economist, Ruth George, Through the years she had established good 
public relations with the local newspaper and radio station. She 
frequently called on the Mexico Ledger editor, Robert White, 

Conference County Home Economist 

The Extension Center was indeed the center of this coordinated project, 
and a planning conference between the Home Economics Editor (a represen
tative of the research project planning group) and the county Home 
Economist followed the Home Economics Extension Club council meeting, 
The subject matter extension specialist and research staff members were 
also contacted, It would take six months to incorporate the whole idea 
of researching the schedule of homemaker club programming, 

A similar discussion took place with the School of Home Economics public 
relations committee which guides the planning of the mass media topics 
throughout the year. 

Conference County Director 

The basic plan would be to hold a leader training meeting in the county 
near the time television, radio, and newspaper emphases would be given. 
The county extension director was consulted and the idea explained. 

A leader training date was tentatively set for January, the first month 
possible in the new year's program. 

The dates for Town and Country Place mass media series were planned so a 
four-weeks presentation could go with, and enrich, the leader training 
presentation. 

Resident, extension, and research home economics staff members at the 
University would cooperate in presenting subject matter in the area 
chosen by the county for their study program. A related resource agency 
which would cooperate would be used in case the county requested it in 
basic planning stages. 

A minimum of six months was required to incorporate the whole idea into 
the schedule of homemaker club programming. The first step was in 
September. The following January and February, the mass media channels 
were used with the specific programs to be used as the basis for the 
rasearch. 

Home Economics Council Program Planning Committee Meeting 

There were many essential steps in the planning process. The first took 
place in September 1962. 
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A program planning conunittee of the Audrain County Home Economics Council 
met in September, and listened to several ideas chosen by the committees 
in each of the clubs. (pause) 

Some clubs wanted a study project in beef cookery. others wanted ideas 
for children's clothing. Some wanted aid in financing and the use of 
credit ••• while still others wanted home decoration or better laundry 
methods. These and many other ideas were presented as a result of 
earlier club discussion. 

The County Home Economist also met with the conunittee. 
that the county council president has been to the state 
council presidents from over the state. She might have 
interesting suggestions also. 

She mentioned 
meeting of all 
some very 

The president told about a talk she had heard by the FDA consultant. 
This, and other ideas, were selected for presentation to the entire 
council for a vote to determine the 1963 program. And ----- (end of 
:,:iresident CU). 

Home Economics County Council lleeting 

The second step in planning--then--was the report of the program planning 
committee to the entire council. Among items for the year, Food Facts 
and Fallacies was one of three voted upon and chosen. The consumer 
consultant for the related agency, Food and Drug Administration, had 
impressed the Council president. The president's work, in turn, was well 
accepted. 

Food Facts and Fallacies as presented b;ir the FDA representative at the 
State Extension Club Council meeting was chosen as one of the "lessons" 
or topics for a leader's training meeting. (End on chairman) 

County Home Economist and Newspaper 

Action was now in order. Ruth George visited the editor, Robert White. 
She presented the plan of cooperating with the Facts and Fallacies lead.er 
training meeting. She told about the radio, and the television media use. 
She discussed the possibility of printing an article each week for four 
weeks in the series--basically the same as the other media. (1) One week 
the extension nutrition specialist, (2) one week the resident, research 
staff member-Ruth Baldwin, the second and third week the FDA Consumer 
Consultant, Loretta Johnson from St. Louis. 

Editor White agreed to go along with the idea. He was interested in keep
ing his newspaper in on affairs which concerned his conununity. It was 
important to him because 27 active home economics extension clubs with 442 
members ••• each year planned a study program in cooperation with their 
Extension Home Economist, Ruth George. 
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In addition to the "four special" articles, there was the usual publicity 
about the training meeting, the cooperative plan for using the media and 
later an item about the research team visits in the community. 

Resources like the newspaper in Audrain County are typical of many areas 
throughout Missouri. So -- Audrain Gounty was logically selected to test 
the idea, the hypothesis of incorporating into the ExtenAion Club 
programming a coordinated use of mass media for teachinE; specific !1ome 
economics subject matter. 

Extension Staff and Radio 

Equally good public relations existed at Radio Station IO::EO with manae;er
owner Earl Dougherty. The County Director of the Extension Center, Hugh 
Keith, explained the basic plan on the Food and Fallacies project for 
radio: For four weeks there would be tapes--the first week, five short 
interviews with the Extension Nutrition Specialist, Josephine Flory, 

The second week, daily - three to four minute interviews with the resident 
reseai·ch staff member, Ruth Baldwin; the third and fourth week similar 
interviews could be conducted with the FDA Consumer Consultant, Hrs. 
Loretta Johnson. 

Yes--Nr. Dougherty had used the tape service off and on--he 1d be glad to 
cooperate on this special cooperative project, He was also interested in 
knowing what the research findings would show about the audience for his 
medium-radio, 

At the same time the television series was explained and confirmed by the 
Home Economics Editor as a part of the regular noon hour University 
program on KOMU-TV. 

Each Wednesday for four weeks a 20-minute show would be presented--first 
in the series, extension specialist Josephine Flory and a homemaker with 
questions; second, resident research staff member Ruth Baldwin with a 
graduate student; third and fourth weeks, FDA consumer consultant, Loretta 
Johnson, County home economist Ruth George and County president, Mrs. 
Smith. 

County Home Economist and Direct Mail 

In early January, Home Economist Ruth George included in her general 
letter to each club member in the county an item about the series, using 
TV, radio and newspaper as a basis for discussion by foods leaders at their 
January or February meeting. Consultation in the office assured inclusion 
of all necessary facts, about radio, television, newspaper sources and the 
leader training meeting. 
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Club leaders were advised of the date. By now many people had been in
cluded in planning for the project. (1) the homemaker members, their 
club leadership, (2) the Extension Professional staff, the local news
paper, (3) radio .personnel, (4) the nearby television station, (5) the 
School of Home Economics, Extension, Resident and research staff, (6) 
and the related agency-the FDA 1s cortsurner consultant. 

Teaching Material Plans Development 

During the time county contacts were made, development of the subject 
matter area was taking place at the University with the Extension and 
resident staffs and with the related agency, FDA. 

For example, Home Economics Editor Orrine Gregory planned with Mrs. 
Loretta Johnson, FDA consultant. They reviewed slides suitable for 
television use, and other visuals were planned. The publication, "Read 
The Label," was used as the basis for the newspaper articles, What 
materials could be included in a kit for local leaders? What could be 
offered on television, or on radio or in the newspaper? 

Much planning time was spent together and independently to select the 
most pertinent points for making a "WHOLE" from each of the PARTS in the 
total series. 

Radio Tapes, Television Plan, and Magazine Contact 

Radio tapes ~ five short three-minute programs each week--were planned 
and produced. Each day was complete but added considerably to the week's 
knowledge since all were planned to add up to a whole for listeners who 
heard them regularly. This meant that the four weekly television programs 
were shown the same week as radio tapes were being played ••• made by the 
same resource person. A newspaper article quoting the same authority, was 
also being published the same week. 

The Home Economics Editor, Orrine Gregory served as coordinator and con
tact person throughout the project. 

A high percentage of Audrain County homes have radios and television sets; 
95 percent own radios, 91 percent own television sets. In addition, the 
University-owned television station KOMtJ-TV, about 50 miles away, reaches 
most of the counties' 8600 homes. 

Contact was also made at this stage with the home editor of the Missouri 
Ruralist (an in-state published fann magazine), Resulting was a feature 
story about Mrs. Loretta Johnson and the "Read The Label" idea--this, at 
the time of the other mass media impacts in Audrain County. 
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Leader Training Meeting in County 

Foods leaders met in January. They came from all over the county to the 
assembly room in the court house. Mrs. Johnson presented a slide story 
and facts, much as she had in using the mass media channels. Through 
this meeting the foods leaders gained a more complete understanding of 
their subject. 

Ruth George, the County Home Economist, explained the research phase of 
the project, and introduced the Home Economics editor. In turn the 
instructions were explained. Those with green questionnaires would have 
them filled out at the beginning of their meeting, before discussion; 
others at the close of their discussion period. 

The leaders did not seem disturbed by this "extra part" of this particular 
study program. 

They were typical of the calm acceptance of continuous progress by this 
progressive-minded community--this farming area with Mexico at its heart, 
a city which hums with county seat activity. This was the shopping center 
of the farming community which also contained industry, civic and 
community pride. 

In leaving, the homemaker leaders stopped for questions and to thank !1rs. 
Johnson for coming, They had seen her on TV and it was nice to have her 
in their county too--to be able to chat with her about some of the things 
they had learned through mass media sources. 

Local Club Meeting - Lesson Given, Questionnaires Used 

In 27 rural homes throughout Audrain County, Home Economics clubs were 
holding club meetings on ''Food Facts and Fallacies" during the last half 
of January or the first half of February. One-hundred-percent of the clubs 
participated. 

The local president in each case presented the foods leaders who had 
attended the county leaders training meeting at the court house. 

The leaders presented materials from their kits and led discussion con
cerning labels and the importance of reading them. In addition, the 
leaders had handed out the questionnaires and now proceeded to explain them 
and the metho~ to be used in filling them out. The leaders would read the 
questions one at a time. Members would fill in their own as it applied to 
them and then go on to the next one. 

These were collected without names and returned to the County Extension 
Center by the club leader. 
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What television sho1-:s had they seen'? What radio tapes had they heard? 
~\'bat newspaper articles had they read? Did they take the Hissouri 
Ruralist? Had they read the article about reading the label? What facts 
did they remember? What had they liked most? Least? Why? 

These and many other questions were asked -- a.Tld answered, 

Leaders Individual Self Preparation Defore Hand 

In order to be prepared for the meeting - each leader at home had made 
self-pr<:paration by filling out a "sample" questionnaire as it applied to 
herself - following the instructions provided at the time of the leader 
trainine; meeting in hexico, 

They found it easier to share or work in pairs and each of the others also 
had reviewed her mm notes and the kit of materials, and completed the 
sample questionnaire. She had satisfied herself--she was ready to present 
her stud;)' material to her neighbors and friends at the local club meeting 
because, il' she knew how to fill in the questionnaire, she felt she could 
tell others how to do it too. 

Random Sample 

Jct the same time, three profensional interviewers in the county, as well 
as two others from the University, were obtained. Behind scenes a random 
sample plan using a block system was organized by Dr. Ma.r"J Lou Rosencranz 
of the research team at the University. 

'!'he interviei·rers ther: helped the Hoi;ie Economics Editor locat.e these areas 
and were instructed in hoi-; to do t!1e personal interJ"iews in over 300 
rural and urban homes. In most instances they worked independently -
identif:'ing their questionrairl')s - only by their· own initials and the date 
of' ccllection. 

:~ural, urban, and vilJ.age sa.'llples were included, 

These :..ntorviews 1·:ere independent of and in addition t,o the Home Economics 
Extension Club questionnaires. The interviews were made during the same 
time-span the clubs were holding their regular meetings and answering 
their questionnaires. 

Weather cooperated beautifully. Iloads were passable, but air very cold -
so cold, that the professional interviewers were usually invited in out of 
the cold first, then explained the purpose of their visit. 

Each week the research interviewers returned to the county seat for a 
conference with Dr. Rosencranz and for the answering of questions. 
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Int.ervie1ilers Visit - Hural Home 

Perhaps typical of ruxal interviews was a visit. to the home of James 
Stevenson. 

The interviewer approached the house - a new one in the procei;s of con
struction (this 1;as noted for future marking on t.he int.erview sheet). 

She knocked - wearins her ever present white gloves. Fas there anyone 
home? "Yes -· cor.ie in - it 1 s cold outside." iirs. Ste'.'enson was at home 
with a ne~·r 'baby bey. Her daurhters were at school. Her husband 1,orked 
in one of the industries of llexico on a late shift. The;r were buiJ.ding 
their home mostly by themsi?lves and had recently moved into +.he finished 
part. 

J·;rs. Stevenson answerr'd the question$ as her son 01.P.pt. 

Had she seen arw of the tP-levision shows? Heard the r;odio tapio:s, read 
the ne11spaper, the Lissouri Ruralist? 

How would she describe the informat.ion she received - sir.iple, comple):, 
importa.'1t, not import.ant at. all? 

i·Jas the information clear, interestinr, useful, t.he opposite or in 
between? 

Did she feel the tf!levision shows were formal, informal - to what. dei;ree? 
Did she like them" How often did ::;he watch? 

\·!here did she usually get her information concerning foods and nutrition, 
t.extilei: and clothing, famil;,r and child care, money rnanarrement, interior 
or home decoration? 

\·!here had she lived most of her life? 'IAlhat about her family--children 
and ages? Educational background? Her own age? Her family income group? 

She answered completely but her new child slept peacefully through it all 
- and couldn't have cared less! 

Interviewers Visit - To•m Home 

Turning right down a neat street in the southwest part of the city - we 
find another interview in progress. The day was cold - and near the end. 
The ready cup of coffee was indeed a welcome addition to another pleasant 
interview. 

Professional women - white gloves and all - had asked many questions of 
many people - some quite general - some quite personal - but the response 
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had been smooth and sincere. The interviewees had read about the research. They had heard about it on radio or television. Even if t hey hadn't, they couldn't resist welcoming the pleasant "research lady" into their home. 

And What of the Results? How effective was the coordination of effort on incorporating into the Extension Club programming - a coordinated use of 
mass media in the teaching of specific home economics and related subject matter? 

\·Jhat was the reaction of the participants? The media? The club members? 
Very ~ goodJ 

Mexico, Missouri - a truly "All-American City" is a city of continuous progress! 
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By Way of Background 

THE IMAGE 

By 
Candace Hurley, Assistant Extension Editor 

Iowa state University, Ames, Iowa 

Walter Lippmann in '!Public Opinion" (MacMillan Co. 1960) says "If we cannot 
understand the acts of other people until we know what they think they know, then 
in order to do justice we have to appraise not only the information which has been 
at their disposal, but the minds through which they filtered it." 

An image, as we think of it here, is a conjured up "idea" someone has about 
something. It may be based on rational or irrational notions -- evidence of hearsay. 
It's real to the person whether true, half-true, false -- firmly or vaguely held. 

Attitude researchers explain that attitudes arise out of one's understanding plus 
experience. Such understandings and experience obviously can vary to a great de
gree. Likewise the pre-disposition to respond can vary. Getting a clue to how some
one feels or thinks about something (his attitude or image) invariably is difficult 
because such feelings or ideas arise out of (1) what someones believes or thinks he 
believes; (2) what he knows or thinks he knows about it, and (3) his behavioral 
response. 

As we examine some clues about home economics image, let us first turn to some 
implications about image formation which have come out of research on Corporation 
Image done by Opinion Research Corporation of Princeton, New Jersey. 

1. Favorability rises with familiarity. Those who know you best like you best. 
Question: How can we become better known in order to increase our "favor
able" image? 

2. Favorable image increases with the number of types of contact: product, 
person-to-person, radio, TV, etc. 

3. The more favorable the image, the more active people are in recommending 
the product to friends. 

What does a big corporation or why do we wnat a favorable image? Here are 
four basic reasons. You may think of more. 

l. To build ready acceptance of product. (Ours is education.) 
2. Cement loyalty of shareowners and attract new ones. (We wish more people 

would take advantage of the good knowledge and information offered in all 
areas of home economics.) 

3. Recruit and hold employees. (Attract more students into the home economics 
profession, and retain trained home economists within profession.) 

4. Win respect for industries' (Colleges and Universities) views at legislative 
hearings. 
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What do we need to know to build a clearer, adequate, favorable image? 
Some soul-searching questions need to be posed first. Who are we? What 
do we stand for? How distinctive are we as a profession? How do we serve 
our various publics? What kind of an image do we wish to have? What are 
our strongest reputation assets? Where are we weak? Are we liked for some 
of our programs, but rated down on others? --

People form their images or attitudes through experiences they have -
mostly at points of contact within management's control in a big business or 
within our control as professional home economists. 

Product reputation is one "handle" to grasp in image building. Our pro
duct is education (many types of subject matter education to be sure). Pro
ducts "talk" about the company's research and scientific competence; about 
management's desire to satisfy the consumer; about the company's service to 
the nation, or to national security. 

Quotes like these bear this out: "I use their product;" I saw their TV 
show;" "My neighbor recommended their product." "They have a plant in our 
town." "I read about them in the paper." "I own stock in the company." 

Question: Does our product "education" also speak well for us? 

Employer reputation stands out as a distinctive plus for some companies. 
Employees like to work for them . Here are some attributes which speak for 
employer reputation: 

1. Try to do right by people. 
2. Continuous interpretation of its goals and social contributions. 

(Do we, as home economists, keep at this constantly?) 
3. Extensive use of mass media. 
4. By cooperation with such public organizations as the schools, etc. 
5. By community relations' programs in each of its plant towns. 

As home economists, whatever our particular job, we are all interested 
in (1) our product reputation; (2) our organizational reputation. We want a 
favorable image -- and we want what we do -- and stand for -- clearly under
stood and endorsed. 

Images are useful "tools. " They simplify our existence. We couldn't 
make order out of this complex world without them. Each of us forms his own 
image of a person or thing or event, to summarize our own relationship to it, 
and how we want to react. 

Images, therefore, influence human behavior. Companies set out deliber- · 
ately to control their image -- and therefore to bring the public response they 
wish. 

If images affect or influence behavior -- and they do -- home economics 
needs to ponder on this. On the basis our image, people decide whether or 
not to use our services, whether or not to tell others about us, whether to work 
for us, whether to major in home economics, whether to vote taxes to support 
our program of education or not. 
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Know the "Thought" Leaders? 

If you are going to build a better image, you can't very well go up and down 
every road and stress introducing yourself and getting acquainted. It would be 
nice, but a pretty costly way to get the Job done. 

Management in big companies tries to get to the "thought" leaders, assuming 
that if they have a favorable image of the company or organization, this image will 
spread to others. Traditionally, we have though of the classical "thought" leaders 
(teachers, doctors, lawyers , newspaper editors, executives, clergymen, et c .) as 
those with more-than-usual influence. This may or may not be necessarily s o -
for other criteria are essential. 

Corporation image research redefines the real "thought" leader as : 

1. Easy to communicate with. (Reads weekly news magazines, papers, bus
iness and professional journals, books, magazines; has cultural interests, 
travels.) 

2. Distribute ideas. (Talks on a wide range of topics, interested in political 
affairs, world affairs, community problems, government policies, national 
problems, etc.) 

3. Active in action groups. (Gets around -- belongs to church groups, poli
tical organizations, fraternal groups, labor organizations, business as so
ciations, etc.) 

These people, in our highly mobile soc.i.ety, are among the most mobile of all. 
They are on the move upward intellectually, occupat ionally, educationally, socially, 
economically, culturally, and they "get around" geographically. 

You might think the "initiator" or "thought" leader comes from the upper educa
tional or income groups. On the contrary, this type of person shows up through all 
major groups of the population. 

Income: Corporation image research showed that, among persons fulfilling the 
criteria of "thought" leaders: 31% had incomes of $10 ,000 and over; 18% had incomes 
of $7 ,000 and over; 27% had incomes of $5,000 to $7 ,000 and 24% had inci;lmes under 
$5,000. 

Education: Looking again at these "thought" leaders, 31 % had completed college; 
22% had partial college; 27% had completed high school; 12% had partial high school, 
and 8% had a grade school education. 

Who are these people in our communities and counties? Do you know them? Are 
they necessarily the parents of your students? Are they the people who help us frame 

up educational programs in home economics extension? Do we seek them out as we 
consider problems for research? These are but a few questions we might ponder. 
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Keep Our Perspective Clearly in Mind 

As we endeavor to project the kind of favorable image we wish home economics 
to have, we need to keep certain basic points in mind: 

1. Belief is what is reality for an individual 

2. It is easier to create a favorable image than to change an undesirable image, 

3. Development of an image is cumulative requiring constant awareness of the 
need to communicate clearly regardless of how the communication is carried 
out. 

4. It is easier to change an image by expanding or changing emphasis than by 
making a complete change. 

Because we have a wide diversity of areas in home economics, and because we 
deal with tangibles and intangibles, it is more difficult for us to create a clear-cut 
image. We can never get everyone to understand home economics completely. We 
may have to be content with some who will never know all about us -- but whatever 
they think we are and do, they are for us. 

Image formation is always unfinished business. We can't change an image un
less we get in touch. Where are the gaps to fill in? We can communicate only in 
areas of common experience -- but the areas of common experience can be enlarged! 
However, in trying to create an image, we must remember that people are concerned 
about a lot of things -- not particularly concerned about our problems. We need to 
remember that man often builds his images on limited knowledge, organizing that 
knowledge in a way that makes sense to him. Thus, if the image is to be based on 
limited knowledge, that knowledge should be favorable . 

What Our Studies Tell Us About The Image of Home Economics 

Let me first explain that the studies we have been conducting in Iowa with the 
sponsorship of the Iowa Home Economics Association and the cooperation of many 
home economists cannot be called research in the complete sense of the word. 
This exploring, however, has given us some clues. 

We started the image studies because we were concerned, as you are, about 
recruitment of more home economics students, the need for more public understanding 
of career opportunities in home economics, the need for public support for our teaching, 
research and extension programs. 

A three-part study program was set up: (1) As our professional co-workers 
(non-home economist) see us; (2) As home economists see home economics, and 
(3) As the relevant public sees home economics. 
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Two other image studies were developed within the Iowa State University 
College of Home Economics to examine the image of home economics held (1) 
by the entering freshman home economics majors at Iowa State and (2) by high 
school senior girls in Des Moines. 

At this point, I can give you findings from the study done with professional 
co-workers; some clue.s from the study conducted with degree-holding home econ
omists, and a glimpse at some implications from the study made with entering 
freshman home economics students at Iowa State. 

As Our Professional Co-Workers See Us 

Five professional groups of home economists helped with the study: Dieti
tians, high school home economics teachers, extension home economists, Uni
versity and college home economists, and home economists in business. 

Each person assisting with the study took a coded questionnaire to 10 of her 
professional co-workers (non-home economist). This was a brief contact explaining 
only that this was an image study; that she would like to have the person fill it 
out as he or she desired and to return it in a stamped, addressed envelope to the 
Ames address. Of 970 possible questionnaires distributed, 660 met the deadline 
for tabulation -- a valid enough return, according to the Iowa State University 
Statistical Laboratory, to provide a measure of image of home economics held 
by this particular "public. " 

(Note: A full report of this study appeared in the Nov.-Dec. 1962 issue of 
What's New in Home Economics.) 

The questionnaire focused attention on the image of home economics in three 
ways: (1) What people think home economics is and includes; (2) the image por
trayed through descriptive adjectives; and (3) knowledge of areas employing home 
economists. 

Following are some clues to image based on responses of professional co
workers to the following two questions: When you hear the words "home econo
mics" what comes to mind? What does home economics include? 

1. A varied image as -- a department, a subject matter area dealing with 
homemaking, a subject for girls, as sewing and cooking, as teaching of home
making, as "things" in the household field, as a science. They see home ec
onomics more clearly in terms of specific subjects it encompasses rather than 
what it is as a profession and its relationship to the family in a rapidly changing 
society. 

2. Some see "content" in terms of specifics as food, nutrition, textiles, 
child care, etc; others in broad terms as "study of the habits, problems and 
solutions to problems of people involved with management of the home." 
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Still further clues to image emerged as co-workers reacted to 20 sets of 
polar descriptive adjectives pertinent to home economics. (See Chart B.) 

1. A study of the chart reveals a fairly consistent pattern for all five pro
fessional groups of home economists with certain descriptive adjectives such 
as "practical," "well-trained workers" and "important" showing a higher pos
itive image. Lower rated items were: provides broad education and status a
mong professions is. high. 

'Z. Opinions converged for five of the adjective groupings. These were: 
high-caliber workers, important, trustworthy, workers exemplify training, and 
many career opportunities. Opinions, though on the lower scale, diverged 
widely for one grouping -- provides broad education. Image researchers say 
convergence means a relatively strong image is held; divergence reflects a 
weak or "fuzzy" image. 

A final question dealt with image about employment. The statement read: 
"Professionally trained home economists work in some, not all, of the areas 
listed here. Underline those which you are ~ employ the services of the 
trained home economist." A list of 49 broad occupational areas followed. 
Here are some clues which emerged from the responses: 

l. Among the top 15 kinds of employment mentioned most frequently, 
nine areas were included by all the respondents. These were: hospitals, 
restaurant and hotel trade, interior decorating, refrigeration industry, pub
lic health, government service, textile manufacturing, textile designing, 
food products industry, merchandising. 

Other areas common to home economics employment, including teaching, 
were less clearly distinguished. Few co-workers see home economics em
ployment related to art, credit and finance. They also tend to see employment 
opportunities in much the same way regardless of whether they work closely 
with a dietitian, home economics teacher or other home economist. 

Implications of These Clues 

The profile from the descriptive adjective image raises some questions 
for us to ponder. If the item rates consistently high, or low, what does this 
mean to us? When it reflects a variable image, what shall we do about it? 

The professional co-workers evidently believe quite thoroughly that home 
economics provides many career opportunities. But they identify strongly with 
food service careers. How do we interpret home economics to the groups we 
work with or service -- the 4-H club girls, the young marrieds and others? Do 
we tend to convey that home economics is just "cooking and sewing?" 
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Our professional co-workers seem to reflect that home economics does not 
provide a "broad" education -- as they interpret it. What meaning does this 
have as to how we interpret our present-day home economics curriculums? It 
also has to do with our programming in home economics extension work? And 
how we convey the total meaning of the research we carry on? 

May I again refer )'ou to the full text of the article carried last year by 
"What's New in Home Economics." But now let us tum briefly to what home 
economists, themselves, said about home economics -- as they see it. 

The participating home economists came from 21 Iowa counties (7 city 
counties: Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, Di:rvenport, Council Bluffs, Sioux 
City, Waterloo, Mason City) (14 rural counties). Of 1500 home economists 
contacted, 738 responses were included in final data. 

Here is their background: 
75% under 40 years of age. 
Of the remaining group, 10% were over 60. 
4 out of 5 are or have been married. 
4 out of 5 had gone to College in Iowa. 
75% of them are graduates of Iowa State University. (The other 

graduates represented a wide variety of institutions. Oklahoma 
State University, Syracuse, University of Minnesota, Kansas 
State University, University of Missouri, University of Iowa, 
South Dakota State College, Ohio State University, University 
of Wisconsin, State College of Iowa, Stout State College, Col
orado State University, and many others) 

1 out of 3 had a B.S. in education. 
1 out of 4 had a degree in general home economics . 
Persons holding advanced degrees usually had taken this degree in 

food and nutrition. 

58% had worked 1 to 5 years. 
10% had worked 11 to 20 years. 
16. 5% had worked 6 to 10 years (mostly teaching). 
11. 4% had worked more than 20 years. 
The majority had worked in the foods area. Less than 10 percent in 
Extension work or in business. 

Response to Open-End Questions 

In response to the question "What comes to mind when you hear the words 
'home economics•? " home economists mentioned (in terms of frequency of re
sponse) first -- "personal experiences;" second -- "home in a changing society," 
and third -- "subject matter content." However, when asked the question "In 
explaining home economics, what would you include?" The top response was 
"subject matter content." 
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We might ponder whether the image we see reflected back to us about home 
economics might be a reflection of how we are interpreting home economic:s our
selves. 

Response to Descriptive Adjective Groupings 

Ratings by all the participating home economicsts were to the positive side 
but placed in decreasing order of positive feeling. This is how the descriptive 
adjectives showed up starting from those rated most positively. 

1. Many career opportunities. 
2. Important 
3. High standards. 
4. Desirable educational area for bright girls. 

5. Does much for people. 
6, Practical. 
7. Trustworthy. 
8. Contribute valuable research. 

9. Provides important information. 
10. Essential to society. 
11. Financially attractive. 
12. Well-trained workers. 

13. Scientific. 
14. High-caliber workers. 
15. Workers exemplify training. 
16. Protects public . 

17. Performs unique service. 
18. Gives sensible advice. 
19. High status among professions. 
20. Provides broad education. 

It is interesting to note the two lowest descriptive phrases also happen to 
be the ones rated lower by our professional co-workers. 

As to career opportuntities, the majority of the home economists participatin 
indicated teaching, or a food related area such as hospitals, restaurants. Inter! 
decorating and other subject matter areas come next. Nowever, there was much 
less certainty about such areas of home management as finance and credit. 

Perhaps, as home economists, we need to ask ourselves how we are inter
preting home economics teaching? Or research? Or Extension? Do we tend to 
reflect what we believe? How do we see career opportunities? 

Our Relevant Public 

Since it is m~st difficult to get a_ true cross-section of the public, we 
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choose to carry out the third step of our project with our relevant public. We 
defined the relevant public as those persons who in some way have been served 
or had opportunity to be in close touch with the home economist. For the home 
economics teacher, it would be the fathers and mothers of her students; for the 
dietitian, those patients for whom she has prescribed diets; for the business 
home economist, those persons who have received her help in some way; for the 
Extension home economist, those people she has helped directly; for the College 
or University home economist, the parents of the students she has in class. 

This study is now completed. It will go further to interrelate the findings 
from this study to the two previous studies. 

Image of Home Economics Held by Entering Home Economics Freshman 

Obviously, the students who come to our schools to major in home economics 
have developed some ideas or attitudes about home economics before they enter 
our classrooms. This study, done with 210 entering home economics freshman at 
Iowa State, was done with them at their first home economics orientation meeting 
before they entered upon their class studies. They were asked to respond to a 
questionnaire involving six main areas: (1) Conditions associated with their 
choice of home economics as a major area of study; (2) Adjectives and phrases 
describing home economics; (3) Employers of home economics graduates; (4) 
Subject matter areas they associated with home economics; (5) Types of positions 
they believed were held by trained home economists, and (6) Their preferences in 
terms of professional areas open to them in home economics. 

Note: The Master of Science thesis on "Measures of Home Economics Images 
Among Entering Freshman Majors" done by Phyllis JoAnne Haugen, is available from 
the Iowa State University Library for persons interested in the full context of the 
material covered. 
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Twenty Polar Adjective Groupings Relative to Home Economics Image 
The scale places a decided view or opinion at each side with a neutral position in the cen

ter. Please encircle only one position. 

Scientific 3 2 1 
High standards 3 2 1 
Practical 3 2 1 
High-caliber workers 3 2 1 
Does o lot for people 3 2 1 
Important 3 2 1 
Gives sensible advice 3 2 1 
Desirable educational area 
for bright girl 3 2 1 
Provides broad education 3 2 1 
Trustworthy 3 2 1 
Essential to society 3 2 1 
Workers exemplify their train-
ing 3 2 1 

Performs a un ique service 3 2 1 
Provides important information 3 2 1 
Well-trained workers 3 2 1 
Many career opportunities 3 2 1 

Contributes valuable research 3 2 1 
Financially attractive in re-
lation to other opportunities 
for women 3 2 1 
Status among professions is 
high 3 2 1 
Protects public in mony ways 3 2 1 

0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 

0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 

0 1 

0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 
0 1 
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2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

3 Unscientific 
3 Low standards 
3 Impractical 
3 Low-caliber workers 
3 Does little for people 
l Unimportant 
3 Highly theoretical 

less desirable educational 
3 area for bright girl 
3 Provides specific education 
3 Not reliable 
3 Not essential to society 

Workers do not exemplify 
3 their training 

Same service is available from 
3 other sources 
3 Deals in trivial information 
3 Poorly trained workers 
3 Few career opportunities 

Research contribution is ques-
3 tionable 

Not financially attractive in 
relation to other opportunities 

3 for women 
Status among professions is 

3 low 
3 Does not protect public 
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"THINGS" AND "SUBJECTS" 
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AREAS NOT DISTINGUISHED 
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CLEAR 

PRACTICAL 

IMPORTANT 

TRUSTWORTHY 
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FUZZY 

LACK BROAD EDUCATION 

STATUS AMONG PROFESSIONS NOT HIGH 
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WHEN YOU HEAR THE WORDS "HOME ECONOMICS" 

WHAT COMES TO MIND? 

Personal experiences 

Alma mater 
Teacher 
College days 
Study 

Home in a changing society 

Homemaking in general 

Cooking, sewing, etc. 

Profession 

Art and/or science 

Subject matter content 

Food and nutrition 
Home economics education 
Textiles and clothing 

Home and profession 
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MEASURES OF HOME ECONOMICS IMAGES AMONG 

ENTERING FRESHMEN MAJORS 

I'm studying home economics only because 
I was awarded a scholarship in this field. 

My high school gave me little or no help 
in making a vocational choice. 

My family or other relatives encouraged 
me to major in home economics. 

I am majoring in home economics because 
I like to do things with my hands rather 
than read from books. 
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True 

Degree of Certainty 
About Your Answer 
% % % % % 

False 50 60 70 80 90 



PICTURF.s 

l. Neal Ballenoff, Head, TV and Radio Department, Stephens College, Columbia, 
Missouri. 

2. Group tour of Stephens College new learning center facilities during 
early stages. 

3. In University of Missouri owned commercial station KOMU-TV -- reception 
room -- part of the group prepares for tour. 

4. Martha Jo Martin, A home economics journalism student--working at 
KOMU-TV station on a class project--presents part of the show. 

5. Esther GriswoJ.d, hostess "Of Interest To Women" discussed the format 
of her show to group gathered in studio. 

6. News room facilities were explained. 

7. Mrs. Griswold interviewed Dr. Margaret Mangel, Director of School of 
Home Economics, Frances Clingerman of the Federal Extension Service, 
Wilma Sim of Farm Journal and Orrine Gregory, Home Economics Editor. 

8, Punch serving time for the guests was al.so a time to confer and ask 
questions. 
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"COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY WITH SUDES 11 

By Paul Andereck, Director 
Audio-Visual Education Department 

Cooperating Schools of St. Louis Suburban District 

Perhaps you here have complete capabilities with your own slide camera. 
If you can beg or borrow slide projectors and tape recorders, you can work 
with finesse. So, as I promised the person who invited me here todiiy:, I 
will talk in terms of an amateur's budget, an inexpensive budget, to 
achieve professional or expensive looking end results. 

Not that "expensive" in itself means good, but you can develop lersonal 
finesse in your presentation. You have a good message--one sui able for 
television or other mass media.--You wouldn't want to just interest 
neighbors or friends who are willing to sit long enough to watch your 
slides--because you offer them a glass of ice tea or something afterwards, 

How many of you plan to go on vacations shortly •••• say a touring vacation 
to the West, which is very scenic? Only a few, I see·. So those of you who 
stay home and work, while the rest of us are off some place, will get your 
vacation in the next 20 minutes on the screen, because the message I'm 
using to demonstrate the medium happens to be a tour of the Vest. 

You'll see a series of slides, selected, and put into a special story with 
background music going and no narration. The trip, by the way, is im
possible, geographically, because we skip all around--maybe with one scene 
on the East Coast and the next on the West--whatever seems to fit 
aesthetically on the screen. But, that is a part of our literary license, 
or prerogative, which we all seem to enjoy so much. At any rate, do take 
advantage of your editing ability- since you control production in this 
case. You do it yourself, so you have the liberty to modify your scenes 
or sequence to enhance your message. In 'lff3' case, nzy- message is not home 
economics - it 1 s simply a pleasant experience intended to demonstrate the 
technique of using slides effectively. 

So we'll start out early in the morning and go West over our theoretical 
Western lands to the Grand Canyon. Then from there we 111 take a flying 
trip up to the mountain area as summer comes on us. Afterward we'll 
gradually change to fall in the woods of the West, and finally to winter. 
But after winter, we 111 gradually change to spring again and end up in the 
big trees of the West-in about a 20-minute trip with the music behind us. 

Now as I go ahead, I hope you'll all be in a single mood when we finish-
which is, first of all sleepy, because this is a very relaxing thing if I 
present it properly. Second, I hope it will replace any worries or dis
comforts you have on your mind, so you'll be most receptive to the message 
Mrs. Davidson-your next speak:er--has for you. I want you to have a blank 
mind ready to be etched with your new message and, if I achieve that, JltY" 
technique will have done what I intended it to do. It will erase ever-y
thing else from your mind and give you a pleasant euphoria. 
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However, I would like you to come back to reality once in awhile - and 
realize how these slides and scenes could just as easily be conveying a 
message of your own. Instead of scenes of the West, they could be scenes 
in the kitchen, or the bedroom, or any other place related to homemaking. 
Instead of a musical background, they might have a very deliberate and 
well-planned narration. 

People normallt show a slide and narrate - without music - and there rs a 
"plop, plop, p op, plop" sound as you go along. 1 111 demonstrate for you 
with the use of two common slide projectors, and one common tape recorder-
not even hooked to the projectors, just playine; along separately--how you 
can achieve an end result which is virtually a sound motion picture in 
effect. 

I'll explain this rig to you so you can understand what's going on: I set 
up this slide projector (while you were at lunch) and positioned it on the 
screen in relation to the other projector here on the table, so they ·will 
•match up." One projector is placed so a slide from it will hit the same 
spot on the screen as a slide from the other projector. · 

Now if I change from one slide to another, you get the usual click-click, 
click-click, and I destroy the mood everytime I change scenes, That's a 
problem with common slide presentations. As I said, these are just common 
slide projectors with a remote control button to change slides. But, I 
have put slides alternately in different projectors -that is, onein one 
and one in the other -so it's back and forth: First slide here and second 
slide~, and so on, like this (illustrating). 

I have rewired the lamps (and this is a job your husbands can figure out 
for you). Just unhook the lamps and put them through the little box with 
the handle. That's a $15, thousand-watt, variable transformer. So, in 
effect I've wired one lamp in one side and the other lamp on the other side. 
There's a knob. When it's pointed to the left lamp, it's full of elec
tricity. As I turn the knob to the other lamp, it drains electricity out 
of one and puts it in the other. 

While this one is on, and that one is off, I 1ll change slides, Then I 111 
show t~one. Alternatingbiick and forth. I'm simply using remote 
control changes as I operate the equipment. What you're going to see is 
very simple yet somewhat effective on the screen. While one slide is show
ing, I'm changing the other slide, And you go from one to the other, 
instead of having a jarring change which breaks mood, 

With mood music as I'm using, you can have a gradual transition.... Those 
of you working in television know what a "fade" is or a "lap dissolve." 
This is what you get--this lap dissolve--in what I 1m doing. 

I 111 be changing back and forth; the rate of change is determined by the 
mood you want to establish. So, if the music is moody and soft, it'll be a 
very soft change on the screen, Where it gets a little bit more vibrant, 
1111 go faster- that's all, 
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The reason I've mentioned all these things is that they are contributing factors to the end result on your screen. I believe you can see what 
happens with variable pacing in establishing and setting a mood for 
communication. For communication purposes, you want to establish and 
keep the mood you need to reach your audience. 

Actually, I have a small 2~-ring circus going on - changing slides, and operating these two projects in time with the music. I simply turn the knob as the music changes. It does require some practice to do it. The usual context in which I use this is not for home economics experts, or 
for talking about communications to the general public, but I usually do 
this with teachers--whether they be home economics teachers or otherwise. 

Anyone who uses a slide projector for just showing slides in the usual way 
or a tape recorder to make a poor recording and play back, is like a ' 
carpenter simply sawing ;to~ with a saw. He 1 s an apprentice carpenter if that 1s all he can do witn s saw. Most carpenters want to be paid for 
the way they can be cabinet makers--producing beautiful things. We 
teachers usuall;r ask for a cabinet maker 1 s salary when we handle our tools 
like apprentices. 

You must do a sophisticated job of handling your tools like the cabinet 
maker if you want to be paid a cabinet maker 1 s salary rather than an 
apprentice log sawer's salary. 

I don't know why I'm telling you this - it's a message I believe every teacher should get: If they want the respect of the professional, they ought to act and handle the tools of their t r ade as well as t he cabinet 
maker does his saw. But, aren't ~ teachers? 

Okay? now I 111 try to saw out a few cabinets here (and might end up with logs): 

(Film, etc. follow.) 
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USING OUR PRINTED RESOURCES 

By Clarissa Start Davidson 
Columnist and Feature Writer, Everyday Magazine, ST. LOUIS POST DISPATCH 

Of course, my topic "printed resources," covers a great deal of territory, 
But I plan to tell you everything I know on the subject, and I 1;n sure I '11 be 
through in plenty of time for questions--if you have any. 

Printed resources do take in a lot of territory--from the WALL STREET JOURNAL 
to PLAYBOY. And, judging from your program here this week, you've already 
learned a great deal about magazines, women's pages, public relations, and 
various phases of these. I'm sure any specialist in the field could tell a 
great deal more than I could, for example about trade journals, house organs, 
and specialized publications. And since all my experience is with one medium, 
the metropolitan press, I'll confine my remarks to it today. 

Newspapers have a wide number of uses, of course. Some people use them to 
wrap fish in, and some people to wrap garbage in; and our nationally syndi
cated colllillI1ists on household hints are always starting a column with, "I 1ve 
found a brand new wonderful use for newspapers, " and it's usually something 
like shredding them up to clean out the inside of the oven. 

But I'm going to talk chiefly about the use hou 111 probably finn for them, 
communicating--or telling your story. Ev~n ere, of course, you have to 
progress from the general to the specific, because the newspaper--a big one-
might very easily be compared to a big city. All have certain things in 
common, but they all have certain things that are unique. They are not 
identical. 

The !·[AMI HERALD is no more like the CHICAGO TRIBUNE or the ST. LOUIS POST
DISPATCH than New Orleans is like Denver or Cleveland or Seattle. 

Now I •ve brought along some samples to illustrate various ways of communica
ting through the newspapers and, by a curious coincidence, they all happen to 
be the POST DISPATCH. But I'm sure you can interpret these to mean the local 
press where you happen to live. And a home economist, whether she is in a 
test-kitchen or in textiles, fabrics, clothing, a job involved in furnishings 
or a training or teaching position, can communicate and tell her story only 
through the medium of communication available in her own community. 

So the rather obvious first piece of advice I 1d give is to study your own 
newspaper very very carefully. I think that perhaps the main message I have 
for you is to study your paper all the way through, and not just the part that 
perhaps is your favorite reading material, or the thing that your eye falls on 
most naturally, or the places you turn to all the time. Study the entire news
paper, and look for possible ways in which to tell your story--not just in 
magazines, not just on front pages, but in all the various highly spec'ialized 
parts of the average newspaper. 

As you would expect, newspapers vary. They differ in philosophy. Even two or 
three newspapers in the same town will be as different as "Liz" Taylor is from 
Katherine Cornell; and that is pretty different, I think! Some newspapers are 
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very sensat.'....;"'.al. Some go in for big headlines. Some are so quiet on their front pages that you can't tell if anything is happening or not. 1 was in a community in the West where I was afraid to walk out on the street the first two weeks I lived there, Then I realized that it. wasn't that an unusual number of horrible things were going on, They went on in the town I had come from too, But here they were being playeo up much more than I was accustomed to, 

Some newspapers, we know, use local news completely to the exclusion of national or international news. They are only interested in what's happening in their own home to;m, Other newspapers consider the world news - even rather trivial world miws, far more ir.iportant than what happens on Eain Street, So all this enters into your 01-m working, and communications through your newspaper, As you would realize, every newspaper has its speciali:z.ed sections. And it's only through study of them that you'll be able to make full use of them. It's also through studying them that you get your best clue to the personality of your newspaper. 

Now to speak on the subject I know best - which is the POST DISPATCH: Any of you who are familiar with it know we have a considerable amount of news. We have quite literally a news paper. And we also emphasize the international news, the world events, yet we think not to the exclusion of local events. Yet we do stress the world news. If you look on your picture pages, you'll notice the dai1y magazine has a page of news pictures. 

You may fine:!. one local picture there, but you're far more likely to find the pictures taken in Rome or Berlin or some place else in the world other than in St. Louis. Yet while tending to emphasize the international news, we think we cover the local news quite adequately too, The other newspaper in St. Louis, does follow the policy of emphasizing local news considerably more than we do. For that reason, quite frankly, it is a better medium than ours for the local person to tell his or her story because it devotes more space to local material. 

The POST DISPATCH has an editorial department of distinction, integrity, and national renown--as you may know. We have exceedingly high principles on our editorial pages. Among our other major departments is Society. This, on the POST DISPATCH, unlike many newspapers in the country, is not a particularly good medium for communication for the average professional person--because it is entirely of society, and not events going on in the community, It's Society with a capital "S, 11 rather than a little 11s, 11 

However, besides a society editor and two reporters, the paper also has a club editor. The club editor considers you a good resource because you, the professional home economists, have news of speakers, programs, and club meetings generally. For you this may be a fringe emphasis, but you often have the information, and can give it to our club editor. 
For those of you in textiles and clothing, we also have a fashion editor. Practically every newspaper does. Newspapers here vary tremendously in the extent to which they play up fashions. Ours is rather underplayed, in my opinion. But that may be just my opinion as a woman. However, I think we do give it less play than a great many papers. Some newspapers have large color pages, which I'm sure you've seen, of fashions. Our coverage consists almost 
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entirely of a story once a week, And you might be interested in this weekly 
fashion story• 

It is just about the only advertising tie-in we have in any of our editorial 
contents. It tells you, if you dial Main 1-1111-439, Monday through Friday, 
you can find out where the fashions illustrated are being sold in St. Louis 
stores. Or you can write the fashion editor, I don 1t really know the 
history of how this particular feature got started, because it's the only 
place in the paper where you have any sort of commercial tie-in--where you 
can find out where a product is being sold. 

Now many many newspapers I'm sure you know from other cities have cosmetic 
colUITl!ls, household columns, all sorts of columns or the like where you learn 
about new products. Sometimes even brand names are mentioned--which we 
almost never do, I won 1t lay down any definite rule because as soon as I do, 
it's broken. But pretty generally we don't mention brand names or do any
thing that could possibly be construed as advertising, However, in this 
fashion article we do have a very specific telephone tie-in, 

Every Sunday, we have a section called Pictures. This is a picture magazine -
a general picture magazine covering very diversified subjects. But the one 
feature in which you will probably be the most interested is the one called 
the ''Dish of the Week. 11 This is a feature which has gone on many many years -
10, 15, 20 maybe, I don't kn.ow - and it is a standby many of our readers 
wouldn't miss. 

It plays up cooks ••••• not only individual cooks, men and women, but other 
cooks, and home economists galore get in it. And it would make a particularly 
good resource for ~ from that point of view, because a feature like this that 
goes on year after year naturally uses up a great many cooks in a given area. 
It's always an excellent opportunity for your material, and I suggest if your 
own newspaper doesn't have such a feature that you might want to start one, 

Then about our picture section; in it might be a picture of a night baseball 
game, or something on integration in the deep South (which would be strictly 
news coverage), movie news and all sorts of general things which are spectac
ular news - like the picture story on scaling Mt. Everest, Our picture 
coverage has as wide variety as our news coverage - because we have news 
pictures. 

From a communications standpoint, pictures do have one drawback with us in our 
special photo section; and that is they're published by a roto process which 
takes several weeks. We may work ahead on them as long as six weeks. So the 
section is not especially good for a spot news subject, or something that is 
going on right now and would be terribly late in a few weeks time. Many of 
our features are prepared two, three, four, or even six weeks in advance, so 
that is a very definite consideration if you want something published. 

Then both daily and Sunday, we have the section for which I work - called the 
Everyday magazine, This is as close to a woman's section as the POST DISPATCH 
has. It's edited by four men - an editor-in-chief and three assistants - with 
three men and two women writers. So you can imagine its field is rather co
educational rather than strictly for women, and presumably is as interesting 
to men as to women, You can hardly describe just what is used in the stories 
of the magazine, because it's a little bit of everything, 
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It's hard to say what is a typical magazine story. Perhaps the best defini
tion is a story about an outstanding person, er personality. This may be 
someone who is a home economist - who, I 1 m sorry to say, is more often the 
visiting home economist than the one who is on the scene everyday. The 
reason is that the person who comes from out of town always has a little 
attached glamor of being So and So from Such and Such a place, where the 
person perhaps doing the same job in your own hometown hasn 1 t quite the aura, 

Our stories, incidentally, are written quite a bit ahead of time. They are 
written at leisure, they are rewritten, they are edited and re-edited with a 
great deal of care, and are not subject to deadline pressure. All this makes 
a difference in the type of content. 

To eive you an idea of the things I myself write, recently I wrote a story 
about Cuban refugees and how they are making out in the St. Louis area. I 
wrote a story about a group of girls at the Sacred Heart Academy who were 
forming a fund-ra.ising group of teenagers to raise money for their school. 
I wrote up a Father 1 s Day fashion show, and a Hungarian artist who has been 
commissioned to do the ceiling in a national cathedral, a.'l'Jcl so on. 

Our sectior. is not particularly good again as a "spot news" medium. We are 
not very good at handling people who are in our tmm for onl.y one day -
because it may be two 1·reeks before we get their story in the paper. And you 
can overdo the word, 11 recentl,y. 11 You can say "recent.ly" - but if it gets to 
be a month, it's not too recent you know. '.•le do particularly like personality 
stories. I can't emphasize that t oo much. They are much more inter<?.sting to 
us if the~' concern people - especially a person who has done an outstanding 
job - rather than if they are just about things or conditions. 

Of course, we also have columns. The column is a crowing thing, I'm happy to 
say as a columnist. We have a great many national columns, and we a.lso have 
local columns like my mm. Hine is a kind of p:cnAral hodeepodge; it's about 
what interests women, and it's supposed to be primarily funny. I guess that's 
the only one thing you can say about it. It's intended to be, though not 
always is, semi-humorous or light. Althoueh not aimed entir<?.ly at women, I 
can't say that I beam it to men at all. 

However, my husband reads it, he says, "in self-defense" - in case I've 
written anything about the home front. I handle a great many things, I 
suppose, that have to do with home economists because, after all, I am a woman 
and I write about my home. It might be on cookbooks, as I wrote about 
recently. Or it might be on fabrics or fashion or being creative in the home. 

One thing I 1ve found since writing this column for eight years is that the 
thing American women are probably most interested in today is anything that 
has to do with creativity in the home. I thin!< we all have had much emphasis 
placed on the fact that women do things the easy w;,y, that we all use ready 
mixes and quick frozen things and so on, and lead a push button life. But I 
don't think this is true at all. I think the average woman is extremely 
interested in doing things - not the quick way, not the easy way, but the way 
that brings her some creative satisfaction to herself. And I have found that 
true, whenever I write columns on anything creative - whether it's making 
jewelry out of fried marbles or braiding rugs or making homemade soap •••• 
particularly the old-fashioned things that we often associate with Grandma, 
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All the men are prone to say, "Oh, lll"J Not her, or my Grandmother, baked all her 
own bread," and so forth and so on, \-/ell, homemakers today bake their own 
bread from a rr.ix--which is a very good way to do it. And they're also 
interested in making things - generally even something as far out as making 
soap. 

He also have used wire features, and we've used fillers. And we •ve used 
various services from the syndicates, We have HELOISE, Now don't under
estimate the power of HELOISE, even if she does tell you to take your stove 
plates and soak them in vinegar in your bathtub,,, ,because she has tremendous 
drawing power. That includes men. If you haven't read her, get a copy of the 
POOT DISPATCH and read her some day. 

The men in our office simply have a fit about Heloise because she has a very 
feminine approach. She writes in her column, "I just adore all you house
wives. I just love everyone of you," and I kind of like being loved by 
Heloise or loved by just almost anybody! 

The men also have a fit over women who write in and say, "I always make my 
cole slaw this way and I always wash my refrigerator this way, and so and so. " 
But women do it. Listen in on a group of women the next time you hear some 
talking, and you'll find out that they are talking about "my house, 11 "my 
furniture," "my stove, 11 and so on. Yesterday I called my cleaning girl at 
home a.nd she said "I just defrosted MY refrigerator," which might be carrying 
things a little too far, Well, it's old and she's welcome to it! 

In our magazine, we have regular features 1-tiich will be of popular use and 
interest to you on child care, on health, on teenagers. Our competition in 
St. Louis has a huge section, while we don't have one entirely for ourselves. 
But I would say I think it is a very good thing to have. Many of you who are 
teaching or in school certainly should encourage your papers to have a section 
strictly for youth. It would make an excellent clearing house, and it would 
be very good for communications purposes for schools. 

On the POST DISPATCH, we have such specialized sections as columns or pages 
devoted to music, art, books, and travel, They might occasionally be of use 
to you. We also have a real estate page. I mention this just as an example 
of what I mean in saying, don't overlook anything in your daily newspaper. 

Just the other day I was talking to a woman who does public relations for this 
Sacred Heart Academy, and she said "You have been very kind to us in writing 
stories about our young girls 1 volunteer group, 11 and the suburban section has 
been very kind in publicizing all their special events. ''We have had things 
in the club editor's column," she said. "So I guess we have just about run 
out our string on bothering people at the POST DISPATCH." 

But she went on, ''Now we have a new building going up, and it will be dedi
cated, I wonder if it would be possible to give this to the real estate 
editor," and I said "By all means, do itl" The moral here is obvious. If it 
is a building you're publicizing, don't just send the piece to a magazine or 
news editor, Look to the specialized feature which would be appropriate - in 
this case the real estate section - and you may discover a brand new avenue of 
conununications. 
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Of course, the most important feature of ~ newspaper is the f ood section, 
We have two food sections a week - Monday and Thursday, and they are both 
excellentl~r done. Then we have a home furnishings section - and both it and 
our foods section recently won national awards in the National Press Women's 
competition. Our foods editor recently returned from a 10-day trip to 
Denmark, which was a professional trip as a guest of the Government, I think 
the moral there is that we should all quit our respective jobs, and rush out 
and get jobs as food editors. 

Our foods editor tells me that, in her opinion, you can tell as much about 
the policy of a paper by looking at the food section, as you can tell whether 
the paper is being published for the benefit of the reader or for the benefit 
of the advertiser. Some food sections, for example, use brand names; some 
use articles which are placed adjacent to ads which very obviously tie in 
with them. Ours is run strictly as a news section; it is not run to publicize 
advertisers. 

Naturally you can't write about fooc1. without writing about some of the 
advertised products. But we attempt to run ours entirely in the public 
interest and not for the advertisers. Some food sections on newspapers are 
quite large. I hear for instance that the CHICAGO TRIBUNE has a staff of four 
trained home economists plus an editor, a secretBX'J, and a maid - which is a 
rather lavish operation. This, however, i s not the usual set up, and in your 
town it may be quite modest in comparison. 

Some food sections run contests, some run quite widespread reader service 
departments. others, I hear, just return curt notes to readers saying they 
don 1t answer any questions at all, We follow a kind of in-between policy of 
answering queries of readers when they send them in. I had one just the other 
day from a wornan who wanted information on salt-free diets and, incidentally, 
we told her to write to the University of Missouri Extension Service. 

Some food sections build up their editors as personalities but, on our paper, 
we tend to play down the personality. This, too, is something of a changing 
field you may have noticed in newspapers. Generally today, more emphasis seems 
to be placed on the people who write the stories than formerly, But usually 
the food editor is your best resource if you 're in foods or nutrition, as home 
economists. 

Conrad Hilton was on a nationwide broadcast not long ago, and somebody asked 
him if he had any important messages he wou.ld like to deliver to the big 
audience. He said, ''Yes, I do..... Keep the shower curtain inside the tub," 
I asked our foods editor if she had any word of earthshaking i mportance to 
give this group, and she said ''Yes." It might seem as trivi al as keeping the 
shower curtain inside the tub, but it was quite important to her. She said, 
''Don't drop in. 11 Let the food editor !mow ·ahead of time when you're coming to 
see her, and I thinlc this is a good rule to apply to almost any editor. News
paper people work very different hours. Some papers come out in the morning, 
so their people work entirely different hours from those on papers that come 
out in the afternoon. If you came to the POST DISPATCH at 4 o'clock in the 
afternoon, you could shoot a cannon through the City Room without hitting arry
one, because everyone is cleared out. Other places might be in a hubbub at 
that ti..'lle - so you can't just drop in and be sure you're dropping in at the 
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right time, It might be that 10:45' would be complete bedlam, and 10:55 would 
be a good time to see somebody. 

Without checking ahead of time though, you might catch someone at an extremely 
busy time. In case of the food editor, she might just be in the act of re
leasing a page--which is a very important thing, I know when I call our foods 
gal for coffee, and she says I'm about to release a page, I just hang up the 
receiver - because that's no time for a coffee break, And that holds true 
for anyone on any newspaper, 

I think a good rule is either to make your request in a letter or by phone and 
I, personally, favor the letter-writing procedure, I talked to a woman who 
is on the Mexico, Mo. LEDGER; and Mexico, of course, is a smaller town than 
st. Louis, but they are just as busy there as we are, and I imagine that would 
apply everywhere - to small as well as big places, The writer there may be 
the editor, even the publisher in some cases, 

In our particular department on the newspaper, we're never - or almost never -
working under great pressure, We 1re aJ.ways writing for next Sunday or three 
weeks from Tuesday, Even so, it might be a very busy time from my personal 
point of view, There may be editors screaming for the story for next Sunday, 
even though it 1 s only Monday l 

Now I want to mention one more development in our newspaper, and think you 
will find similar new developments in many many communities today--it 1s called 
the Community Section, This has come about with the growth of our 
metropolises or whatever you call it--our big super-size city areas in which 
newspapers are going just like the stores, and printing some of their 
features just for the suburbs, We and the other newspaper in St. Louis have 
our community sections, and this happens to be an excellent resource for just 
about everybody who has a story to tell. It's a wonderful inbetween spot, a 
place to put a story which is perhaps not big enough for magazine coverage, 
and yet is too much for the limited news coverage of a tiny little number five 
head. 

Now here are a few examples of this: One happens to be about people restoring 
their old church, another one is on a college course, still another on some 
booklets that have been released by the TB Health Society, and so on. The 
section covers items of civic interest in the smaller communities, It also 
has small feature stories, and pictures. It's really a kind of small news
paper in itself. 

The editor of this section, for us, happens to have started alone except for 
one reporter, and now his staff is growing bigger and bigger as his section 
grows, This is a development, as I said before, that I think is growing in 
many newspapers. 

I said awhile ago, it was a good rule to get acquainted with the people who 
get out a newspaper. But that doesn't mean wining and dining them, or sending 
them expensive gifts. Papers have different policies on this too, 

The important thing in getting to know people in the communications field is-
not to do anything lavish for them--but just to get to know them as human 
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beings. I think the best rule of thumb in getting good public relations _ 
for whatever your cause happens to be - is to be friendly, be reliable, and 
follow through when you promise information. Be sure your information is 
accurate, and a very nice courtesy is to show appreciation AFTERWARD - after 
a story has appeared, 

The story I told you about the young volunteers from the school whom we wrote 
about is a case in point there. I think I received some 15 or 20 letters 
from those youngsters thanking me; they completely bowled me over, and set me 
up greatly. This gave me a huge lift, and it also increased my mail count 
for the month. 

On the other hand you. sometimes do quite a major story on a person, and you 
never hear from them at all, which makes you sort of wonder if they read the 
story, or even saw that it appeared. 

Sending out releases to a newspaper is again something you must give 
specialized study, and find out from each editor or each individual writer 
how far in advance they need their information. This differs quite widely. 
There may be one writer whom you could call on the spur of the moment and say, 
I have a very interesting person here in town; or something interesting has 
come up, and that particular writer will be in a position to rush over and 
write about it immediately. Another writer or different type of paper may 
need to be notified three weeks ahead of time. 

Then too, no matter how well you get to know people, and no matter how good 
your relations a.re with the peo}Dle who get out the paper, you just can't hit 
everytime. And this is rather ha.rd for a person away from a newspaper to 
understand. There are many MANY imponderables that govern what goes into the 
pages of a paper. Some months you simply wade through materials, and discard 
about nine-tenths of the excellent things that come in--not because you're in 
a mean mood, and want to throw out pictures of brides that month, or recipes 
or anything, or new items that come on the market. It's just that there is 
too much. 

Other times, other seasons of the year, you are literally scraping the bottom 
of the barrel, and this is what happens when you see something in t he paper 
and you think, ''Well, how dull! Our school or our company had something much 
more interesting than that, and they didn't use it.... No justice at all, " 
The answer is probably the law of supply and demand. August is usually the 
bottom-scraping season of the year. I happen to know because the POST DISPATCH 
bought my first story in August. I didn't realize how lucky I was to have 
submitted it then. 

Then too, there is something else; that is, the race for space is not entirely 
in the outer regions. There is a very real race for space, for newspaper 
space, and it's terrifically competitive. Particularly is this true in the 
women's section of the newspapers. So many women today are doing things which 
deserve to be publicized. And so many things are of interest to women that you 
could fill the newspaper every day with just things that are sent in to you 
voluntarily, without you bothering to go out and look for them. 
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Then there are other things to consider in why something you send to a news
paper doesn't get into the paper, Lots of editors have their individual 
prejudices. The editor may be on an ulcer diet, he may be on a reducing diet, 
he may be allergic to whipped cream that week, We have had editors who dis
like various things, We had an editor once who hated children, 

I recall reading once about one of the editors, I think in LIFE magazine, who 
had an unreas oning dislike of Indians. And once when he went on vacation, his 
staff as a practical joke did a mock make-up of a magazine for him--a dummy 
magazine--in which every story had something to do with Indians. The man 
almost went crazy. So, of course, the individual taste of the editor, the 
writer, the columnist, may have something to do with your success. 

People who send in material for columns usually know that I love antiques and 
old houses, and I am just a pushover for anything that concerns anything old, 
But I don't like onions so I probably wouldn't be too susceptible to a cook
book entitled 177 new ways to use onions, All these silly little human ele
ments do enter into even something as impersonal as a newspaper. 

Sometimes an outiiider submits a story on something that has just been written 
about, In fact, after we get a story on one special subject, we usually get 
two or three suggestions from other people saying they have something just 
like it. Well, the thing you don't want is something just like what you've 
used last week. However, there are exceptions to this, too. 

Two weeks ago, I wrote a story about Cuban refugees in St. Louis. Last week 
I almost didn 1t finish reading a letter that began, "We have a group of Cuban 
refugees in our to1-m, 11 But luckily I read through the letter and the result 
was, we think , a very interesting story in this Sunday's magazine about a 
town in Illinois--the town of St. Elmo--which has 18 Cubans who have come in 
and solved the town's medical problem, The town was without a doctor, Now 
they have a group of young doctors, and laboratory technicians, who had to 
leave Cuba, and they have set up a regular clinic in this little town, We 
decided it was such a good story that we would risk the repetition of the 
Cuban element in it, 

This per)laps points the final moral of all, and that is, the important thing 
when we communicate through the press is to have a story to tell. And if you 
have a story or something to say, you don't have to worry too much about your 
timing, time of the year, how many different things are in the paper, how 
well you know the editor, when you call them on the telephone or write the 
suggested story in a letter. I think the story usually shows through if there 
is something in it to tell, Lastly, you may say on the best story in the 
world--using that old cliche--"One man 1 s food is another man 1 s poison." I 
hope in your case all your communications turn out as powerful as sirloin, 
and as welcome to the press! 
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PICTURES 

1. Barton GTiffith explains the facilities and system of the Instructional 
Television Studio. 

2. Larry Hutchins gives instructions on personal considerations as part 
of the day at the rrv campus studio. 

J. Don MacLennan and Barry Cronin complete the team of ITV laboratory 
instructors. 

4. Final conferences with Director, before the "in action" part of the 
seminar--recording on video tape for viewing, reviewing and critique. 

5. HJ Glinda Leach, Missouri, sits by as Sharon Nelton, Michigan, does 
things to her own hair style to illustrate what happens to appearance 
~~ . 

6. Will this show what we want it too? 

7. Floor manager and camera man in the foreground. Behind the action of 
Ann Turnage. Subject, the selection of vegetables. 

8. Good morning! ---another on camera presentation by Alma Blake of 
Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri. 

9. On Cue--Pat Collican of New York State College is talent. A critique 
of the video tape production recording followed each presentation. 

10. Eyes and mind geared to setting and keeping pace in the spotlight 
of the future -- so closed the seminar. 

So opened the future potential of mass media resources. 
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~en you enter a television studio to appear before 

television cameras, you become the most important member 

of a highly specialized team which has the responsibility 

of making your presentation as effective as possible. It 

may appear rather trite to refer to this group of specialists 

as a team, but there is no better word. The members must be 

able to work together smoothly and efficiently. The old 

maxim, "A chain is only as strong as its weakest link," 

applies quite specifically in television production. Your 

performance and effectiveness depends not only upon you 

but upon the efforts of from five to twenty people. We will 

discuss some of the major team positions. 

PRODUCTION MANAGER 

One person you may never actually meet is the production 

manager. His job ~s to assign to you the supporting members 

of the team. In most cases the production manager will be 

responsible for assigning producers, directors, camera 

crews, stagehands, and technicians. It is his responsibility 

to see that all the facilities of the station are placed at 

your disposal and to insure that studio time is requested 

and available when it is needed. Now, it may be that your 

presentation requires little or no·· rehearsal, or that the 

studio's schedule is too crowded to allow more than minimal 

rehearsal time. It then becomes the production manager's 

problem to work out some equitable arrangement between you 

and the availability of the studio. 
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PRODUCER- DIRECTOR 

It is very likely, in a small studio operation, that 

the duties and responsibilities of the producer and the 

director will be combined in one position. Technically, the 

responsibility of the producer is procuring talent, obtaining 

creative artists such as a director and writers, overseeing 

the entire operation, and, most important of all, controlling 

the expenditure of money. In medium and small operations, 

many of these responsibilities do not exist. Even with 

separate producer-director positions, the producer will 

probably have little to say about selecting writers and 

directors. It will be the producer's job to show you how 

studio facilities can be put best to use for your particular 

presentation. 

The director controls everything that goes on in the 

studio while your presentation is on the air. You, as 

talent, will work closely with the director. He is concerned 

not only with the technical aspects of guiding cameras, 

integrating sound, and a host of other problems but also 

with you--your appearance, your delivery, your movements. 

everything you do from the time you enter the studio until 

you go off the air. 

As far as you, the talent, are concerned, the combina

tion of producer-director is a fortunate one. This means you 

will have to deal only with one person who is responsible 
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for every facet of your presentation. 

~MANAGER 

At the time of your presentation, an important man in 

the studio to you is the floor manager. He is the right

hand man of both the director and you. The director will 

conmrunicate with you through the floor manager in a 

specific sign language throughout )"CUr presentation. 

CAMERAMEN 

In addition to the floor manager, you will work closely 

with the cameramen. It is their job to follow your actions 

and. demonstrations. They receive their instructions from 

th~ director during the program through an intercom line 

that is tied into the cameras. The cameramen will move in 

and out, take close-ups, and follow you according to what 

you and the director have worked out previously. 

TECHNICIANS 

Besides the previously mentioned .personnel, your 

effectiveness is dependent on other team members. These 

people include stagehands, lighting men, audio operators, 

video control engineers, transmitter engineers, etc. It is 

true, however, that in small studio operations the duties 

of stagehands, lighting man, .and cameramen may be combined 
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into one job. This may give one person the appearance of 

disinterest in your work because he is too busy to stop 

and talk. 

It may appear that I have neglected one very important 

member of the production team, whom I have mentioned earlier. 

That is the talent--you. You as talent provide the reason 

for the existence of all the other people. You bring to 

the studio a set of ideas which you want to communicate to 

a large nmnber of people but as individuals. We production 

people serve to assist in the transmission of your informa

tion to its destination--your audience. With a good 

balance between your ideas and knowledge of your field, 

and our specialities in connnunication, you are on your way 

to effective television communication. 

STUDIO MECHANICS 

Now, the sooner you can master certain mechanics of 

appearing before TV cameras, the sooner effective communi

cation can take place. Every speaker must learn to adjust 

to the peculiarities of every speaking situation. In a 

simple conversation you automatically adjust bodily action, 

voice level, and the general tone of your speech to your 

audience. If the same speech were to be given in a lecture 

situation, you might have to adjust to different lighting, 

a public address system, varied eye contact, etc. 
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Appearing on television is much the same thing; there 

are several adaptations which must be made by you before 

communication can begin. 

CAMERAS 

One of the first questions new talent asks when entering 

the studio is, "Where do I look?" He is quickly pointed in 

the direction of a rather unfriendly, ungainly-looking 

piece of equipment--the camera. 

On the front of it you will see a round turret with 

three or four lenses on it. Only one of these lenses can 

be taking a picture at any time, and it is important that 

you find this lens .. The position of this "take lens" will 

vary from camera to camera, so always be sure to ask. The 

take lens becomes your audience, and that is where you should 

direct your eyes. Your demonstrations need to be aimed at 

the take lens also. On the camera, you also will see some 

arrangement for signaling that this particular camera is 

on the air. Usually a rather large, conspicuous red light 

will come on, signifiying that this camera has now been 

switched on. Some perfonners find that treating the camera 

as if it were a familiar person helps overcome the original 

discomfort of talking to an inanimate object. 

MICROPHONES 

You will generally find yourself confronted with one 
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of three types of microphones: one is a boom type; another 
is a lapel or lavaliere mike; and a third is a desk mike. 

Too often, new talent worries far too much about being 

heard; he will lean over to the mike every time he attempts 
to speak. 'fllis unnecessary movement not only is distracting 
to the viewer, but makes it extremely difficult for the 

audio operator to adjust volume. In most cases simply 

speak as if you were talking to one or two persons in a semi
intimate situation. 

A boom is an apparatus that suspends a microphone above 
and in front of you. 'fllis type of mike handling is more 

typical of medium and large studios than of small studios, 
which generally do not have the room for such apparatus. 

The boom requires an operator who will follow you wherever 

you move in the studio. He must be sure that the mike is in 
the proper position to pick up your voice best. You can 
help him by avoiding sudden or rapid movements, enabling 

him to keep up with you. A boom mike may require slightly 
more volume than a lapel or desk mike. 

A second method of handling a microphone is to place 
it on a desk or lectern. 'fltis microphone is stationary 

and imposes certain restrictions upon you. The audio 

operator will place the mike on the table so that it is 

located for best pick-up of your voice. You do not need tc 

lean into the mike to be heard properly. However, you 

obviously cannot move from place to place. Even leaning 
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back in a chair or leaning over to one side also will change 

the sound of your voice. This microphone arrangement is 

useful only in a presentation (such as a simple interview 

program) where there is no movement. With a desk mike in 

use, you will need to remain somewhat stationary, but by no 

means need you be a "Wooden Indian." Relax and use your 

face and body when you talk, but avoid excessive weaving. 

By far the most used and easiest method of handling 

voice pick-up is the lapel mike. This is worn around your 

neck with the mike itself resting on your chest. Since 

the mike becomes part of you, you are free to move comfortably 

in the studio and your microphone pick-up will remain 

constant. Keep in mind, however, that cameras also have to 

keep up with you. One caution with a lapel mike; the mike 

is connected physically to an outlet in the studio by a 

long cable. If you are doing much moving in the studio, 

you will have to be careful that you don't trip on your 

own cable. 

HAND SIGNALS 

As I have mentioned earlier, throughout the course of 

your presentation, the director will need to communicate 

with you through the floor manager. The floor manager 

may also relay time cues, telling you how much time you 

have left in your program. He will tell you if you need to 

speed up or slow down, or if you are on time. Since these 
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signals cannot be done verbally without being heard over 
the air, the floor manager and director must rely upon 
hand signals. Each of these signals has a apecific meaning. 
The most used signals and their execution are listed here. 

STAND BY: (get ready to begin) Hand raised next to the camera that will be OP. the air. 

CUE TO BEGIN: (you're on the air!) Hand brought down in· an arc, and pointing directly at talent. 
SLOW DOWN: Both hands together then slowly brought apart, as if stretching something. 

SPEED UP: One hand makes a circular motion in front of the body. The faster it goes, the more the talent needs to speed up. 

ON TIME: (on the nose) Index finger is placed on the tip of the nose. 

READY TO LOOK AT ANOTHER CAMERA: Hand is raised in a standby position next to the camera talent is presently looking at. 

LOOK TO ANGrHER CAMERA: Hand, in a bold sweeping motion, points to the camera that is being 
switched on. 

CUT: (time left to finish sentence only!) Hand is drawn across throat in a cutting motion. There is little mistaking of this cue. 

Time cues usually will be given by the floor manager 
with large printed cards which tell you how many minutes 
are left in the presentation. They will be shown directly 
under or to the side of the take lens, or in your direct 
line of sight if you are not looking at the camera. Some
times printed cards are not available and the floor manager 
will have to relay time cues with his fingers. Simply, 
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five fingers means five minutes, and so on. A thirty-second 

cue will vary from station to station, as will a wrap-up 

cue which means fifteen seconds. Be sure to check all 

hand cues with your floor manager before you go on the air. 

The most difficult problem in receiving time cues is to 

NOT acknowledge them. There is no need to nod your head and 

say thank you to the floor manager for giving you a cue. He 

generally will be able to tell if you have seen them or not. 

Acknowledge these cues and signals mentally, not physically. 

The sooner you can adjust and master these simple 

mechanics, the more you will be able to concentrate on 

your actual presentation. Rely on the skills of your 

production team and above all be prepared with your ideas 

before you enter the studio. When appearing before a camera 

the best rule to follow is to be yourself at your best. 

That's the simple secret of success for effective intimate 

television communication. 

You have now seen how you fit into an intricate and 

highly specialized production team. A knowledge of studio 

mechanics can help you fit into this team as smoothly 

and efficiently as possible so the big task of communicating 

can begin. 
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YOUR TELEVISION PERFORMANCE 

by 

C. Larry Hutchins, Producer 

Instructional Television 

University of Missouri 
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It is difficult to discuss television performance and 

appearance in twenty minutes, twenty pages or twenty volumes. 

Performance is first and foremost a highly individual art. 

No two people will act the same way in front of a camera 

and no two people have the same problems with their own 

performance. Some form of general evaluation is important; 

however, even the best performance can stand improvement. 

You owe it to yourself and to your viewers to seek such 

improvement. 

But "How?" is the question, Let me suggest to you 

general principles by which you may judge your own perform

ance. These suggestions also are made to help the novice 

better understand the process through which every successful 

performer must go whether he seeks to entertain, inform or 

persuade. The principles of which I am speaking relate to 

all the planning stages of the performance, preparation and 

organization, presentation and appearance. 

Preparing for the Program 

1. The Audience. The first task which confronts you 

as a prospective television performer is a proper knowledge 

of your audience. For example, if you are to appear on a 

typical afternoon women's program, it is not enough to assume 

that your audience is composed of housewives between the ages 
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of 30-50. You might be surprised to find that 50 percent of 

your viewers are not even women. In one typical afternoon 

on a local station for example, the women's show was viewed 

by 66 percent women, 11 percent men and 23 percent children. 

These figures are average and should not surprise anyone who 

knows his market. But they are very different from what one 

might guess they would be. To ignore that almost one fourth 

of your audience is comprised of children would be damaging 

both to your own performance and to your viewers. 

Several sources are available to help you analyze the 

composition of a television audience. Probably the best 

source and the first one to which you should turn is the 

station itself. The program manager makes it his business 

to know what viewers his station has in any given time 

period. His figures are based upon local polls conducted by 

the station or upon national polls to which the station sub

scribes such as those prepared by the A. c. Nielsen Company 

or the American Research Bureau. There also may be available 

demographic studies done by sociology or broadcasting 

departments of local colleges or universities. For example, 

Herbert F. Lionberger of the University of Missouri has 

conducted and published a survey of "Television Viewing in 

Rural Boone County." This particular survey would be 

applicable to many other communities where the economic 
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balance between rural and urban life is similar to that of 

mid-Missouri. One last reminder about sources for analyzing 

your audience -- don't forget your competition on other 

channels. Very frequently you can make an assessment of 

your own viewers by considering the types of programs from 

which they have to choose. If you are competing with a soap 

box drama you may have a different audience than if you are 

competing with a quiz program. In either event you may not 

be appearing before a majority of the possible women viewers. 

After you have properly assessed the composition of 

your audience you must decide whether you will try to discuss 

your subject in terms of the broadest possible audience or 

whether you will speak to a smaller, more restricted group. 

This decision is very important, for if you have not decided 

to which audience you will speak, you cannot make appropriate 

adjustments in your subject area and your presentation. 

2. The Subject. At the same time you are ascertaining 

the composition and size of your audience you will be 

thinking about your choice of subject. It is difficult to 

decide which comes first; on many occasions you are asked 

to fill a predetermined length of time with a topic of your 

choice and at other times the subject will have been 

selected already by someone else or by the nature of the 

program or occasion. Whatever the method by which the sub

ject is selected, however, there is one absolute rule to 
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keep in mind: SELECT YOUR SUBJECT WITH A PURPOSE! It is not 

sufficient to decide that you will "talk about" pattern

maki.ng. You must decide in terms of what you know about 

~ur audience, what they would be most interested in knowing 

~out pattern-making. Do you want to give them a general 

survey of the process or to guide them toward some specific 

aspect of pattern-making? Are you attempting to show the 

beginner how to work with a pattern or are you demonstrating 

some of the subtleties of layout to those already informed 

about sewing? Whatever you are doing it should have a 

purpose. If you haven't decided what that purpose is, it 

will be difficult to make the best use of the time and 

resources available to you. 

3. Research. One of the most important steps in 

preparing for any television program is your own knowledge 

of the subject. Whether you have spent long hours in 

research or have had long standing experience in the subject, 

you can never know too much about your topic. Whether you 

are talking to SO ,000 people about baking or you are 

teaching your daughter to decorate a cake, you must know 

your subject br!fore you can successfully communicate, 

How much time y<>u spend in preparing for any given 

production will be the product of your past experience and 

knowing where to go to get new information. For this 

reason it is very important to !now how to take full advantage 

of the tools available in a library. For example, you may 
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remember reading an article about freezing fresh vegetables 

in a Good Housekeeping magazine several years ago •.• or was 

it Better Homes and Gardens? The point is that it would be 

a difficult task to sort through all the back issues you 

have collected in the garage to find what you want. It 

would be much easier to consult Reader's Guide or any other 

standard periodical reference in a library for the years in 

which you are interested. You may not only find the article 

for which you are looking in a matter of a few minutes, but 

you probably will find half a dozen other articles providing 

important information about the same subject. By quickly 

checking the card catalog of a library you can also find 

complete books on the subject. In using these standard 

bibliographic sources consult with the librarian; she is 

an invaluable aid in the efficient use of reference possibi

lities. 

For anyone in home economics it is also important to know 

how to find government documents and pamphlets. Thousands of 

documents on any subject from home decorating to home canning 
are available from the Superintendent of Documents in 

Washington. Incidentally, if you are responsible for a daily 

or weekly program and are always searching for new topics, 

you might want to subscribe to "Selected United States 

Government Publications," a biweekly catalog of documents 

available through the U. S. Government Printing Office. It 
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is a constant source for new ideas on a broad range of sub

jects. 

A final place for obtaining useful information about a 

variety of subjects is your local university. As most of 

you know, university home economics departments, divisions 

of extension and colleges of agriculture are constant 

suppliers of important publications on subjects of general 

and specific interest to home economists. 

At this point you probably will have more information 

than time to present it. The next major step is the 

selection and emphasis of those elements of your research 

that will best describe or illuminate the topic you are 

discussing. 

3. Organization. The process of organization is 

highly complex because there is no one universal plan that 

will work in all cases. If you have time, you might consult 

a text on speech making for guides on organization. For 

example, Dr. Loren Reid's book First Principles of Public 

Speaking has a thorough discussion of such topics as: 

Choosing Subject and Purpose, Adapting to the Audience, How 

to Hold Interest Through Narrative, How to Use Visual Aids, 

etc. You will find such texts very useful in all stages 

of your preparation. 
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In the short space available here, however, it is 

impossible to cover these conce·pts of organization in great 

detail. Rut there are . three specific suggestions that may 

be of immediate value to you. 

· a. Opening. It is very important that you get and 

hold the attention of your audience at the very beginning of 

the program. If you can't get" the.rii. interested in your 

subject immediately, the typical viewer will not sit around 

to see you through; she will either get up and go back to 

work, switch the channel or shut the set off. You must gain 

and hold her attention £rom the very beginning or all the 

rest. of your efforts will be in vain. In home economics 

terms, "your cake needs to be decorated." This icing on 

your program may be a controversial statement that will 

catch the listener's attention. For example, with a 

discussion panel you might start off with a clearly stated 

opinion from each panel member, e.g.: "I think we should 

have lady-astronauts!" or "Women are not pychologically 

fit to be President," etc. In a more general situation 

you also can use the question technique: "Did you know that 

there is a new zipper available that won't snag, break, or 

tear?" If your program involves a demonstration or display 

you can begin with a brief example of the process or effect. 

This will create visual interest and provide a goal by which 

the viewer can measure the progress of the program. 
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b. Orientation and Transition. Now that you presumably 

have the viewer's attention, how do you keep it? You may 

still lose your audience if you have failed to indicate the 

direction in which you are headed and the route by which you 

would travel. Whether on a physical trip or a mental journey 

people like to know where they are going. Don't hide your 

road-map or sign-posts. The audience needs to be informed 

of your purpose at the outset and reminded of it periodically 

throughout the program. Opportunities for reminders occur 

as you move from point to point in your outline. 

This need for good orientation and transistion is based 

upon the psychological principle that learning is goal 

directed and takes pla:e only when an entire pattern or 

relationship is seen. That goal and pattern need to be as 

clear as possible to the audience or phrased as the country 

preacher's formula for delivering a sermon: "I tells 'em 

what I'm goin' tell 'em; I tells 'em; and then I tells 'em 

what I told 'em," 

c. Closing. One last suggestion for organizing your 

presentation: prepare and rehearse a closing to the program. 

Nothing is more awkward than finding yourself at the end 

without knowing how to bring things to a logical conclusion, 

Prepare in advance how you can best summarize and conclude 

your presentation so that your audience will have a final, 

clear understanding of your discussion. You may want to 

prepare a fact sheet which the viewer can get by writing to 

the stations or can pick up at the sponsor's place of 
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It is particularly important to time this close. If 

you do not, you may find your prepared conclusion will take 

longer than the time you have or that you will finish up 

too soon and have to "fill" the remaining period with 

meaningless cliches. A convenient time is usually one 

minute or thirty seconds since these are the standard cues 

you will get from the floorman. 

Presentation 

Consideration of preparation and organization lead to 

the evaluative criteria of the presentation itself: 

1. Enthusiasm. It is frequently said that to be a 

successful communicator you must have a "lively sense of 

communication." This phase defines the importance of 

animation or vivacity in good performance. It identifies 

the person who conveys the idea that he is vitally interest

ed in his subject; it persuades the viewer that there is 

something of value in hearing the performer through, 

How do you acquire this lively sense of communication? 

It is easy to talk about it, but how do you put it to work 

for you? The answers are not simple, but they point up the 

need for picking a subject which you genuinely like and 

from which you feel others would value. If you have no 

enthusiasm for your topic you will convey very little of 

it to your viewer. It is foolish to suppose you will be 

able to convince someone else of the worth of your program 

if you do not believe it yourself. 
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2. Sincerity. A second important quality for any good 

performer is sincerity. Because television is so well suited 

to close-ups, it becomes a medium of great intimacy. The 

least falseness in voice or manner is quickly detected by 

the viewer. You must be as natural and unaffected as possible. 

Working toward this natural or conversational style will also 

put you at ease and reduce the tensions that nearly every 

performer experiences. 

3. Intimacy. The intimacy of television also makes it 

important for you to talk to your audience as though it was 

comprised of only a single person sitting just across from 

you. You don't think or talk to the thousands of viewers you 

may have; you don't even have to be heard twenty feet away 

where the camera is. The audience is as close as the 

microphone around your neck or just above your head; it is 

as close as the television set is to each individual member 

of your audience. 

As an example of how this entire matter of enthusiasm, 

sincerity and intimacy produce a single, successful perform

ance, let me relate a personal experience of several months 

ago: I was unexpectedly called upon to run a television 

camera on a local women's show. I had worked at the station 

many times before, but I had never been in the studio when 

the women's show was being broadcast. As I stood behind the 

camera that afternoon, I discovered it was all I could do 

to hear the hostess although she was not more than ten feet 

away. It was as though she was talking to an old friend 
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right in her own kitchen. The lesson was clear: an effec

tive performer was projecting her enthusiasm and interest 

through an intimate and natural sense of conversation. 

4. Movement. Another subject which is of immediate 

concern to the television performer is movement. It is 

important because the slightest distracting movement is so 

magnified through the medium of television that it poses a 

real threat to successful communication. It is also 

important because unnecessarily rapid movements may cause 

the cameraman to "l:ose you in the frame." To correct for 

either of these situations, move as little as possible and 

keep those movements necessary small, close to the body 

and slow. In getting up from a chair, for example, slip 

to the edge of the chair before you stand up; this will 

alert the cameraman, give you a much more graceful appear

ance and keep the audience from seeing nothing but the top 

of your head if you were to bend over when rising. 

Appearance 

Research, organization and presentation need to be 

accompanied by an attractive, but not distracting appearance. 

1. Simplicity. As in almost all areas of design and 

art, simplicity is usually the best guideline for the 

performer. Because the camera takes many close ups, any

thing which tends to be fussy will only draw the viewer's 
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attention from the subject being discussed. If you are 

displaying products you may easily distract from the 

object by holding it in front a dress with a bold or busy 

design. Along these lines avoid the following: veils, hats, 

elaborate ruffles, heavy jewelry, ·garish prints, checks or 

plaids. You also should avoid necklines or hemlines which 

might cause discomfort or embarrassment if it is necessary 

to bend over a counter or sit in a low chair. Conservative, 

simple lines with plain materials are most appropria.te. 

2. Contrast. Another important consideration in 

selecting clothes for televisio~ is contrast. · ~ecause the 

television camera can reproduce nq. more than ten different 

shades of gray, any contrast range beyond this will cause 

the camera to distort and compress the true gray values. 

For this reason, it is best to avoid white and black 

combinations and jewelry or metal that has a high reflective 

quality. Wear medium brown, gray, red, green or blue. It 

is also best if you avoid using white papei on the set. If 

possible, use blue or green paper when preparing your scripts 

or organization notes, 

3. Relative Color Value. It is also important for 

the television performer to consider the relative gray value 

or reflective value of the colors you are wearing or the 

colors of the set. Remember, that on black and white tele

vision all colors are reduced to shades of grey. If the 
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design of your dress depends upon the contrast between two 

colors, make sure that they do not turn out the same shade 

on a black and white camera. The story is told of a leading 

metropolitan soprano who appeared on network television one 

night dressed in a beautiful gold dress, draped over a red 

velvet couch and in front of a sky blue background. All that 

was visible to the viewers were two hands and a face, 

swimming in a sea of medium grey -- someone had failed to 

check the grey values of the colors on the set. This situa

tion also can be quite embarrassing to the performer who 

appears in a rather tight fitting dress which has the same 

reflective value as her skin. 

A simple solution to all of these problems is to 

preview the things you plan to wear on camera, and 

failing that, to bring an extra outfit in case the one you 

selected is not suitable. 

4. Comfort. Finally, for your own comfort, it is 

important to wear something that is light weight. Although 

TV studios are almost always air conditioned, things can get 

very warm after several hours before the lights. 

In closing, there is one principle that sums up what I 

have detailed: the most important word in television is 

planning. This point cannot be made too strongly; if 

there is one thing that marks the good performer it is his 
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or her ability to plan, You may spend twenty to forty hours 

on one short fifteen minute demonstration and still not have 

planned enough. Plan while you analyze your audience, and 

your subject; plan while you do your research and organi

zation; plan your opening and your close; plan what you will 

wear and what you will do. PLAN! 
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. 
Television performer usually prefer straight, simple lines Lo 
busy designs, bold pattern, veils, and over-abundanL jewelry . 

Television "halo's " are produced by extreme contrasts of jew
el.ry or black and white combinations. 

'Clutching" problems can b alleviated by longer skirts or 
camouflage. 



KEEPING THE PUBLIC INTERESTED 

OR 

WHY WON'T THEY LET ME ON THE AIR 

by 

Donald W. MacLennan 

Production Manager 

.University of Missouri 

Instructional Television 
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When a performer comes to a television station and 

asks for "free time" to put a program on the air, he must 

consider what his request means to the television station 

and the station's audience. To the station, the request may 

be a better way to serve the public interest or merely a 

loss of revenue-producing time. To the home viewer the 

program may be an oasis or just another sand pile in the 

"Vast Wasteland." 

When you, as a connnunicator concerned with the improve

ment of the home and family, come to a station you have a 

message to give to all the viewers. Your ideas, suggestions, 

and research reports all can help some members of the 

audience to a better life. Is that viewer sitting eagerly 

glued to the TV set waiting for you to help him reach new 

heights or personal comfort and satisfation? Your altruistic 

motives will have to be curbed, I am afraid, because recent 

research in what the audience expects from television shows 

the audience really does not want to hear you! Professor 

Gary A. Steiner's recent book The People Look at Television 

is the report of a study of audience attitudes toward 

television. Dr. Steiner says in his <Dnclusion: 

Television is turned to for relaxation and diversion. 
The viewer rarely uses the set as a deliberate source 
of information, and he is extremely unlikely to turn on 
serious and informative public affairs programs, even 
if he is watching while they are on the air. 

To us as connnunicators, this is a horrifying concept. 

We have such a worthwhile body of information to give the 
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audience, and they don't want to take it. Horrifying as it 

may be, this is a principle we must face. When you come on 

the air and the announcer says, "Station WOOF-TV now presents 

a talk about improving home laundry conditions by , • . " 

The sound of turning channel selectors can be deafening. 

Professor Steiner was not trying to suggest a way to correct 

this attitude but only to report it. We'll try to suggest one 

way to make informational TV more successful. 

When we ask for air time, we may be asking a station 

manager to commit audience suicide. If our presentation 

drives the audience away, it may be hours before the station 

recaptures the audience. We must be prepared to show the 

station why our ideas are important and why they need to be 

presented. Then, we must show the station manager that we 

know enough about television presentations to be able to keep 

the audience interested. We must show him not only the worth 

of our ideas, but also the skill we have in keeping the 

audience watching our program. We must develop our skill 

in communicating so we can keep them watching long enough 

to benefit from our message. 

To do this, we must know our audience. We must know 

them well enough to approach them as equals--not subservien 

like slaves or dominating like dictators. Our ideas can 

not be concealed under a bushel basket or brought forth 

shining with the light of indignation. Who is the audience, 

anyway? Steiner tells us that the modal viewer has no more 
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than a high school education, an annual income of less than 

$8000, and watches TV about four hours a day. Steiner also 

notes that the audience really breaks into two major groups. 

One group is the average viewer, but the other is the average 

non-average viewer. This non-average group says they want 

more information and education from TV, but they do not 

watch it when it is on. He watches TV much less (he watches 

less than 1/3 of the programs ·the average group does) but 

criticises it more. ·The average viewer likes TV for enter

tainment a~d distraction, but the non-average .viewer watches 

TV for entertainment thinking it should serve some other 

function. 

Based on Steiner's ideas we w0uld expect our audience 

to be of two groups, the larger of which is moderately 

hostile, while the smaller vocalizes praise for informative 

programs, but would just as soon watch programs which require 

less concentration. Our audience also is our community, 

and we should know what ~ur community is. We should know 

who lives there, their vocations, their avocations and their 

living habits. Only when we know our audience can we hope 

to communicate with them. What is an effective presentation 

for. cosmopolitan New York is much less effective for rural 

Columbia, Missouri . . 
Let us assume you know your audience. You have looked 

into market analyses of their shopping habits, you have 
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solicited opinions from the Chamber of Commerce, you have 

sought out the thought leaders of the comm.unity, and you 

have the TV station's advice. We can even assume you have 

conducted a study about the need for the audience to know 

about your particular speciality. You are now ready to go 

to the station and ask for air time to communicate this 

needed information. 

Television stations are licensed by the federal govern

ment to operate in the public interest, convenience, and 

necessity. While neither the Federal Communications 

Commission nor the federal courts have ever provided a 

written definition of what the public interest is, the FCC 

has given some suggestions to stations to help them deter

mine what is the public interest. The FCC has suggested 

a station follow a procedure similar to the one you might 

follow in determining the needs of your audience. The 

station surveys the potential audience and asks their 

thought leaders what they want from the station. Then the 

station measures audience reaction to the programs they 

have on the air. The station also examines what is popular 

on the other stations in the market. When the station has 

this information, it examines its budget and staff and 

tries to develop programs which reflect the entertainment 

: and informational needs of the audience. Because the FCC 

has recognized that public interest differs from community 

to community, it is the station's responsibility to prove to 
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the FCC what the public interest is. If a station fails to 

serve the public interest, the FCC may assign the frequency 

to another licensee. 

Radio and TV stations are licensed because of the 

limited frequencies available and the great demand for them. 

Persons who meet the requirements for station ownership may 

apply to the FCC for a "limited license" to use a certain 

frequency in a certain area. The maximum life of a license 

is three years. At the end of each license period, the 

station must again demonstrate it is serving the public 

interest before the license can be renewed. 

When you ask for time on the station you must prove to 

the station manager your program would serve the public 

interest. If you can show the station you can give them a 

program which will serve the public interest, your chances 

for receiving air time are greatly increased. You are 

asking the station to spend time and money on your idea. 

BE PREPARED TO JUSTIFY THIS INVESTMENT. 

Ms.ke a definite appointment with the station manager 

or program director. Tell him in advance what you want to 

see him about. If you give him time to be prepared you may 

find your reception more hospitable and your ideas may reach 

a more sympathetic ear. When you meet him, immediately set 

your goal. Tell him what you want and why you want it. 

Have your ideas written out in TV script or run down sheet 

form. Be prepared to leave a copy with him. Be "armed to 
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the teeth" to make the most convincing case you can for the 

necessity of airing your ideas. If you can convince the 

station manager, you will probably be able to convince the 

audience. 

Demonstrate your ability to use TV effectively. Show 

you know good and bad utilization of television as a medium 

of communication. The performer who comes to the station and 

asks what a camera looks like is placed at a definite dis

advantage. 

When you have made arrangements to usa the station's 

facilities, find out when you must arrive to do the program. 

Assume nothing! A producer or a producer-director will be 

assigned to your program. M:!et with him as far in advance 

of the program as possible. Ask him to check everything you 

have done or plan to do. Ask for constructive criticism 

about your performance and production. 

Find out from the producer what things you must supply 

and what things the station can supply. Be concerned with 

your setting and your make-up. Be willing to accept con

structive suggestions. Do not be afraid to admit you do 

not know something. A phony is quickly found out in the 

studio. 

You have asked the TV station to help you connnunicate 

your ideas to the public. What does the station get from 

you? You are an expert. The ideas you have and the informa

tion you can give to the public should be invaluable. You 
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can help the station serve the public interest. You are a 

well trained com:nunicator. You should be able to carry out 

your job most successfully if you use TV effectively. 

The station is vitally interested in your performance. 

The audience knows you only as a TV per fonner. They do not 

know you are not employed by the station. You represent 

yourself and the station. The station will do all it 

reasonably can to make you look good. You should do all 

you can to make yourself and the station look good. 

The biggest criticism TV program personnel have of 

the non-regular performer is his characteristic lack of 

preparation. You will bypass this criticism if you carefully 

plan your program in advance, considering your message,,your 

audience's interests and the capability of television to 

convey your thoughts and ideas. If you approach television 

with a willingness to learn how to use it, and learn from it, 

your experience will be rewarding. You will find, if you 

use it well, TV is mankind's most effective mass communicator. 

The audience's initial resistance to accepting -TV as an in-

formative media will dwindle when they learn you are trying 

to help them lead a better life. Misused, television is highly 

frustrating, but used well it is a willing worker. 
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KEEPING THE "VISION" IN TEI.EVISION 

Donald W. MacLennan 

Production Manager 

Instructional Television 

University of Missouri 
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Communicating ideas by television is simply making good 

use of the means available for transmitting ideas from the 

communicator to the receptor. The television conununication 

channel is only one way; from the communicator to the 

receptor. But, the channel provides for both aural and 

visual connnunication. We work with a high level of abstraction 

when we try to have a mass audience understand and appreciate 

an idea with verbal symbols only. The desire for a visual 

channel of communication, motivated scientists to search 

for a way to transmit pictures electronically. Television 

is not meant to be a substitute for experience, but it 

certainly brings the receptor closer to the experience, if 

used properly, than does radio with purely verbal symbols. 

Some wags will say that standing in front of a television 

camera and reading a speech is just like radio--with pictures. 

But even these pictures can bring to the viewer, impressions 

of how you as a speaker feel about your material. If you 

are bored, the viewer is disinterested; if you are enthused, 

the viewer is eager. Even in its least effective stages, 

such as reading a speech with your eyes lost in the manuscript, 

television provides the viewer with a vision that adds 

something to the presentation. 

The proper use of a complex system of communication such 

as television involves doing something with the "vision." To 

be an effective conmunicator on television, you must use the 
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vision channel and use it effectively. 

Let's spend some time examining the vision channel and 

how to use it. We'll assume that you know what you want to 

communicate. We'll even assume you know how to present your 

ideas in that complex group of verbal abstractions we call 

words. How good are words for presentations, anyway? When 

we say "boy" what do we mean? Do we mean a portly, freckle 

faced male, 7 years, 6 months of age dressed in blue jeans, 

dangling his bare feet in a wide spot in a creek on a June 

day waiting for a fish to nibble his toe? Or do we mean a 

crippled and deformed male, 14 years old, trying to walk to 

school on crutches given to him by the National Foundation 

March of Dimes? 

Both of these rather vivid images are boys, but what a 

tremendous difference between them. One picture could have 

supported the word ''boy" and defined clearly in our audience's 

minds what we meant by "boy." 

It is simply more efficient communication to rely on 

the vision channel to help our audiences know what we mean. 

Object Size Concepts. If we are going to use the vision 

channel effectively, our viewers must be able to see what 

we present to them. How much do we see of a tree on the 

horizon? We have to get closer to the tree before we can 

tell if it is a silver maple or a red maple. With television, 

we must consider the size of the TV screen and the distance 



from the screen before we can decide what size the visual 

must be. 

While there are small portable sets with 5 inch screens 

and large theater television projectors with images 12 feet 

wide, we can consider that most homes and schools have at 

least a 21 inch screen. Most of our viewers will be at 

least 7 feet away from the front of the set and not more than 

20 feet away.l Because the TV screen is small and the 

electrical scanning nature of the picture limits resolution, 

the images you want your audience to recognize nrust be fairly 

large. If we consider the man in the back row, 20 feet 

away (with something less than perfect 20/20 vision), we 

nrust make lettering and objects at least l/15th the height 

of the TV screen. We can get a good approximation of this 

size by viewing an 8 x 10 or 8-1/2 x 11 page from a book 

from 10 feet away. The results are disastrous. You can't 

read 25 lines of 10 point type from 10 feet away. If we are 

going to use TV effectively, plan your lettering and object 

size so that even the man in the back row can read it! The 

simple formula for this is: 

All lettering at least l/15th the height of the screen 

AND 

No more than 7 horizontal lines of lettering. 

lAdrian L. TerLouw, legibility Standards for Protected 
Material. (Rochester, N. Y. Eastman KOdak Company, Sa es 
Service Division) p. 6y 
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If you want to make a title card with a height of 7 inches, 

all your letters must be about 1/2" high or they will not be 

seen and UNDERSTOOD by the viewer. 

Design Concepts. 

is imagination. 

The key to successful visual conmunication 

When you thoroughly have thought out your 

ideas and what you want to say about them, use imagination 

and think visually. Say to yourself: "What misunderstandings 

do I have to correct? How can I visualize the idea so even 

the least attentive of the audience will understand what I 

want to say? What is the best way to show that to them?" 

The creative process is a difficult one to explain. 

Creative people can't say haw they are creative. There is no 

pill to make you creative, and above all there is no magic 

potion to make you a commercial artist. Are you really 

handicapped as a visual communicator if you are not an 

artist? No! You know your material better than any artist 

could possibly hope to know it and the advantage is all yours. 

You know what you want. An artist may execute it better, 

but even the best execution cannot make up for the power of 

your understanding of the subject. 

lt may seem unfair to think in tenns of the lowest 

common denominator, but consider the range of your audience's 

ability to understand your subject. Start so everyone will 

understand your idea. Make it simple, but make it under

standable and challenging. Don't worry about your "rough" 
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execution of the art work. If it's legible, the audience 

will understand. We will talk about many visual aids later 

which can help even a coordinated chimpanzee make legible 

visuals. 

If the ideas for a visual don't come to you immediately, 

wait awhile. Do something else, go play golf, or watch TV. 

Then go back to the idea. Try a new approach. Work on some 

new way to present the material. Sleep on the idea over

night. But above all, don't give up. The material you are 

presenting on TV should be so important that second rate work 

just won't do! 

Aspect ~· Aspect ratio is the mathematical relationship 

between the height and the width of the TV screen. When we 

talk about the TV screen, or anything visual, we always place 

the height first and then the width. If a painting is 9 feet 

high and 12 feet wide, its aspect ratio is 9:12. We can 

simplify the math a bit by dividing both of the numbers by 

their conmion denominator, in this case "3" and express the 

aspect ratio as 3:4 with no units of measurement. A painting 

9' x 12' is in an aspect ratio of 3:4. 

This example has been chosen deliberately because the 

TV screen is also 3:~. Every TV picture, everywhere will be 

3 units high and 4 units wide. 
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When we make a visual for TV we must make it 3 units 

high and 4 units wide or our audience will see something 

else around the picture. They probably will see part of an 

easel in the background or maybe even someone moving around 

behind the visual. This unplanned and unwanted material is 

called "garbage" for obvious reasons. It doesn't contribute 

to the visual; it distracts from it. It provides irrelevant 

cues to our audience. They wonder what that black thing is 

at the top or who that is waving his hand on the side. 

We must remember to make all of our visuals 3:4 in aspect 

ratio. They could be 3" x 4", 6" x 8", 911 x 12" or even 

9' x 12' but they must be 3:4 in aspect ratio. What do you 

do with that prized picture of Aunt Mi.nnie that is 12 units 

high and 1 unit wide? Place it on a card that provides a 

neutral background for the rest of the 3:4 aspect ratio. If 

the picture is 12 inches high, we divide 12 by 3 and get 4 

inches as our unit. Four inches times 4 or 16 inches is our 

horizontal size the camera will see so we get a card somewhat 

larger than 12 x 16 inches and mount the picture of Aunt 

Minnie in the middle of it. We then have a non-distracting 

3:4 background for a 12:1 picture. 

Safe f2Ey ~· As long as we are talking about the size of 

backgrounds, let us consider another requirement of good TV 

visuals. A visual that comes into the studio can expect to 
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get a good deal of handling. You have to make it, or have it 

made and the artist has to handle it, and when it gets to the 

studio, the floor manager has to put it in front of the 

camera and take it down later. we try to keep all of our 

important information in the center of the card so dirty 

fingerprints won't show on the receiver. 

Another consideration occurs in the receiver at home. 

Part of the picture sent out from the TV camera is cropped 

off at the home receiver. The picture sent from the station 

is a nice 3:4 rec~angle like 

Figure 1. Picture on Camera's Viewfinder 

But the home receiver is made to give as much picture area 

as possible. If the whole rectangle were seen at home your 

TV set might look like this: 

0 

0 

0 

Figure 2. Picture on Home Set Showing Corners 
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The black border at the sides is quite distracting and may 
make you feel you are getting a smaller picture than you 

paid for. The manufacturer crops off the corners and the 

sides of the picture to make it fill out the mask. The dotted 
lines show where the transmitted picture would be. 

0 

0 

0 

Figure 3. The Home Receiver 

We make some adjustment for this cropping in our visuals. We 

must have a border for handling, then an inside border for 
cropping. There is a simple way to figure out this ~ 
~~on any visual you bring to the studio. Take your 
3:4 card and divide the upper and lower edge into sixths, 
do the same with the right and left edges. Draw a line 
around the inner four rectangles. Keep everything you want 

seen at home in this area. This will be enough border and 
crop margin. See Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. "I/6th Rule" 

It is a good idea to standardize on one card size for all of 
your visuals. You can then determine the correct placement 
of the safe area and made a template to lay over your cards 
and check then before you get to the studio. Here is a 
template for an 11 x 14 title card with the areas marked on 
it. r · ·-- ------------------------------------ ---------.------------------------I f,,..i~ Guide for TV Art Work tUwlo,.d !>)I A~M ~.t.T'IOti cw ~NO ACSNCUa, uc .U 8r.t.nON ~A'ftVM ~An01t, 1we. , J.,._.y 11/H 

0 Broadcast area 12"'x 9" TV Camera covers this area. 

0 Artwork area 14°x ll 0 (Artwork should fi ll this area) 
L-~~~~~ - I 

Figure 5. Artwork Template 
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using Colors in TV. The predominant number of Tv operations 

in the U.S. are monochrome. Until more homes have color tele

vision receivers , we will have to consider our TV work in 

black and white. Colors can be deceiving in black and white 

TV. The camera sees only the amount of light that is 

reflected from the subject. If a pale red and a brilliant 

yellow both reflect 20 percent of the light that falls on 

them, they will look the same to the monochrome TV camera. 

It is best not to use colors for contrast when making visuals 

for monochrome TV. What looks to us like excellent contrast 

between green and red with our eyes may well be the same 

shade of gray on the TV scr€en. 

If we do all of our art work in black and white and 

gray, we will know what it will look like in advance of 

putting it on camera. 

Contrast. The television camera has a limited contrast 

range. We can perceive a ratio of light to dark of 100:1 

with our eyes, but the TV camera is limited to a 20:1 ratio. 

If we put a visual in front of the camera which will re

flect 1 unit of light in the dark areas and 50 units of light 

in the light areas, we have a contrast ratio of 50:1. The 

camera will compress either the white or black portions of 

the visual to make a ratio of 20:1. If the blacks were used 

as a reference then only the grays that reflected 20 units of 
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light would be seen and everything above that would be a 
detailess white. A good way to keep the contrast ratio 
within the 20:1 limit is to make seven jars of tempera 
paint. Make one jar white, another black and make the re
maining five jars even graduations of gray between black 
and white. You would then have: 

Figure 6. "The Gray Scale" 
Use the light gray to come out white on TV and the dark gray 
to come out black. The solid black and pure white are 
used only for one type of visual, the superimposure, which 
will be discussed later under non-projected visuals. All 
other visuals will use the five gray paints. 

If you have a colored visual, check it on camera so you 
are certain the color contrast will have a gray contrast as 
well. 

It is most advisable to avoid using translucent or a 
glazed or reflecting paint or card in the TV studio. The 
reflections from the glazed material will certainly exceed 
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the 20:1 ratio and the translucent material will let the 

backing show through. 

The eye is drawn to the lightest part of any image, 

so the most attention getting visual you can use is a light 

figure on a dark background. When the figure is the most 

important, our eyes ignore the background and focus on the 

light figure. It is a safe rule of thumb to say that the 

most important feature of your visual should be the lightest. 

It would be wise to secure a supply of both light gray 

and dark gray cards of a standard size so you can have both 

readily available. Another aid might be to lightly mark 

the borders of the safe copy area on all the cards so there 

is no question of what size to make the copy, and where that 

copy should be centered. 

Lettering. A good deal of your time will be spent in 

lettering information on visuals. Because the TV screen is 

small and resolution poorer than the eye or photographic 

processes, it is best to stick with simple block lettering. 

A roman or gothic type face looks best because it does not 

have all the little "curly-cues" or serifs that more ornate 

type has. The ·serifs tend to make the letters run together 

and to make the open spaces close in. Roman or gothic 

lettering is called "sans-serif" which means ''without 

serifs." Here are two letters. Compare the type styles 

for readibility. 



E ~ 
M::>dern Gothic "E" Old Time German "E" 

Figure 7. lettering Sytles 

It is easy to see the increased readibility of the 

· modern, while the Gennan "fraktur" is harder to read, 

but more artistic. 

You can do your lettering free hand if you are an 

accomplished artist, but many people need some help. A 

stencil can be purchased at your local book store or art 

supply house that will allow anyone to make good lettering. 

Remember to choose a letter size at least l/15th the height 

of the safe area. Better yet, use a frisket or rub-on type 

of lettering. Sheets of type in assorted characters 

can be brought at art dealers. In the frisket lettering, 

the letters are printed on translucent film and cut out and 

burnished on your card. When burnished, the film disappears. 

In the rub-on style of lettering, the letters are printed on 

a sheet of waxed film. When you burnish the letters they 

transfer to the card, leaving tl:ewax on the film. The rub-on 

or frisket lettering can be removed from the card with a 

razor blade without leaving a mark! This is a good idea 

for people who make mistakes. (Who doesn't?) 
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Lines for graphs and charts can be made with narrow 

slit tape with a pressure sensitive backing. This tape 

can be bought as narrow as 1/32 of an inch and as wide as 

3 inches. It makes a simple and neat way to rule lines and 

makes wide bars for charts. The tape comes in solid black 

or white or in some crosshatched and dotted patterns. Your 

local art dealer should be able to supply this tape or 

order it for you. Red tape usually appears light gray on 

camera. 

Another way to make lines is with a lettering pen. 

Pens come in two styles. One style is a series of points 

of different widths and shapes (square, round, elliptical) 

that fit into a common pen holder and are dipped into a bottle 

of india or drafting ink. The other type is like a fountain 

pen and can be filled with drafting ink. There is also a 

fountain pen which will accept a variety of inter-changeable 

points. Lines can be made with a pencil, of course. 

You may find that pen points and pencils are easier 

than tape to use initially, but the tape can be carefully 

removed from the visual without leaving a mark. Removing an 

ink or pencil always leaves a mark on the visual. 

Use an inking rule when making any straight lines with 

a pen. An inking rule has a raised edge that keeps the 

ruler from smearing the wet ink. 
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A regular ruler will work if you tape some pennies to the 

bottom of it to raise it above the surface of the paper: 

tape a penny here. 

Charts and Graphs. You will want to present a good deal of 

your information by charts and graphs. The University of 

Wisconsin has done detailed research into effectiveness of 

presenting visual material. 2 They found statistical informa

tion is best presented by a well designed graph with a 

supporting text. The poorest visual way to present material 

is to use a short summary table, and it isn't surprising to 

learn that the worst possible way to present statistical 

information is by written text alone. 

Wisconsin also discovered some effective ways to make 

your graphs. Generally, bar graphs were found to be more 

understandable than line graphs. The line graphs are 

easier to make, but viewers have trouble in estimating the 

importance of the lines. The shaded bars are more easily 

compared with a conmon base line. (See Figure 8.) 

2nepartmental Bulletins 29, 30, 31, and 32. Agricultural 
Journalism, University of Wisconsin, January 1962. 
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Figure 8 

Wisconsin also found out that bar charts were better 
than surface charts. Viewers have the same problem in 
estimating the area of a surface that they have in 
estimating relative areas included under a l i ne chart. 
See Figure 9. 

I 
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It was learned that the position of ti:e label made a 

significant difference in the understandability of the 

chart. Labels should be placed on the bars themselves and 

not placed on a key or grid. The motion of moving your 

eye from the key or the grid to the bar causes you to lose 

meaning. 

(See Figures 10 and 11.) 

NoiR~ 

rnmrn: crop 

:flJlll .bll)' 

0 10 20 30 
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There was no difference in retention between pie and 
bar charts or between vertical and horizontal bar charts. 
It llt>uld seem logical,however, to use horizontal bars for 
television visuals because they would fit the longer 

horizontal aspect ratio of the TV picture. 

Pie charts were just as good as percentage bar graphs 

Vertical bars were just as good as horizontal bars 

II_ 
Figure 12. 

You may find that shading the bars on a chart may 

present a problem. The easiest and best way to shade these 
areas is to use transparent sheets of shaded material. These 
sheets are applied like any frisket material and can be 

supplied in a wide variety of crosshatched patterns, solid 
parallel lines, and random dots. Narrow slit tape can be 
used in making the axes of the graph and borders around the 

bars. Frisket or rub on transfer lettering can, of course., 

be used to label the bars. 
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Charts and graphs will look best when they are made with 

horizontal bars of different shading. Labels should be placed 

on the bars, not in a legend or on the axes. Resist the 

temptation to put too mu:: h information on a chart. Remember, 

to be read easily, all information must be at least l/15th 

the height of the safe copy area. 

Illustrations. The novice artist will experience some 

difficulty in preparing visuals that call for illustrations. 

For him, however, there are some easy ways to do illustrations. 

The simplest way is to use one of the many frisket-like sheets 

translucent figures. These are sold in sheets of bodies, 

heads, arms, legs, eyes, hats, caps, and other accessory 

parts of cartoon figures. You merely cut out the parts you 

need, assemble them on the visual, rub them down to make 

them stick and your visual is illustrated. 

Another possibility is to use illustrations cut from 

magazines, newspapers, or specially designed books of 

illustrations. These will be less versatile than the 

frisket figures, but they are much more available. It would 

be wise to check with your TV station about copyright 

clearance when cutting pictures from books and magazines. 

Simple stick figures drawn free hand are, or course, 

the most readily available type of illustrations. Don't 

be discouraged if your figures don't look like a professional 

artist's. Remember your comprehension of the subject allows 

you to make a simple but effective illustration that conveys 

the exact meaning you want. 
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Chalk board or flannel boards. While the chalk board is 
~ ~~- --
standard equipment in every classroom, it certainly should 

be avoided in the television studio. While tremendous 

advances have been made with pastel colored boards and pastel 

colored chalk, the fundamental problems of messy erasures 

and noisy writing have yet to be solved. While a clean 

chalk board may be a good area for displaying visuals, the 

flannel board or its successor the velcro or nylon hook and 

loop board, provides an extremely useful visual too. 

The flannel board works on the principle of adherence. 

The board is covered with felt or flannel. The objects 

to be held on the board are backed with flannel or a high-nap 

flocking which adheres to the board. An object or visual can 

be made on cardboard, the card backed with flannel, and then 

cut into component parts. The performer can assemble the 

parts on the air to give a step by step analysis of the object. 

The relatively new hook and loop nylon material is 

similar to the flannel board in construction, but the board 

is covered with a material which is made of nylon loops, 

very much like a hooked rug. The material which makes the 

object stick to the board is made of the same loops, but 

they are cut at the top of the loop to form a hook. The 

hooks lock into loops and form a very strong bond. The hook 

and loop material will support over ten times the weight of 

the flannel, and will not fall off if the board is bumped. 
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Magnetic boards and peg boards also can be useful 

devices for displaying material. Magnetic boards and peg 

boards have a problem common with chalk boards. If they 

are painted with a semi-gloss or glossy paint, they will 

reflect light. The matte finish of the fabric boards 

will minimize light reflections. 

Magnetic boards can be used in a similar manner to 

flannel and hook and loop boards, but additionally they 

can simula~e animation. An unseen assistant behind the 

board can make objects move by pulling the objects along 

with a magnet behind the board. A peg board, using golf 

tees stuck in the holes, can be used for drawing outlines 

with colored string or yarn. Commercially available bent 

wire brackets also can be used to hold objects or shelves 

on the peg board. 

M::>dels and M::>ck-ups. One final word about a good source of 

visual material for television. Your local hobby or model 

store will have an exceptional variety of model kits in 

plastic and wood. These models are usually made to scale 

and look quite realistic on camera. They can be preassembled 

in sections and the sections put together with a friction 

fit so you can assemble and take them apart on camera for 

detailed analysis of some structure. These models are 

generally inexpensive and bring the viewer close to viewing 

the real thing. Because these models are available in kit 

form, they can be painted in the TV grey scale values so 

you are assured of proper TV contrast. (Remember the 5 

suggested gray paint values.) 
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Large manufacturing companies might be able to provide 
you with models of their products. .Automobile manufacturers 
should be able to supply you with a model of a car or truck. 
Space material manufacturers might have models of the space 
capsules and launch vehicles they make. These companies 
may make these available for no cost, or may charge for 
them, or ask for a mention on the program in return for 
supplying a model. Check with your station about its policy 
for showing identity brands on camera, and get permission in 
writing from the supplier to use the model on TV. 

In this same category are maps and globes. These are 
extremely useful for showing geographic material, but you 
must remember the problems of image size and color contrast 
we mentioned before. Make certain the colors on the map 
have a gray scale contrast to show what you want seen; and, 
especially in road maps, make certain the lettering is large 
enough to be read on the home receiver. You would be well 
advised to keep all road maps in the glove box of your car 
and out of the TV studio. These maps have an enormous amount 
of details which appear as unperceptable confusion on a home 
receiver. 

Puppets and marionettes fall into this category, too. 
You can make your own puppets with papier-mache heads and 
doll clothes or you can buy commercial puppets. Prerecorded 
audio tape of the dialogue between you and the puppet may be 
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a good way to have another character with you in the 

studio to present the information you want to communi

cate. One word of caution - puppets and pre-recording 

take a good deal of camera rehearsal. 

CLASSIFYING VISUALS FOR TV 

We can classify all visual material we bring to the TV 

situation in two classes - projected and non-projected. 

Non-projected visuals. 

lettered cards present in a written form, detailed 

information, names, address, and explanatory notes. 

Illustrated cards present ideas and concepts. They show 

what something is, how it works, or where something goes. 

You can use free hand drawings, prepared frisket characters, 

or photographs fur illustrations. When using photographs for 

illustrations, make certain they are on matte finish (non

reflecting) paper or they have been sprayed with an aerosol 

wax to remove any reflections from the studio lights. 

Superimposures. M:>st TV stations have camera switching 

equipment that will allow you to blend together the pictures 

from two cameras. One picture is superimposed over the other 

picture. This is an extremely useful way to add labels or 

titles to a picture. One card (the super card) has the 

lettering done in pure white or a pure black field. (Here 

is where our white and black jars of paint are used.) When 

this picture is blended with the picture on the other camera, 

only the white lettering shows. If the two cameras are 

carefully positioned, the lettering can appear in any place 
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on the other picture. 

~ Reveal. .Another way to use the super technique is 

to cover all or part of the white lettering with a black 

card. As the card is removed slowly by pulling to the top 

or side, the lettering appears to be revealed from nothingness. 

This technique is especially useful in revealing parts of a 

bar graph. The material can be presented one step at a 

time with all the information showing up at the end of the 

presentation. 

Charts. We already have mentioned charts, but one · 

additional caution is worthwhile. The TV screen is small 

and charts from textbooks and magazines may have too much 

information and too small lettering to make it useful for 

TV. Remake any charts which have lettering or bars less than 

l/15th the height of the screen. 

Animated ~· Cards can be made with clear acetate 

overlays that can be flipped over the card on camera to 

add new information or flipped out to remove information. 

Another way to get motion in a card is to design it with a 

part that can move araind an axis of a pin or a paper 

fastener. You can imagine what a water wheel would look 

like with a pin for the axis of rotation. Let us consider 

the different effects of a water wheel picture which does not 

move and one which could rotate. The concept of what a 

water wheel does is much more vivid and understandable in 

the moving visual. 
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Magnets can be placed behind a card to move a part of 

the visual on the front of the card. However, be certain 

to select a very strong magnet to move some type of iron 

material for the moving part. This is an excellent way to 

call attention to a specific idea, or to assemble parts of 

a visual before the viewers' eyes. M:>tion calls attention to 

the moving part. Make certain the motion is needed for the 

communication of the idea. If motion is not needed, it 

becomes sheer trickery and quickly loses its effect. 

Projected Visuals. 

You will probably find projected visuals are the ones 

you will use most frequently. These include slides, films, 

film-strips and transparencies for overhead projection. 

All TV stations will not be equipped to handle every type 

of projected material, and it is wise to check with the 

station about the types you can use. 

Projected visuals can be used in two ways in television. 

With the exception of motion pictures, any projected visual 

can be projected on a screen or wall in the studio and the 

image televised with a live studio camera. M:>tion pictures 

require a special TV projector and must be shown on a special 

film TV camera. The light from the projector is focused 

optically on the pickup tube in the TV camera wit:hout using 

a screen. The device used for this is called a multiplexer. 

The multiplexer is a box containing mirrors and prisms which 
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allow three or four projectors to be used with one TV 

camera. Usually a multiplexer will have two 16 mm film pro

jectors and a 2 x 2 (35 mm) slide projector shooting into 

one TV camera. This multiplexer arrangment is shown in 

Figure 13. A multiplexer arrangment is the second way to 

televise projected material. The 2 x 2 slide projector is 

common with all TV stations, and occasionally the station 

will have facilities for showing 3 x 4 slides or single frame 

35 mm film strips in multiplexer. 

:Material used in projection on a multiplexer-film 

camera will not be under your control. A projectionist 

handles thi~ equipment in a room away from the studio. 

This adds an additional step to getting the picture on the 

air, and you must provide the TV director and projectionist 

with a script or run down sheet which details the order of 

the slides and the cues for changing them. 

Figure 13 . 
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Slides. Of the three comnon sizes of slides, the 2" x 2" 
slide is used more in TV than the 3 11 x 4 11 and 4" x 5 11 

slides. All slides are film transparencies and must be 

shown on a slide projector. Slides should be bound between 
two sheets of glass to prevent damage to the image. You 
should check with your TV station about the thickness of 

glass and type of binding to use. Some projectors will not 
accept thick glass mounts with heavy tape binding. The 
same principles for safe copy area for cards apply to slides. 
A generous border must be left within the slide area to 

allow for cropping of the slide during projection and reception. 
The safe area for a 2 x 2 slide is 5/8" x 7/8". Color slides 
can, of course, be used but make certain the color contrasts 
have a correct TV value contrast. 

Slides of sizes other than 2 x 2 may be difficult to 
use in a TV station, and you should check in advance with 
the station about the advisability of bringing a projector 
with you for odd sized slides. Remember the 3:4 aspect ratio 
of the TV screen. 211 x 2" and 4" x 5" slides have a longer 
than 3:4 ratio and you will have to leave a somewhat larger 
crop area on the sides or objects and lettering will be cut 
off the home receiver. 

Film Strips. There is a wealth of single frame 35 mm 
film strips available from libraries, schools, and manu-

facturers. 

performer. 

production. 

These are an excellent resource for the TV 

However, they do provide some problems for TV 

M::>st stations will not have facilities to 
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project them through their multiplexers and you probably 
will have to bring a filmstrip projector to the station and 
shoot the image with a TV camera off a screen or white paper 

in the studio. While the aspect ratio of a filmstrip is 
3:4, lettering often comes right to the side of the frame 

and a sufficient border will not be left for home receiver 

cropping. 

Small opaque slides. Many TV stations are equipped with 
projectors which will show 3" x 5" or 4" x 5" opaque pictures 
through a multiplexer into a film chain camera. This size 

is ideal for Polaroid camera pictures and small photographs 
or objects. Cropping is spmetimes a problem and it would be 
wise to check with the TV station about the safe copy area 

for these visuals. The safe area for a 3 x 4 slide is 

2 x 3 inches. 

The opaque slides often are more flexible in utilization 
than transparent slides. The opaques will usually accommodate 
four to seven lines of ordinary typewriting which allows you 
to prepare a neat looking visual at the last minute. This 

technique is particularly useful for showing address, recipes 
and formulas • 

. Some TV stations are even equipped to handle opaque cards 
up to 11 x 14 inches in their IInlltiplexers which may 

simplify the studio production of the TV program. 
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4" x 511 Slides. Slides larger than 2" x 2" usually 
are for rear projection in the studio. The slides are pro
jected on a translucent screen in front of which the performe 
stands. The TV camera sees the performer in front of the 
slide image. This is an extremely convenient way of making 
rapid scene changes and adds a reality and dimension available 
in no other way in thes::udio. However, make certain the TV 
station has rear projection facilities. 

There is nothing to prevent using slides intended for 
rear projection as front projection. If the talent stands 
in front of a white area on which the image is projected and 
the effect is similar to back projection, but the talent 
will shadow part of the image and camera positioning must be 
precise. 

O\Terhead projected transparencies. An overhead projector 
allows you to stand facing your audience while a large 
image appears over your shoulder. A great advantage of tha 
overhead projector is the large size of the transparencies. 
They are usually between 7 x 7 and 12 x 12 inches and 
can be written on while being projected. This allows the 
performer to add information quickly and effectively. Layers 
of transparent material can be overlayed to add additional 
information or provide limited animation. Also, the overlay 
principle can be used without an overhead projector. The 
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transparencies can be placed over an illuminated light 

box or a white card and televised with a camera. Most TV 

stations will have a large photo contact printer which will 

illuminate the transparency and allow many overlay eels. 

The transparencies used in this process can be made 

photographically, on diazo sensitized materials, or drawn 

with transparent and opaque inks or grease pencil on clear 

acetate sheets. The overlay principle gives an extremely 

effective way of showing growth and development of processes. 

Polarized light can even be used with stressed cellophane 

to show moving light patterns which simulate fluid flow 

and motion. 

The overhead projector can be equipped with a long roll 

of clear cellophane and used as a white "blackboard." One 

caution--remember the 3:4 ratio of the TV picture. The over

head projector has a square or 1:1 aspect ratio and care must 

be taken to avoid using areas which won't be seen at home. 

It is wise to make cardboard frames to hold your transparencies 

which are in the 3:4 ratio, so you won't use an area 

cropped out be the TV camera. 

M:>tion Picture Film. All TV stations can use 16 mm 

motion picture film. The cropping problem still exists 

because some films will have lettering which comes to the 

sides of the projected image. These will not be seen at 

home. Films add another dimension. They allow the performer 

to bring objects and processes which could not easily be 

brought live to the studio. It is wise to check with 

station personnel about copyright permission before you plan 
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to show any film. 

A recording of a TV program can be used like a film. 

It contains the same information as a film and easily can 

be inserted into your program. TV recordings are made on 

either motion picture film or magnetic tape. Recordings 

made on film are called "kinescope recordings" because a 

film camera takes a picture of the images on a TV picture 

tube, called a kinescope tube, while the program is being 

broadcast. The audio portion of the program is recorded on 

the sound track of the film. You easily can preview these 

recordings because kinescope recordings can be shown on any 

motion picture projector. When you come to the TV studio 

you will handle the kinescope recording just like a film. 

Magnetic tape recordings of TV programs are similar in 

principle to magnetic audio tape recordings, but a much 

larger tape and tape recorder is used. The quality of a tape 

recorded TV program is almost indistinguishable from the 

live program, but a kinescope recorded TV program los~s much 

picture and sound quality. Because TV tape recorders are 

quite expensive to buy and operate, some stations may charge 

for playing back or recording tapes. Previews have to be 

scheduled at the station because the tapes can only be 

shown on a TV tape recorder, but the recordings can be sent 

from station to station and do make an excellent way of 

showing a good program on other stations. 

Not all stations have video tape recordi. ng facilities, 

so it is wise to check with your station about using or 
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making video tape recordings. 

We have tried to catalogue some of the ways of visualizing 

a TV presentation. ()ir list has not been exclusive or in

clusive. There are several good textbooks on TV production 

and visual and you are heartily encouraged to seek out these 

books and learn from them. (A Ii.st is included at the end 

of this section.) Above all, you are encouraged to seek the 

aid and counsel of the production and art personnel at your 

TV station. They will be most anxious to help you to do the 

best job possible because they have a vital interest in the 

success of your program. Best wishes for a rewarding 

experience in effectively communicating your ideas to your 

audience. 
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CHECK LIST FOR TV VISUALS 

1. Use your imagination to keep viewer interested. 

2. Keep it simple. The TV screen is small, and every 
detail must have some meaning. 

3. M!l.ke your visual 3 units high and 4 units wide. 
See the attached template for a standard TV Title 
Card (TC} for specific measurements. 

4. The TV picture is reduced 10% in area by the home 
receiver. The home set crops off the corners and 
sides of the picture the cameraman will see. Allow 
for this crop by making your backgrounds fill the 
camera field (see attached template) but keep 
lettering within the safe £2EY area. The cameraman 
will frame up on the edges-or-tne-Dackground, but 
the viewer will see all of the lettering. 

5. Keep your contrast ratio at 20:1. Do not use re
flecting surfaces which will give high lights 
that are more than 20 ti.mes brighter than the 
darkest area of the title card. 

A gray background works best, with a small amount of 
pure white (less than 2% of the total area of the 
card) to give the camera a reference white signal. 
In other words, it might be well to add some small 
white highlights to figure or letters to give this 
white reference, but do not use a white card for the 
background. The light gray drafting card supplied 
will appear almost white on the receiver. 

6. Keep all lettering at least l/15th the height of 
the safe copy area. 

No more than seven (7) lines of horizontal lettering. 

Letters must be at least 1/2 inch high and at least 
1/2 inch wide on a standard 11 x 14 TC. 

Strokes of letters or lines must be at least l/16th 
of an inch wide on a standard 11 x 14 TC. 

Letters and figures should be at least one stroke 
width apart. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MATERIAL 

FOR PREPARATION OF TV VISUALS 

Becker, Samuel L. and Harshbarger, H. Clay . Television: 
Techniques for Planni~ and Performance. Henry Holt 
and Co., InC:-1958. 1 P:-
This is an excellent text for persons who wish an intro
duction to television performance and visuals . It is 
particularly good for persons without any previous TV 
experience. 

Bretz, Rudy. Techni,ues of Televis.ion Production 2nd Edition. 
M::Graw Hill Boo Company, Inc. 1962 . 

An excellent advanced text for all forms of TV production. 
See specific chapters for visuals and special effects. 

Dale, Edgar. Audio Visual ~thods in Teaching. Revised 
Edition. -nryQen Press, 1954. ~ 

Details the educational approach to visualization. 

Millerson, Gerald. The Technique of Television Production. 
Communications Art Books, Hast!ngs House. 1961. 

Mr. Ml.llerson takes a British look at television pro
duction and provides a much needed aesthetic analysis 
of why we do things in TV. 

Stasheff, Edward and Bretz, Rudy. The Television Program. 
2nd Edition. Hill and Wang, Inc. 1962. 

The coverage of the writing and out of studio production 
of a television program reconunends this book highly for 
persons beginning their acquaintance with television 
production . 

Spear, James. Creating Visuals for TV. Division of Audio
Visual InstructiOllal Service;-Nitional Educational 
Association. 1962. 

This is the only current text that specifically discusses 
TV visuals. 

Wade, Robert J. Designing for TV. Pellegrinin and Cudahy. 
1952. 

While this book may be out dated by later treatments 
Mr. Wade's approach is one of the finest codifications 
of a general theory of TV design. 
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SUMMARY of Missouri Home Economics Communications Seminar 

By Frances F. Clingerman, Hane Economics and Youth Information Specialist 
Federal Extension Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture 

First, I want to say this has been a truly excellent Seminar-efficiently planned 
and ably conducted from start to finish. And yru in charge--espe cially Dr • .Margaret 
.Mangel and Mrs. Orrine Gregory--deserve great credit for it. Ycur hospitality and 
helpfulness-and that of all yrur assistants-have been warm and generrus, provid
ing all of us a fine blen:i of pleaw.re With valuable information and traini.Jlg. 

Yrur 110rkshop the pest five days 'has not only been superior in every way, but some
thing unique and different among the States. I only wish more States, in fact 
every State, could have had people on hand and that more of your CJifil Missouri 
hems economists might bave taken advantage of the fine opportunity to learn more 
about communicating through press, radio, axxl television. fut I understand yru 
have had about aJ.l the people yru could handle--arcund 60 or 65--which is the 
nwnber ycu expected and wanted in the first place. A.lso, I realize that YOU ARE 
SPECIAL Pl!:OPlli, a key grrup who reach many others--because yru are teaching hane 
econcmics er doing .!Sxtension work or serving in other areas. So this helps 
multiply ycu maey times over in the immber reached. 

Further, 11e' re surely glad to say that plans are nCJlf under way for duplicating all 
the speakers 1 manuscri,:t s, and pt"OViding tram to yru and others--incJuding other 
States. I'm very happy abcut this because we'd certainly like others to share 
the benefits of tm very top level people ycu brrught here to speak. 

NOif as for these talks given here this week by various persona, they were splen:iid 
-they were "all things to all people I" By that, I mean they were interesting and 
helpful to each of ycu an:! to all of us in rur separate fields or areas of work. 
So it is hard to give summaries or extracts because different points appealed to 
different a:ies of ycu; and lib.at might have particularly impressed me wruld not 
impress yru as much. But I•l.l do the best I can--unfortunately omitting a few 
speakers I didn't hear who, however, Will be included in the brochure. 

Leading us off, of cairse, was Dr. Edward Lambert of the University here, who was 
an ideal keynote speaker. HCllf true, as he said, that newspapers doo.'t scoop tl:e 
major news any more, due to radio an:i television being faster. But now, said Dr. 
Lambert, the trend is far papers to go more into depth reporting, and elaborate 
or explain llhat' s behind the news. Then he mentioned a number of magazines 
struggling these days to survive, and SOIJB failing. Others, he said, flourish 
because they KJiOif ThEIR m:AllERS, and cater to tmir needs and interests. 

DR. JORGENSEN on "Airborne TV'' told us abc:ut remarkable 11.MPA.TI" or the Midwest 
Program on Airborne Television Instruction. He said this amazing project is 
alreaey raachirg 1,200 paying s<:h<>ols in parts of six States-with abcut 27 
courses. And it has a potential, he said, of nearly 7 million studeri.s. 

RICHARD NIB&CK on "NEil Looks at Television" said 80 educational television stations 
are now on the air in the United States, and the lllllllber is increasing rapidly. 
He noted two strong trends in education today: One toward mass instruction, and 
the other toward indiviwalized and personalized instruction--both of which are 
1.m±>ortant arxl both of which we shculd use. I believe it was Mr. Nibeck who commented 
light:!¥, "This airborne television has been called 'intellectual crop dusting. 111 
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Then BILL REAGAN of KOMU-TV discussed Ussouri 's proposed State educaticnal TV 
network. This could be a Statewide educational television system which would be 
mltiple-ohannel, and available to 95 percent of the State's population. 
Obviousl,y the need would be big and the opportunity great for hone economics 
material of evelj' kind-for this when it is set up. 

DR. &RT GRIFFITH outlined "Sane Uses of Television by Hane Economists •11 Yru 
recall he had conducted a survey amcng many heme econanists, from whom he had 
exceptionally good response, and he came up 1'.dth a lot of worthwhile information. 
For one thing, his survey showed that the most extensive use of TV by hane 
economists appeared to be the "program series," and individual programs to 
hanemakers over both educational and canmercial stations. 

DON Mac:LENNllN, Instructional TV's production manager at liissouri U, said among 
many other things that, "You'd be welcaned by any TV program manager if yru had 
a program idea you cc:uld 'explain would be in the public interest, convenience, 
or necessity.' Tell the director or whomever yc:u 're talking to 'llhy people need 
aoo want your message, and they'll be delighted to have you.• I would add that 
yrur idea or proposed program should have the station saying THANK YOO to you, 
instead of you saying thank yc:u to them! 

BARRY CRONIN said, "Work with yrur TV team at the station. When ycu walk in as 
talent, you're the most important mEl!lber of that team, and don't feel yc:u're 
imposing on them. They' re there to assist yOJ., 11 an:! he gave us some useful cues 
and common signals used 1n participating. If yru want to impress the TV boys, 
he said, ask them before your show, "Where's yOJ.r TAKE lens?" And he said, 
these people WANT yOJ. to be good so you attract and hold viewers--instead of 
bumble and stumble arrund-so people tUin to another station. This reminded ne 
of a phrase I once heard at a radio-TV convention: A speaker re~d to "the 
dial-twisting proclivities of the Anl!ricsn public!" 

LARRY HUTCHINGS told us ''The best TV J:8rformance is characterized by good planning, 
arxi by a specific purpoee in mind. Don't be too broad and general," he said, 
"such as 'I'm going to talk today abrut dressmaking, 1 but narrow yrur topic dOllll 
perhaps to 'I 1m going to shew yOJ. homemakers who never used a pattern, har to use 
one today' •11 He advised reading a good~ text in preparing for good TV. 

At our Tuesday luncheon, JOAN GAIN.ES aeked, "Are We j)jalcing .Public Relations 
Progress?" and she anSll'ered emphatically, 11We arel" She was anxious for hoDB 
economists to be clearly identified as hane econanists with the public-tying in 
their worlc, no matter "What their field, with hane economics. For the public, 
she urged, "Let us have a unified approach, present a united front. Let's thrar 
our weight into ons great pool of energy and talent instead of so much fragmenta
ticn, an:l let's everyone of us help tell the story of how hou.:i economics is serving 
people evelj'Where today." For this, I ieyself 110U.ld urge that any of yc:u 'Who have 
not seen the AHEA film Joan mentioned, "Creating an Image," get the film from 
her or barrar it (:without charge) from us in WashingtCll at ar:iy time. 

JESSIE HEATHMAN, l'ilo is one of air most highly respected hODB ec editors, said 
"Every last ons of yai ie a canmunioator. This is pa.rt of your job. We 1111st 
get rut information whether in the classroom, in meetings, by press, radio, 
televisic:n, exhibits, or other means. We're colllllUili.cstors of sC1118thing ar other, 
regardless of howl Do 119 knar or care 'llbether we get through to people? And 
do we reach all the audiences 118 shrul.d1' What, for example, a bait air "Senior 
Citizena"-16 million man and 1l'O!llen now 65 or over? Are they a potential 
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audience? Can we help them meet their needs? What are their interests? Do·we 
~what their needs and interests are? Than there are the new hanemakers
many of whom were school dropouts--didn't even finish high school. They have 
great needs we oan fill. fut let's remember especiall,y what Jessie said about 
"Sets can be on, and minds NOT on!" When the station is tuned to your home 
economics program, are people's minds tuned in--or turned off?" 

WILMA SH! of Farm Jru.rnal said, "With the predicted increase in world PO!lllation 
to that astronomical figure of 3. 5 to 4 billion by 1970, it would certainly seem 
that we w.i.ll have an even greater need for people trained in th:! 'economics of 
the home 1". Regarding magazines, she said you occasionally hear of one failing 
and discontinuing publication. "But we know they failed because they ceased to 
be vital reading to their subscribers. They didn't anticipate and learn the 
wishes arr:l. needs of their readers ••••• 11 Whatever your media, Wilma said, KNOW 
yrur au:lience--its wants and needs, its frustrations and happinesses--anything 
that "Rill help yoo serve them. She told us then aboot FARM JOURNAL'$ famous 
test grrup of 500 homemakers, who help the magazine keep "reader-oriented." 

DOROTHY JURNEY of the Dl!.'TROIT FREE PRESS reminded us of the potential in women's 
pages these days which, she said, have intense readership-~en by some men--
11because they're written abru.t people's homes, families, rearing children, spen:i
ing money wisely, food, fashion, hrusekeeping, health, and so en." She told us 
how honesty, reliability, and practical usefulness crui:rt.ed in information 
wanted-and how she and rer staff discredit any false sources. · 

She said papers wanted and preferred impartial, unbiased information from hane 
economists like us--over manufacturers and salesmen and others who naturally 
have their bias in what they offer. I liked what she said in closing about 
11Yru. an:i we can do llDlch together to raise home and faJll!.ly standards everywhere, 
and make this a better place to live; we can help people enjoy life mere and 
give them a better life to enjqy l 11 

PAUL MYHRE, in dealing 'Iii th "Treods in the Prees Potential, II said "The WQDlln or 
this count:cy-and the world--are a mighty force to reckon with, and all are 
targets of hane economists llho can and llll8t helP them through mass mdia.11 I was 
very interested in him remarking that hane economists can help upgrade maiern 
advertising-of which we seem to have an ever growing amount in the papers today, 
as well as on radio and television. Fortunately, we will have l4r. Myhre' s manu
script to seod you later, so we nsedn' t go into m.ore detail now. 

DR. LIONBERGER thie morning talked to us, you remember, abrut a Audiences." I •m 
sure you were impressed, as I was, when be said audiences are people who eelect 
YOO. You oan have people in mind to reac:il, but they're not really your audience 
till YOU are chosen. It's pretty easy to eel.act an audience, l:ut it's hard to 
get the audience to SELECT YOU •••• .Alirsye consider care.fully yair meseage, and 
how yru are going to collllJDlnicate it. Remember too that the meeeage yai eend is 
not necessarily the message received, so tr,y to get yrur mssage colllllllllicated 
rlth such ii:rt.erest and appeal that it is what yru. intended to get across. 

~ow ORRINE GREGORY AND MA.RY LOO ROSENKRANS did a fine job thie morning of 
describing and reporting on Jt!.ssouri 's Coordi:cated Approach to the uee of ma1111 
media for adult education. They cited llllch progress in thie very 1.mpcrtant 
project. We especially liked the way they are working with maey different 
cooperating groups, and making many uses ar the same baeic hane econanics material 
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for maximum mileage. For instance, tapes may be sent cut on the same t opics 
on which press releases are prepared. What they've done, and are doing, will 
set a valuable i:attern for other States to follow in a coordinated approach. 
We're glad they've promised to give us in writing what they said this morning, 
so this can be duplicated for yru, along 'Iii.th sane of their charts. 

CANDACE HURLEY, as most of ycu know, is nationally known for her hane aconanics 
editor leadar!bip over the cruntry, and for some fine information research she 
has dooe or directed. Her topic was "the Image," am I liked what ehe said 
about the image being very real toa11 person whether it's right ar wrong, clear 
or vague. She mentioned too a.brut cooking and sewing" being the image many 
people still have of home econanists 1 worl!:. And she said the more people know 
yru and ycur organization, the better they usually like ycu. This reminded mi 
of a sa;)!!.ng that "People are generally doll!l on llbat they' re not up onl" 

And llhy do we want a favorable image? Candy asked. The main reason is that we 
want ready acceptance of cur .iroduct-which is education. .::ihe said, "Try to 
read! the THCUGHT LEADERS in a community-the teachers, clergymen, politiciana, 
nsws:i;epers, radio and television broadcasters, doctors, executives--mtoever 
they are. They legitimize and circulate ycur ideas and information for ycu, 
It is easier to create a desirable image than 'cha~e a poor image, she said-
but let us alao oorrect poor ones1 

.ul. o! us certainly enjcued CLA.RISSA START DAVIDSON who just spoke. I thOJ.ght 
it was interesting what she said abcut newspapers being Dll.Oh alike, yet very 
di!fe:rent. So she ~aid study the entire newspaper er papers in ycur locality 
to learn har they. can tell yrur story in ALL their specialized p11rts. "Don't 
worry i! yru 1!fJ1t something Cll the wcman's page and it coues rut in the sports 
section er general section. That way ycu•ll readl new sudiences.11 

Then she sa:!d women are interested in creatiVity in the hone for their own 
personal satisfaction. In dealing '11:!.th newspaper people abrut ycur stories, 
she said be friend~, accurate, and reliable; and shar appreciation ill§!. yrur 
1111terial has been well ha!Xiled. 

I was sorry DR. MANGEL didn't make any full-length talk here-even thcugh we 
were glad she oould be w1 th us much of the time, and do 11 a1111 pre siding. But 
she did say SODB things yesterday that occur to e nOlf in closing. She remin:led 
us, as we've heard, that there isn't nOlf--and never will be-an educated man, 
c:in:cy a man in the pr-oceas of education. 

"So," 11he ea.id, "we'll no longer set aside 2, 4, 10, 16, or mare years far formal 
education and c Ol8ider that an cugh. We have cone to depend more and mere on in
formal aithod11 as adults, i! 11111 are to have an informed citizenry--'llhich cm 
cope 'llj_th the li!e we expect to be living in the future·" 

-223,-
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